


From heated room-to icy street

WATCH YOUR THROAT. . . look out for a COLD!
I

'

-gargle with Listerine
The prompt use of Listerine Antiseptic after ex-

posure to sudden temperature changes, drafts,

wet or cold feet, may often head off a cold or simple
sore throat. At such times, this wonderful antiseptic
seems to give Nature the helping hand it needs in

fighting germs.

Amazing Germ Reduction

First Listerine Antiseptic cleanses the entire oral
cavity, then reaches far down into the throat and
kills millions of germs associated with colds and
simple sore throat . . . the "secondary invaders" as

doctors call them. They are the bacteria that
accelerate congestion and inflammation.

Fifteen minutes after gargling with Listerine Anti-
septic, tests showed an average germ reduction of

96.7%. Even one hour after gargling, an 80% germ
reduction was noted on the average.

Such germ reduction helps you to understand the

" ten for the Train Whistle . . . GRAND CENTRAL STATION
etwork . . . Every Friday Evening . . . See your newspaper for time

remarkable success Listerine Antiseptic has had in
controlling colds.

Controlling Colds

Seven years of medically supervised research proved
that those who gargled regularly with Listerine
Antiseptic had fewer colds, milder colds, and got
rid of their colds faster than non-garglers.

Surely, in view ofthese facts, the helpful, delightful,
and fastidious habit of using

Listerine Antiseptic morning
and night is worth cultivating.

Lambert Pharmacal Co., St.

Louis, Mo.

LISTERINE
f
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THE SAFE ANTISEPTIC fajwhl'"* O*
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J. E. SMITH, Pre*., National Radio Institute
Established 181*

The man who has directed the home study

Set Servicing

Spare time set servic-

ing pays many $5.

S10, (15 a week extra
while learning. Full
time servicing pays as
much as $30, $50,
375 a week.

Building, Installing,

servicing and operat-
ing public address
systems is another
growing field for men
well trained In Radio,

Learn at Home

Make More Money
I will train you at home for many Good

Spare Time and Full Time Radio Jobs

HERE'S PROOF
THAT MY TRAINING PAYS

$50 Munthly In Spare Tim*

"I work on Radio part time, still

holding my regular job. Since en-
rolling seven years ago. I hare av-
eraged around 150 every month."
JOHN B. MOSiaSETTB. 809
Valley St., Manchester, N. H.

Make* ISO to $60 a Weak

am making between ISO and
..Da week after all expenses are
paid, and I am getting all the Ha-

"•'"i;.rssis
a S. Gay St., Knoxville, Tenn.

Operate* Public Address Systaa

"I hare a position with the Lot
Angeles Civil Service, operating
the Public Address System in the
City Hall Council. My salary ia

$170 a month." R. H. HOOD.
B. 136, City Hall, Los Angeles,
Calif.

Don't give up your ambition to get a better
job—more pay. Even if ynu can't spare the
money or time from your job to go away to
school—there Is a convenient way open to
you. I will train you at home in your spare
time for good-pay spare time or fuil time
Jobs In Batiio—jobs alongside many men
you now consider more fortunate than
yourself. You don't need to know a thing
about Radio or electricity, either, to be-
come a Radio Expert,

Get Ready Nov/ for Jefct Like ThaM
Radio broadcasting stations employ engi-
neers, operators, station managers and pay
up to 15,000 a year. Fixing Radio sets to
spare time pays many $200 to $500 a year-
full time jobs with Radio jobbers, manu-
facturers and dealers as much as $30. $50,
$75 a week. Many itadio Experts upen full
or part time Radio sales and repair Busi-
nesses. Radio manufacturers and jobbers
employ testers, inspectors, foremen, engi-—

, and pay up to $6,000 a

newer fields offering good opportunities now
and for the future. Television promises to
open many good jobs soon. Men I trained
have good jobs in these branches of Radio.
Read how they got their jobs. Mail coupon.

Why Many Radio Experts Make
$30, $50, $75 a Week

Radio is young—yet it's one of our large
industries. More than 28,000.000 homes have
one or more Radios. There are more Radios
than telephones. Every year millions of

of date and are replaced,
need new tubes, repairs,

i spent every year for

Hew Yen Get Practical Experience
Whit* Learning

I send you special Radio equipment; shew
you how to conduct experiments, build «tr-
cutts illustrating Important principle* used
in modern Radio recoivers, broadcast sta-
tions and loud-speaker installations. Thin
50-50 method of training—with printed in-
structions and working with Radio parta
and circuits—makes learning at home in-
teresting, fascinating, practical. I ALSO
GIVE TOTJ A MODERN. PROFESSIONAL
ALL-WAVE, ALL-PURPOSE RADIO SET
SERVICING INSTRUMENT to help yoii

"

make good money fixing Radios while learn-
ing and emiip you with a profession ni in-
strument for full time Jobs after

I am so sure 1 can train you to your satis-
faction that I agree in writing to refund
every penny you pay me if you are not satis-
fled with my Lessons and Instruction Ser-
tice when you finish. A copy of this agree-
ment comes with my Free Book.

Find Out What Radio Offer* Yon
Act Today. Mail the coupon now for "Rich
Rewards to Radio." It's free to any fellow
over 18 years old. It points out Radio'i
spare time and full time opportunities and
those coming in Television; tells about n~~

Radios get <

Millions
Over 150, L ..

Radio repairs alone. Over 5,000,0v„
Radios are In use; more are being sold
every day offering more profit making oppor-
tunities for Radio experts. And RADIO IS
STILL YOUNG, GROWING, expanding
into new fields. The few hundred $30, $50,
$75 a week jobs of 20 years ago have grown
to thousands. Yes, Radio offers oppor-

'

tunlties now and for tha future.

Many Make S5. $10, $15 a Week Extra .

In Spare Time While Learning
The day you enroll. In addition to our (
regular Course, I start sending Extra I

Money Job Sheets; show you how to do
Radio Repair jobs. Throughout your
training I send plans and directions that
made good spare time money—$200 to
$500 for hundreds, while learning.

on is Good'Far . . .

Copy OF My Book

is

BOO" ,„ ,*s

„AKE i RICH BEwWTi
It ,„ (I RADIO I

r ... * >V
..

SM 'TH, President Dept. 9AR
Natlonal Radio Institute, Washington, O. C.

Dear Mr. Swtth: Without obligatini
which points out the spare time and f
Plains your 50-50 method of training
Badio Experts. (Please Write Plainly

NAME.,
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• Three hundred and »ixty-five days from now—
where will you be?

Still be struggling along in the same old job at

the same old salary— worried about the future —
never able lo make both ends meet? Will yon still

be putting off your start to success—fiddling away

precious hours that will never come again?

Don't do it, man— don't do it! There's no

grenter tragedy than that of the man who stays

sunk in a rut all his life, when with just a little

effort he could advance.

Think of the thousands of successful, prosper-

ous men in every industry and business who owe

much of their success to International Correspon-

dence Schools training (you'd recognize hundreds

of iheir names). They refused to he licked by

lack of training! They found that the I. C. S.

offered them comprehensive yet simplified texts

prepared hy outstanding authorities, plus personal

guidance and expert, understanding instruction.

The coupon will bring you the full story of the

S. C.S., and what it can mean to you.

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS

"jr Without cost or

Why," and fu!i

D Architectural Dnltanu
Building EstrmsUn*

~1 Contractor and l>ntM»r

BOX 2115-G, SCRANTON, PENNA.
obligation, please send me a copy of your booklet, "Who Wini and
particular* about the subject before which I have marked X:
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Mr. Mattingly & Mr.

spin a tale of finer

"Oh, Mr. Mattingly,

Oh, Mr. Mattingly,

How can we retain oar
native modesty.

"When folks holler from the

«M & M is really THE tops

For its mellow flavor

and its quality 1'"

"Yes, Mr. Moore,

Yes, Mr. Moore,

These ovations make me I

till 1 turn pink...

"And the reason,—er—ahem—is

That our whiskey, M & M, is

Slow-distilled for glorious goodness,

yet priced lower than you'd think!

"

There are lots of reasons why
YOU should start enjoying this

fine, mellow, slow-distilled whis-
key, at once!
One reason—M & M is ALL

whiskey, every drop in every bot-
tle! Another reason—it is a blend

of straight whiskies.,, the kind of

whiskey we believe is topi!

There are more reasons—but
have the pleasure of discovering
them for yourself! Ask for M&M,
at your favorite bar or package
store, today. And, here's one more
reason you should tryM&M—the
price is amazingly low!

Mattingly & Moore
Long on Quality— Short on Prlcel
A blent of straight whiskies-100% straight wbiski*s-9Q proof.

Frankfort Distilleries, Incorporated, Louisville and Baltimore.



FEW of us stop to think of the importance of

engineers in our civilization. These mechan-

ical minded men who tend the complex ma-
chines of our science, and make possible the con-

tinual use of all the comforts and conveniences of

today. But what would happen i£ our engineers

forgot how to tend their machines?

Warner Van Lome asked himself that question

when he wrote "Wanted: 7 Fearless Engineers!"

and pictured a civilization which had forgotten.

How seven American engineers saved that civiliza-

tion and restored the mighty machines to working

order makes one of the most engrossing and con-

vincing science fiction stories your editors have

ever read.

In addition, he wrote a story which has an ex-

ceptional element of mystery. You'll become ab-

sorbed in the problem as it unfolds. Where could

this mighty civilization be? First the trail leads

out to sea, then south into unknown waters to

. . . but read for yourself. . . .

* * *

A NOTHER story in this issue which is of in-

tense interest to modern-day readers is J.

Harvey Haggard's amazingly prophetic story, "The

Light That Kills." In view of the world events

of recent months, it seems logical that sometime in

the near future, a nation will be faced with the

problem of the tiny, fictitious country being at-

tacked suddenly by a larger and more powerful

neighbor.

Certainly, in such an event, we could expect the

results to be as pictured, and perhaps, as author

Haggard imagines, it may be the signal for the re-

lease of a phenomenal new scientific discovery

which will revolutionize warfare, and turn the

tide in favor of the small nation. A new scientific

weapon which will more than even the odds in fa-

vor of a powerful and warlike nation, armed to the

teeth with all the resources of modern destruction.

Haggard has pictured the Four Horsemen of

the Apocalypse riding again, but leading them is

a new and more terrifying rider, astride a strong

steed whose stride is more arrogant than any of

the other four. ,The name of this new horseman

is Science.

The scientific background of this story is the

most logical we have yet presented, and certainly

sound enough to become fact. Perhaps Amaz-

ing Stories will once more prove itself pro-

phetic in presenting the actual future. When you

read this story, it may tuck itself away in your

memory to be brought out by headlines in the

newspapers of a not so distant day.

Your editors only wonder how soon?

* * *

'TpHE recent panic in America, caused by the

now historic broadcast of H. G. Wells' Martian

invasion story as a Halloween thriller, is truly

amazing. Science fiction has indeed become a po-

tent force in our everyday life when a bit of fic-

tion can be accepted instantaneously by thousands

as absolute fact. Not so many yer^igo, most

people would not have comprehendetTthe signifi -

cance of interplanetary invasion. Incredulity

would have created an apathy impossible to dis-

turb.

But today, people take it for granted as per-

fectly possible and logical, and even evacuate the

scene in a frantic attempt to escape from "Martian

monsters" and "heat rays." They believed be-

cause science fiction has become a part of their

daily lives, and has become an accepted standard

of the future and its possibilities. They accepted

the reality of the danger because they believe in

the possibility of invaders from other planets. No
longer is man earth-bound, except in body. His

mind has already recognized other worlds in addi-

tion to his own. Who now can say that America

is not science fiction conscious?

* * *

AUTHOR ROBERT BLOCH comes through

with a definition for matter: "Matter is that

which forms the difference between a pink ele-

phant and a real one." Which completes the tril-

ogy of Blochian definitions.

* * *

/~\UR back cover this month depicts Julian S.

^-^ Krupa's conception of the ocean liner of the

future. The editors don't think this conception

very far-future either. Such ships seem to us to

be a positive certainty in the very near future.

Streamlining has already made its presence felt in

shipping circles, and at any time now we can ex-

pect some enterprising shipbuilder to build Krupa's

new "Queen of the Seas."

(Concluded on page 135)





CINEERS/
By WARNER VAN LORNE

A great civilization's fate lay in Dick

Barrow's hands as he led his fellow engi-

neers courageously to an unknown land

CHAPTER I

Opportunity

FROM where Dick Barrow sat,

hundreds of men were visible, oc-

cupying benches in every manner

of position. Some stretched at full

length, sleeping in the morning sun

after a night in the park. Others sat

with heads hanging; thinking thoughts

of their own.

Depression or recession, it meant the

same to all of them. Some didn't care,

but others tried to find any kind of work

that would fill their stomachs with food.

For three days Dick hadn't eaten a

good meal, and felt almost as low as the

derelicts whom he had for companions.

He would have enjoyed a smoke, but

turned away as two men dove for a

cigarette-butt; discarded by a passer-

by.

Anyone who could afford to buy a

newspaper was an aristocrat, and Dick

watched until he saw one discarded.

For three days he had been reading

them secondhand, but tie only jobs

were too far to walk and apply for.

His eyes stopped at one item in the

column and a puzzled frown slowly

puckered his forehead.
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Wanted: An Engineer. Young man
with love jor electrical and mechanical
work, who is not afraid oj isolation.

Have some knowledge of engineering,

but general experience more desirable

than specialized training. Must be will-

ing to leave country, never to return;

for which he wUl be well remunerated.
Have no close family ties, and willing

to submit to certain amount of danger.
WUl be isolated with few members of
own race, but will have great oppor-

tunity to develop mastery of huge ma-
chines. Come prepared to leave for post

immediately, without preparation.

Every want will be taken care of by
employers. This position is for life-

time, without opportunity oj turning

back after having accepted responsibil-

ity. GREAT OPPORTUNITY ! Room
36, 18 W. Morgan Ave., City.

For a long time Dick Barrow gazed

at the ad, mentally comparing his own
qualifications for the position—and

they seemed to fit! He was not a grad-

uate engineer, being forced to quit

school after two years of study. Three

years later his father died, then Dick
lost the job that had kept them eating

regularly. His love of mechanics re-

mained insatiable, and he constantly

hoped for work which would allow him
to use his knowledge and ability.

He had no relations, and the only

girl had forgotten him, when he left

school. He heard that she married a

classmate!

Dick was twenty-seven. Five years

had slipped by since he quit school, and

he couldn't remember where they had

gone. It was only six months after his

father died that he lost his last regular

job. He tried selling and was a failure.

He had been carpenter's helper, plumb-

er's helper, porter, counter-man and

busboy as the months passed, but noth-

ing steady. For the past two months he

had been hunting for work, while his

few dollars dwindled to where he no

longer had room rent. Then it was the

park.

His feet were sore and blistered from

holes in his shoes, and he limped with

every step. It took so long to reach the

address that there was little chance of

finding the job still open. It was not

the first time he had missed—for the

same reason.

XJE found that 18 Morgan Avenue

was a dreary structure, appearing

as if it had been standing twenty years

too long. The wooden stairs creaked

as he rested his weight on first one sore

foot and then the other. Room 36 was
at the top of the five story building,

and it seemed ages before he reached

the doorway. The only sign of fur-

nishing in the room was a hard bench,

occupied by three men. Dick had to

stand while his feet tortured him, but

it was hopeful to see men waiting—the

job wasn't fitted!

Suddenly a door at the opposite side

of the room jerked open and a man
dashed through.

"Get out of here! The man's in-

sane!"

Two of the men followed, but the

man who remained on the bench

glanced at Dick, grinned, shrugged his

shoulders and entered the door. A mo-

ment later his booming voice could be

heard through the thin partition, al-

though his words were not clear.

An hour passed while Dick waited.

When the man came out, with a smile

on his face, he wished Dick luck and

headed for the stairway.

Barrow felt a queer sensation as he

stepped through the inner doorway. A
man faced him in a huge leather chair

across the room. At least Dick thought

he was a man. Grotesque in every way,

his body was small while his head was

twice as large as normal. He was light

complexioned, with almost white hair
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thinly covering the top of his enormous

head. His features were finely cut,

with large aquiline nose. He was not

repulsive, and smiled in welcome as

Dick hesitated at the threshold. When
he spoke his tone was soft and musical.

"Welcome, stranger. You have come
in answer to my advertisement and I

will explain without wasting time. But

first tell me about yourself."

Going over his complete life history,

including the two years in college, Dick

came to the lean years when his father

died. He hesitated slightly not proud

of this period.

"Go on, Mr. Barrow. It is not im-

portant to have been a success in busi-

ness, and I will not consider that in

your qualifications. It isn't what you
have done, but what you want to do,

that interests me."

He spoke with a strange accent, that

Dick didn't recognize. But he was

pleasant and made it easy to talk.

When Barrow finished, by relating

the finding of the newspaper and the

long walk to the office, the queer man
was smiling.

"I like your frankness and will tell

you about the position, although I can't

reveal the location of your work. It is

not on any map, and you will work
among a race such as myself, with no

opportunity of leaving after reaching

the destination.

"You will be given every comfort and

advantage among my people, and be re-

quired to work hard in return. There

are several machines out of commis-

sion which must be repaired and put to

work again. After a few months your

work will be easier, although you must

constantly watch all machinery to see

that it is in perfect condition, and does

not stop work for even a moment.

"My people use mechanics of greater

size and development than anything

you have ever seen, and our lives de-

pend on its perfect operation. In or-

der to accept this position you must be

married. Your wife must come with

you, and be willing to accept the same

living conditions which are offered to

you.

"The man who left this office as you

entered has a fiancee and has gone to

talk it over with her. In your instance

/ must select your wife! You will be

the leader of the workmen whom I take

back. There will be only a few people

such as yourself, and you can never

again see others of your race.

"You will have power and wealth

among my people, and every type of

entertainment that you desire. But re-

member that you leave your race for-

ever, with no possibility of return! If

you accept my offer you must trust en-

tirely in what I say about the future."

When the man finished speaking Dick

was quiet for a long time. Everything

seemed so unreal, so different from what

he had expected. He must be willing

to leave everything that he had always

known—to enter an existence which he

didn't understand—without chance of

return! Yet he believed every word
this man spoke, impossible as it seemed.

But marriage . . . with a girl he had

never seen!

The man spoke again. "You hesi-

tate about marrying; I can see it in

your eyes. But remember that she

must accept without knowing you, and

is taking just as great a chance. This

I can say. She will be brilliant, and I

could not trust you to pick out a bril-

liant woman for your wife. Love would

come first in your eyes. Other things

would seem unimportant. I know that

you and the girl I select are apt to fall

in love, as I shall choose a girl suitable

to your temperament."

Dick answered slowly, "I don't know
what to say. I will have to live with

her all of my life, and if we are not
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happy anything you could offer would
mean nothing."

The smile spread over the strange

man's face again. "I wouldn't worry
too much. I believe you stand a greater

chance of happiness if / do the choos-

ing than if you do it yourself as I can
see more of the future. If you are mu-
tually likable and willing to understand

each other; if you are mentally on the

same level, there is little chance of not

falling in love. My race mates in this

way, and it works much better than

your haphazard mating."

When he realized that Dick still hes-

itated, he was slightly upset. Then
reaching into a leather bag, hung from

a strap around his neck, he stretched

forth a handful of bills.

"Go and get yourself a good meal.

It is now morning. When two more
mornings have passed come again.

Don't be afraid to use the money for

anything that you desire. This does

not mean that I expect you to accept

the offer, but it will allow you to think

it over carefully—without thinking of

your stomach. Buy clothes, a room to

sleep in, anything else that you want.

Be comfortable and do not worry about

what you spend. If you refuse my
terms, I will be disappointed, but will

not expect to be repaid."

A S Dick reached the street he shook

his head. It all seemed so fantas-

tic. But the money in his hand was
real money—and there was a lot of itl

Suddenly he realized that people were

staring at the handful of bills, and he

hurriedly stuffed them in a pocket.

When he was alone for a moment he

stepped into a vacant doorway to count

it.

There were 14 twenties, 10 fifties, and

three ten dollar bills in the lot. Twenty-

seven bilk in all, representing eight

hundred and ten dollars. Folding the

money carefully and placing it in a safe

pocket, he noticed a sign across the

street. "SHOES," it said. He glanced

at his own, then limped slowly across

when the traffic lights changed. For a
moment he looked in the window, then

stepped inside.

While the shoe clerk was busy he

carefully slipped a twenty from the

other bills. It would seem strange if

he had too much money with his feet in

such shape.

The next stop was a restaurant.

Then followed a trip to a clothing store

—and he left his old suit behind. With
new clothes, shoes, and a meal beneath

his belt, he began to think the offer of

the stranger was far from fantastic.

What if he did have to marry a strange

girl? At least they would both have
comfort and companionship, wherever

they went.

Barrow's first appointment was on
Tuesday morning, and Friday found

him climbing the same stairs. He
watched the papers but there had been
no repetition of the advertisement.

Evidently the strange man had all the

applicants he wanted.

The outer office was empty, but when
he opened the inner door, the queer

man was smiling just as Dick remem-
bered him.

"Come in, Mr. Barrow. I'm glad to

see you. I was surprised to hear of

your use of the money, but was pleased

rather than disappointed. You did

well."

For a moment Dick was taken back,

then he smiled sheepishly. "I don't

know just what to say, Sir, I did so

many things. But I didn't know I was
being watched."

"Every move you made was watched
carefully, and reported to me. I know
where you spent every hour since you
left here the other morning. I wanted

to know how you would act with money
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enough to do as you pleased for a few

days. You acted wisely, and I'm glad

that you spent so much of it on men

who need it. You bought twenty-two

pairs of shoes, thirty-six shirts and

forty-five suits of underwear. You also

bought cheap suits for nine men and

several odd and end accessories as well.

"Out of the total sum you spent less

than one hundred dollars for yourself,

and yet you have only forty-two dollars

of the sum that I handed you. The re-

mainder you used for meals and cheap

lodging for the men you have taken

care of in the past three days. You

have gone through a lot of money since

you were here."

Dick stammered as he spoke, "I'm

sorry, sir, but I thought
—

"

"You thought just right! I did give

you the money to use as you pleased

and I'm proud of the way you spent it.

But I want to know the answer. You

must have decided by this time. If the

answer is yes, you will bind yourself to

a life time of work. If it is no, we will

say goodby."

Dick's face lighted with a smile.

"The answer is yes. I am proud to

leave my future in your hands—even

to my marriage. I made up my mind

to do as you desire, and am prepared to

leave any time you are ready. I hope

you have hired every one you need and

that we will all enjoy our new work."

"You're a brave man, Dick Barrow."

There was admiration in the voice of

the stranger. "If you remained here I

believe you would make your mark in

life, but you will have even greater op-

portunity where you are going. I be-

lieve your decision will prove to be a

happy one.

"You must stay at a good hotel.

Reasonable if you want, although it is

not important. I will send the girl to

you within a few days. You will be

married as soon as possible after you

meet her.

"She will bring a letter and will do

exactly as you say. I will allow time

for you to get acquainted before I have

further orders. From that time you

will obey my orders explicity and fol-

low every instruction without question.

Every member of the party will take

orders from you, and you must give

them!"

Once more Dick was handed a hand-

ful of bills as he prepared to leave, and

knew there was even more than the

first time. But he would live in con-

stant dread of meeting the girl he was

to marry. As he started to open the

door, the man spoke again.

"Use the money as you desire. It

will be your last chance of spending

any and I want you to enjoy yourself

as much as possible during the time re-

maining. Do what you like for the

men in the park or any others you wish

to help. If you need more money send

a messenger to this room, but don't

come yourself. Don't contact me again

until my orders require it. Have a

good time."

Dick felt that he was living a dream,

but a very pleasant one. Just one

thought disturbed him. Who the girl

would be—and what she would be like?

CHAPTER II

Ouf to Sea

npHE following morning an advertise-

ment appeared in the papers, under

the heading of help wanted: women. It

was the same address on Morgan av-

enue. His heart sank! The man was

advertising for a wife! Now Barrow

knew he was in for a tough streak of

luck. He read it carefully.

Opportunity for young lady. Must
be of age, single, brilliant, with good

family background. Higher education

not necessary. Must be willing to travel
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long distance. Must not be averse to

marriage with brilliant young man;
give up all former associations, with no
possibility oj return; live life in small
community of own race, with no possi-

bility of communication with former
home. Must be without close family
ties, or relationship. Opportunity to

live life of luxury and ease, with ami-
able group far from present home and
civilization. Young lady who fits quali-

fications will not regret applying for po-
sition. Honor, love and security will be
her reward. OPPORTUNITY! Room
36, 18 West Morgan Avenue, City.

While Dick was eating dinner on
Tuesday evening, a young lady fell

headlong in front of his table. A mo-
ment later she was seated in the chair

opposite his own. Ten minutes later he

was ordering her dinner.

Afterward, as they walked toward a

movie, Dick felt as if he was commit-
ting a crime. He was supposed to meet
his future wife—and instead was en-

tertaining this young lady who had
fallen into his life. When he learned

that she was staying at the same hotel,

they made a date for breakfast the next

morning.

Dolores Dunbar was good company,
and seemed willing to spend most of her

time in Dick's company. He learned

that she was as friendless as himself,

and wondered why they couldn't have

met before he made the strange bar-

gain. But as the third day drew to a

close she appeared apprehensive.

When she kept glancing around, as

if expecting someone, Dick became cu-

rious, and felt rather hurt to think she

was looking for someone else. Finally

she spoke.

"I'm sorry, Dick, that I've made use

of you the way I have, but I was or-

dered to do it. You see, my employer

told me to meet you and spend every

possible moment in your company. He

also said that I would become ac-

quainted with someone through you,

and that you would know who he was,

when I said I came from a large headed
man on Morgan Avenue—with a let-

ter."

For a moment Dick was stunned.

Then he laughed, a sickly, half-hearted

laugh. When he found his voice it

squeaked.

"I think we had better go to my
room. We have some very private

things to say."

The queer man had succeeded in

their being together for three days be-

fore either knew they were the central

figures in the drama. Now they felt

farther apart than at any moment since

they had met, but nervously admitted

they had fared better than they ex-

pected.

'JpHEY were married in the morning,

to keep the agreement, but didn't

consider it part of the bargain to live

as man and wife.

Dick found only one order in the let-

ter, to be at the office at ten o'clock on

Tuesday morning. That left five days

to enjoy themselves.

In spite of the stiffness between them
Dick noticed how the light caught in

Dolores' dark hair, and how her brown
eyes sparkled at each new sight. Her
head reached just above his shoulder,

and he had never danced with a better

partner. She enjoyed his company,
and admitted to herself that he was a

perfect gentleman.

During the five days they saw every

good show, and visited every popular

night club. Things they had always

wanted to do were packed into the short

time to themselves. Dick hired a car,

and they drove for hours through the.

country. When Tuesday morning came
they were tired, and it was hard to get

up in time to keep the appointment.
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When they opened the door, the big-

headed man laughed at their yawns. "I

see that you've either been enjoying

yourselves, or have been trying mighty

hard. You can make up your sleep

from now on, as it will be a long time

before we reach our destination. How
do you like each other for permanent

companions?"

Their faces grew crimson. Finally,

Dick found his voice. "I'm perfectly

satisfied, Sir. I think Dolores is very

pretty, and is very good company!"

He looked the other way to hide his

embarrassment, as the girl spoke.

"I feel the same way. We have en-

joyed being together, and perhaps when
we are better acquainted the stiffness

will disappear. We both feel odd, be-

cause we were required to marry!"

The strange man laughed out loud at

this. "In other words you might have

fallen in love, if you had been allowed

time to do it. But having to marry cre-

ates an entirely different feeling. I be-

liev.e it will work out well, even though

you feel cheated at the moment. But
we haven't any time to lose. Every-

one is at the dock and we sail in two
hours.

"Here are your instructions, Dick.

From now on you give the orders, and I

remain in the background. They will

all feel more comfortable under the

command of one of their own race.

Study everything carefully on the way
to the dock, then give them as your

own orders."

Dick had little time for anything ex-

cept to look through the sheaf of pa-

pers. On one sheet was a list of seven

couples, with stateroom numbers beside

each. His own was on the top, with

number three room. This he dropped

in a side pocket where it would be easy

to find. The remainder was in connec-

tion with sailing.

Dick, Dolores and the big headed

man occupied one cab, while the bag-

gage followed in another. Dolores had

obtained quite a wardrobe, much to the

amusement to their employer. But the

man spoke only once during the trip.

"Everyone in the party must con-

sider that they work for you, Dick.

You must hear all complaints and settle

all differences. They must not ap-

proach me for any reason. I am known
as Morquil, of section one, which you

will understand when we reach our des-

tination."

The crew was hurrying back and

forth on the deck of the small ship, tak-

ing care of last-minute details. A group

of people were gathered beside a huge

stack of baggage, and Dick walked to-

ward them without waiting for the oth-

ers.

Dolores went up the gangplank be-

side Morquil, helping him slightly. He
seemed to have difficulty in supporting

his enormous head with the slight body.

As Dick reached the group, he read

the names from the list in his hand.

"Mr. and Mrs. John McCarthy. You
are in stateroom number seven. Take
what baggage you can carry, the rest

will be put on board." He called each

name and stateroom; they headed for

the ship. John McCarthy he found was
the man he had met in the office, and he

still had his perpetual grin. Evidently

his fiancee had agreed to the pact for

they were now man and wife.

When Dick started toward the ship,

after watching the baggage put on

board, he was stopped by a tap on the

shoulder. The cab drivers were still

waiting for their money. Morquil had
left everything in his hands, even to

paying for the trip to the dock.

It was a strange departure, with only

a few people on the dock to say good-

bye. Even they were just neighbors of

the passengers. Most of the women on

board were crying as the "Primrose"
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nosed out through the harbor toward

the open sea.

T~\ICK was still at the rail when the

captain approached. "I'm sorry to

bother you, Mr. Barrow, but I must

know our destination so I can set the

course."

The young leader's day dreaming

was cut short, to jerk him back to his

duties. He felt that the lives and hopes

of everyone on the ship had been thrust

into his hands.

Even the captain didn't know where

they were going. The ship had been

chartered for a voyage of several

months, to an unknown destination. He
and the crew were well paid, and didn't

care where they went.

Dick drew a sealed envelope from his

pocket, detached a slip of paper and

handed it to the captain. He read the

note, then repeated it. "You are to keep

the destination to yourself. No one on

the ship is to know where we are going,

and you will not mention it to me again.

I hope that we have good weather, Cap-

tain, and a fast trip."

Barrow felt like a fool. Repeating

messages as if they were his own—with-

out the slightest knowledge of what

they were about. He was supposedly

charting the course—and didn't have

the slightest idea where they were go-

ing.

When Dick reached his stateroom

(after answering questions from every-

one on board—and telling them noth-

ing) he found Dolores sobbing. She

had kept her smile until the boat sailed.

Now she was crying her eyes out. It

was not a new sight, as every woman
on the ship seemed occupied in the

same way, with the men trying to com-

fort them.

As Dick sat down beside her, he

could feel the throb of the diesel motor.

It seemed to carry the rhythm of ad-

venture through the walls of the cabin,

giving the feeling of the unknown. For

a long time there was silence while Do-

lores held one of Dick's hands for pro-

tection.

"Dick! We only have one cabin!

I'm supposed to stay here with you

—

and I hardly know you! Morquil told

me that I must stay here, there are no

extra rooms."

"I'm sorry, Dolores. We will just

have to put up with things as they are.

We've got into this and will have to see

it through. After all, we are man and

wife, and the people on board would

think it strange if we didn't occupy the

same room. There are two bunks, so

I won't have to sleep on the floor. It

will be a long trip, and we might as well

enjoy it as much as possible."

Days changed into weeks as the ship

plowed steadily south. They stopped

at one port for a few hours to refuel,

but there was little to see. The ship

was slow and it felt good to walk on

land again. But no one spoke enough

English to answer questions.

It was the only time they sighted land

until just before the end of the trip,

when small islands began to slide by.

Some within a few hundred feet, others

just visible in the distance. Morquil

hadn't appeared on deck during the en-

tire trip, but now he approached the

rail.

His face lighted with an ethereal glow

as he gazed across the blue water. He
looked like a man who was sighting his

home after many years of absence.

Dick couldn't help but feel glad for

him, while cold chills of misgiving crept

up and down his own spine. Their voy-

age was ending at a far different place

that he had pictured in his mind, and

quite the opposite of the description

which Morquil had given of gigantic

mechanical development.

They were passing by small south-
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sea islands, where mechanical equip-

ment was out of the question. They
hardly appeared habitable!

When the captain approached Dick,

Morquil joined the conversation. "I'll

give you the directions, Captain. Mr.

Barrow is not feeling well, and I can

do it for him.

"In about an hour we will reach the

island, and I will point out the entrance

to the harbor. It is well protected and

there is no need to worry about any

storm while we unload."

Every inch of space in the ship was

packed with supplies. There were

crates of books as well as pieces of ma-

chinery. Considerable radio equip-

ment included assembled sets as well as

parts. There were rifles and even one

small cannon. Several crates of chick-

ens and turkeys joined the other things

on the beach. Then to the amazement

of the party, a crate of pigs appeared.

TT required three days to empty the

ship, and with each passing hour the

little party grew more apprehensive. It

seemed as if they had been transferred

to an island to start a new civilization,

instead of a place where mechanical de-

velopment was far advanced. Because

Dick was the leader of the party, the

others began to look at him with

hatred; Morquil was almost forgotten.

When the last piece of equipment

was covered with heavy tarpaulins,

they constructed a shelter against one

side of the pile. It was almost dark

when everything was finished, and the

captain decided to wait until the next

day to sail. Everyone was invited on

board the Primrose, for a farewell

party.

Dick was forced to call a meeting in

the main cabin, to forestall danger of

the party deserting with the ship. Mor-

quil had instructed him carefully.

"Friends, we are all facing a great

adventure. I'm in no different position

than you, except that as leader I am
responsible for whatever happens. I

must take all blame for whatever

comes, yet know that it will eventually

work out as we expected.

"You all know that it is forbidden to

talk about this trip, or to surmise our

destination. I can assure you that it is

done for your own benefit, and later

you will appreciate the fact that you

did not know the future. I can't say

what the next few days will bring to all

of us, but be assured that everything

you have been promised will be ful-

filled.

"At the moment it seems impossible

that things can turn out as we expected,

but they will! You must simply be

patient, and do not lose faith in this

great adventure."

As Dick finished his speech, Morquil

smiled, well satisfied. Dolores even

smiled faintly, although it required ef-

fort to overcome her feeling of disaster.

The following morning everyone

went ashore, and John McCarthy went

around trying to aid Barrow in cheer-

ing up the party. He lied like a trooper,

whispering to everyone that he had dis-

covered something that satisfied him

about the marvelous civilization they

would reach before long.

Word of this reached Morquil, and

he hurriedly called Dick and John out

of sound of the others. He appeared

almost frightened, and the moment
they were alone, he spoke.

"What have you learned? I wanted

you to know nothing, and it is better if

you are ignorant. Whatever you

learned is too much, and may upset the

future."

John started to laugh, then seeing the

expression of agony on the face of Mor-

quil, he stopped short. "Don't worry. I

haven't learned anything! I simply

tried to help Dick keep the people sat-
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isfied. They were getting so restless

they needed something. In my home
town I was know as a famous liar, and

thought my ability might come in

handy."

Slowly the agony disappeared from

Morquil's face. "Someday you will un-

derstand how much you have done for

me, John. You will never regret it!

"

The McCarthys remained jovial, and
tried to keep up the spirits of the oth-

ers as the days of loneliness passed.

Philip Jones and his wife were quiet,

and waited patiently. Andrew and
Emma Smith had taken over the cook-

ing, and served the meals. George and
Mary Martin were the youngest couple,

and Dick doubted whether either of

them were past twenty-one. The oth-

ers were all nearer thirty. They spent

their time side by side, gazing over the

sea, perfectly happy in each other's

company.

Jerold Brown and Peter Yarbro were

constantly fishing, from the collapsible

boat, while their wives played cards.

One night they were awakened by
brilliant flashes of light. Running to

the beach, they watched in amazement.

They appeared like big guns firing

just above the surface of the water, a

few miles away. While they watched

they gradually faded out. It was like

a terrific electric storm, and the little

party drew close together for comfort.

When the lights faded out entirely,

Morquil told them to get some sleep.

They would have to move equipment

aboard a new ship the following day.

With the first streak of dawn Dick

was back at the edge of the beach,

straining his eyes into the gloom, but it

was almost an hour before any object

was visible.

After breakfast the ship was much
plainer. They could see a rounded hull,

like the top of a huge submarine, above

the water. One of the women remarked

that she would stay on the island before

she'd enter an undersea ship. The trip

on the Primrose was bad enough, but it

wasn't below the surface.

Morquil called them within the can-

vas shelter, as if to make a speech. He
held a small ball in one hand, and while

they waited for instructions it landed

in their midst.

A cloud of yellow vapor burst from

the object, and everyone in the party

slowly sank to the ground. Morquil

joined the others in unconscious stupor;

a victim of his own gas.

CHAPTER 111

Strange Destination

AX/'HEN Dick opened his eyes, there

was a feeling of motion to the bed.

The strangeness of the ceiling overhead

drew his attention. It was not canvas,

but shiny metal, almost purple in tint.

Suddenly he sat up. Dolores lay be-

side him. As his eyes cleared of the

lingering mist, objects in the room be-

came plainer. They were in a luxuri-

ously equipped cabin.

Dolores slowly opened her eyes. A
moment later she sat up beside him.

Glancing through the porthole, beyond

the bed, she turned away with a groan.

"We are under water! And deep!

I can't see a thing but strange blue

light."

When Dick joined her, his forehead

puckered in a frown. "No, Dolores. It

doesn't look like water, it looks more
like—No! can't be!"

For several minutes there was silence

while he gazed through the opening.

Dolores had lost interest in the outside

and was examining the fittings of the

cabin. It had everything that could be

desired in a first class hotel room, and

many little toilet articles besides.

Suddenly Dick turned away. "It's

true! We're in the air

—

or above it!
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Dolores, this ship is an aircraft!"

"Never mind, Dick, this room is

beautifull Whether we're flying or

swimming, this is the nicest room I ever

had. It has everything, and look at the

dressing table!"

Dick sat down in amazement, a smile

slowly spreading over his face. Do-

lores was happy—wherever they were.

The room was all that mattered. But

he couldn't understand why Morquil

had gassed them, and put them on board

unconscious. He would have enjoyed

seeing the new ship.

When a knock sounded at the door,

Dolores was unpacking her clothes for

the first time since they left the Prim-

rose. Turning the knob, Morquil

stepped in.

"I'm sorry, Dick, that I had to use

gas, but I knew the people would be

afraid of boarding this ship. John Mc-
Carthy is down in the power room al-

ready, examining the machines, but

some of the others are upset about the

transfer from the island. I hope you

don't feel resentful?"

"No, Morquil. We're satisfied. If

you don't believe it—look at Dolores.

She decided to like this room the min-

ute she saw it, and is unpacking al-

ready."

The worried expression disappeared

from the strange man's face. "I had

the cabins equipped for women, as I

know they are particular about such

things."

"Would you like to see the ship? It

will be your home for a long time, and

you might as well get acquainted. I'm

sorry that no one but myself under-

stands English, but you will have am-

ple time to learn our language during

the voyage. You must speak it fluently

by the time we arrive."

As they started out, Dolores dropped

the dress she was holding, to join them.

Curiosity overcame the desire to

straighten out her clothes.

Entering a wide passage, they turned

to the right. It ended abruptly in a

room with several comfortable chairs.

Three tables occupied the center in un-

even positions, the underparts filled

with metal covered books. Two men
of Morquil's race looked up at their ap-

proach.

Dick returned their friendly smile.

When Dolores smiled they appeared

embarrassed; but greatly pleased. Bar-

row noticed that one of them was exam-

ining a book in English; the illustra-

tions seeming to fascinate him.

A narrow passage, beyond the main

cabin, led to the control room where

three men sat in swivel chairs. The in-

strument board was a marvel to Dick,

and he watched for several minutes. It

would require months to understand

even a small portion of the gauges.

The ship was built with two decks,

and a large hold beneath the lower floor

which contained the machinery. The

strange men were quartered on the low-

er level, with the exception of Morquil.

His cabin was next to the one occupied

by the Barrows. The McCarthys were

on the opposite side of the passage, in a

room slightly smaller than the one al-

loted to Dick and his wife.

The quarters of the remainder of the

party were smaller, but still quite com-

fortable; all located farther back on

the same passage.

IV/fORQUIL was proud of the ship,

and displayed each section with

pride. He opened every cupboard door,

and showed them through all of the

cabins. They were stopped for a while,

when they met Mrs. Yarbro, trying to

dispel her fear of the strange craft.

The others appeared to be taking their

new quarters for granted, and settling

down for the trip.

The main cabin was toward the front

!
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of the ship, while the dining room was

at the rear; the staterooms on the pas-

sage between. One stairway led to the

lower level, from just back of the con-

trol room, another from the dining sa-

loon. A ramp beneath the rear stair-

way led to the hold of the ship. When
they started down, Dolores returned to

her cabin. Her interest ended on the

upper decks.

Dick spotted John, bending over one

of the machines, so engrossed that he

didn't hear their approach. One of the

crew stood nearby, watching.

When McCarthy saw Barrow, he

nearly burst with enthusiasm. "This is

the greatest thing I've ever seenl Why,

it almost talks! Do you know, this lit-

tle machine actually picks up the orders

from the control room, and adjusts ev-

ery machine down here! Darned if I

don't think it's got a brain!"

When Morquil led the way toward

the front of the hold, John was still en-

grossed in the apparatus. "He will be

a valuable man to you, Dick, and can

solve many problems that you would

otherwise have to do yourself. He will

make an able assistant."

Passing by the heavy machinery,

they approached an enclosed section,

which appeared to be of recent instal-

lation. Stepping through the doorway,

Morquil threw a switch which lighted

every corner, then watched expectantly

as Dick examined the strange objects.

It appeared to be a colony of metal bee-

hives, with covered passages between.

"It is our home, Dick. This room

contains everything in miniature that

you will see when we arrive. Each of

the smaller domes house thirty thou-

sand people, the large one three times

that number. We are born, live our

lives, and die beneath these metal ceil-

ings. It will be your job to care for

them.

"Everything beneath these domes is

exactly as it is in our cities, except that

the machines are dummies. This model

room was installed so you could study

our civilization during the trip. When
you arrive you will be ready to start

work.

"You, and you only will have a key.

You may bring any member of your

party here that you desire, but it is not

necessary for them to understand the

entire civilization. There are only six

cities, including the large one, where

you and John McCarthy will be located.

The other men will each have one dome

under their control.

"It is easy to travel back and forth,

and you may gather together at any

time, although each of you will have

duties in different sections. While you

are overseeing the work in the smaller

cities John can look after the capitol.

Upon your arrival in Yorpun you will

take complete charge of all mechanical

work. It will be your responsibility

from then on."

As Dick slipped the key in his pocket,

he felt the weight of a country settle

slowly on his shoulders. Two hundred

and ten thousand people—entirely de-

pendent upon his control of the ma-

chines.

Where could this settlement be?

They had sailed darn near to the end of

the world in the Primrose, and now they

were going even farther. From the way

the metal domes covered the cities, it

might be at the south pole, and still be

habitable.

By the time they returned to the main

cabin, it was dinner time. It was past

mid-day when he regained conscious-

ness, and Dick was hungry.

Mrs. McCarthy was knitting a

sweater for her husband, while three of

the strange men watched in amazement.

Her knitting needles seemed to hold

them spellbound. The other members

of Dick's party were sitting around try-
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ing to decide what to do. But the

sound of the dinner gong, made them

forget their worries.

Dick had to go down to the hold and

call John, who was still watching the

master machine. If he hadn't been

dragged away, he would have spent the

night examining the strange device.

The meal was simple, but they all

enjoyed it. It seemed to dispel the

gloom from the party, and they appre-

ciated McCarthy's jokes. There were

fifteen of Morquil's race in the crew,

and all but the men at the controls

joined them.

Knives and forks stood at the places

set for the passengers, brought from the

supplies on the Primrose, but the crew

ate with long narrow spoons. Table

silver was evidently unknown to this

race of people.

After dinner Morquil called them to

the main cabin, and for the first time

told about the destination. All that had

kept them from losing hope long before,

was his promise of greater comfort and

luxury than they could hope for in their

native land.

"I know that some of you resent the

fact that you were unconscious while

put aboard this ship. But I know you

would hesitate to come of your own ac-

cord. One woman said that she wouldn't

go on an undersea ship, and she would

be more afraid of this.

"You will be amazed to know that we
are now leaving the atmosphere of the

earth that you have always known.

Our destination is on a different

planet I"

CHAPTER III

Morquil's Story

"POR a long time there was silence,

then Mrs. Jones fainted. McCarthy

took it without flinching, and his wife

was satisfied if he was. Dick had sus-

pected something almost as strange, and

did not seem surprised. Dolores looked

at him for guidance. He nodded reas-

suringly. The others shut their lips

tight, feeling that they had been taken

prisoner without hope of escape.

After a pause, Morquil continued.

Mrs. Jones had recovered her compo-

sure and was staring at him with un-

disguised dislike.

"I'm sorry it had to happen this way,

but I would not have been able to take

sufficient people if you had known

where we were going. Some of you

might have come, but I treated every

one alike.

"I also was unconscious from the gas,

but the crew revived me. I had to look

after the loading of the supplies, and

have the cabins prepared for you. It

was much nicer that way than if you

had resisted, and were put on board by

force.

"I shall start at the beginning of my
story, and let you judge for yourselves

as to whether we have done wrong.

"The existance of my world depends

on the perfect operation of machines.

Even our atmosphere is manufactured

and kept at proper temperature within

sealed domes, to protect us from the

natural gases of the planet. We live on

this planet through necessity

—

not de-

sire!"

"Our race landed there very long ago

after escaping from a planet that was

falling into the sun. Their space ship

ran short of fuel within the gravity pull

of our present habitation. It was diffi-

cult, but they succeeded in construct-

ing gas-proof shelters, and slowly im-

proved conditions for living.

"We never knew what happened to

the other space ships from our original

planet, but they may be distributed

throughout the universe. Your own
ancestors may be of the same origin as
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ours. The similarity of our forms

tends to prove it.

"Eventually metal domes were built,

and the race prospered within. But our

lives depend on their being kept in per-

fect repair. Machines were built which

do practically all of the work in caring

for our wants, and from the first we
have adjusted our own gravity; to live

normally under the gigantic pull of the

new planet, which to you is Jupiter.

"Through the ages our lives became

easier, and required less manual work.

Machinery did everything we desired.

Most of them were automatically re-

paired and serviced, while the perma-

nent machines ran on through the ages

without care. As generation after gen-

eration lived and died, under these con-

ditions, we lost most of our former

knowledge.

"When one of the atmospheric ma-

chines ceased to operate—we could not

repair it! Instead, one of the other

machines had to be speeded up, and the

atmosphere pumped into the extra

dome.

"At the height of our mechanical de-

velopment this space ship was built.

Then the race lost interest and were

content to live in ease, without attempt-

ing to reach another planet. Three gen-

erations ago our people discovered the

danger. Even our bodies had deterio-

rated until we could not stand hard

work. The machines had begun to

break down—we were headed for ex-

tinction!

"When I was a young man they suc-

ceeded in finishing the equipment on

this ship. Three generations had been

required to create enough fuel for only

two voyages I

"I was selected as the man to explore

the strange world, which we had been

studying with the instruments of our

ancestors. We had determined your

exact mechanical development, and

knew that you were capable of furnish-

ing the engineers which meant life or

death to our race.

"It is twenty years since I was left

on the small island, and the ship re-

turned to Jupiter. At that time we de-

cided the date for this trip, to bring me
back. In the meantime I traveled half

way around the world in a small metal

boat, before being picked up by a tramp

steamer, as I dared not land near any

civilized country. After I reached a

settlement I had to learn your customs

and language, and many other things

about a completely alien people.

"I was furnished with an ample sup-

ply of gold, as we kne\» it was the metal

that you valued highest. This pur-

chased many things that would other-

wise have been impossible to obtain,

and also brought me a great deal of

trouble. I was robbed of most of the

wealth before I had been in civilization

a year. The fact that a great deal was

left on the small island is all that made
my venture possible.

"T SPENT three years in an institu-

tion before they decided that I was

a normal human being, and could take

care of myself. I dared not tell them

that I came from a different planet, or

I would have failed in every way. I

learned many things about the people

of your world, but mainly that gold

could buy almost anything.

"I lived for several years, by work-

ing at anything that I could obtain, try-

ing to find someone who would finance

an expedition to the island. No one

would believe me when I said that I

knew of a great fortune in gold. I

finally found a man who did believe

me, and he received one half of the gold

as reward. It was not until then that

I could begin the work that I started

out to do, and nearly ten years had

passed.
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"I planned for several years before

I dared try to obtain the people I

needed. I studied everything I could

about your engineering, and found that

it was not of the same type as our own.

For this reason I did not want a gradu-

ate engineer, as he would have to learn

everything all over again in my cities.

"When I advertised for men, and told

you of the wonderful mechanical devel-

opment, it was the truth. I did mislead

you to a small extent, in obtaining your

promise to come with me, but the exist-

ence of my race depended on your

work. My people will give you any-

thing you desire if you will help them.

"When we left our cities, we didn't

know whether we could even escape

from the planet in this ship. There was

no opportunity of testing it, until we
started on the journey. Even the men
at the controls had never handled it.

All of their knowledge was obtained by

years of practice, sitting in a stationary

ship.

"When they left me on the island and

returned to the planet, they hoped I

could accomplish my purpose, but the

chance of success was pitifully small.

"I have never enjoyed the comforts

of other members of my race, but have

spent my life in an alien universe, car-

rying around my big head; without

friends or companionship. The gravity

within our enclosed cities is lower than

on your planet, making it easy for us to

walk.

"After several years of study and

planning, I knew there was only one

way of accomplishing what I went after.

It is the way I have done it. No one

would have believed that I came from

a strange planet; they would have

thought me out of my mind. If I had

persuaded them, I could have found no

recruits for the work, no matter what

I offered. I know how anyone feels

about leaving their own planet, where

they were born and brought up.

"You will find that the machines need

work badly. Some of them are running

only because we use several times the

normal power to turn them. Our min-

ing machines have not worked for more

than a generation, and the mines re-

main idle. The metal supply is running

short.

"The equipment which overcomes

gravity, also furnishes us with power.

When weights are lifted, with gravity

almost eliminated, then allowed to sink

with the full pull of Jupiter, it creates

enormous amounts of energy for every

use.

"It will be months before we reach

our cities, and I hope that by that time

you will feel satisfied with your forced

migration. To my race, it was the only

course which would avoid annihilation

within a few generations.

"At first it will seem terrible to be

shut in beneath a metal cover. But

when you become accustomed to it, that

feeling disappears. You depend just as

much on a ship at sea or a plane in the

air, but never think of it in the same

way. We must trust you, as we will

not know whether you are repairing or

destroying our machines until we see

the results.

"You will be given complete power

and can draw upon my people for all of

the help you need. You will be even

more powerful than the rulers of the

domes. My people decided that you

deserved this position, long before we
attempted to reach the earth and bring

you back.

"I came to your country because the

mechanical development is greater than

in any other nation. You have greater

love for engineering, and more of you

are employed that way.

"I have told you everything about

my home and my people, and leave it

up to you as to the way you will act.
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We have only done what was necessary

for the survival of our race, and hope
that you will forgive us for stealing

you from your own planet.

"You have complete freedom of the

ship, to come and go as you please at

any time. You are now considered part

of our own population, and we both

have the same interests. We hope you
enjoy it."

pOR a moment Morquil gazed into

the faces of the small gathering of

people, then slowly walked from the

room. There was complete silence,

broken occasionally by a sigh as some
thought of home exerted itself. An
hour passed and they still had not

moved. Each seemed to be waiting for

one of the others to break the silence.

Finally Dick got to his feet. His
words came slow, as if carefully

weighed before using; the others lis-

tened intently.

"I know what each of you must be

thinking; because I've been thinking

the same thoughts. We're all in the

same boat, without chance of leaving

—headed for Jupiter! We have seen

the last of the world where we were

born. Either we take up our lives in

this new existence, or die out here in

space—destroying Morquil's race as

well as ourselves.

"He says they can not survive with-

out aid. Our own world did not need

us, or give us much for our efforts. If

it had we would not be on this strange

space ship. Morquil hired only people

who were willing to leave their homes
and friends—and we applied for the

work. There really is not much that

we can complain about.

"For one, I intend to do all that I

can to make our future home the great-

est civilization in the universe. Per-

haps in the future years it will be pos-

sible for us to pay a short visit to our

former planet. Perhaps our children

will follow in our footsteps; enjoying

greater honor, comfort, and luxury than

they could possibly have had in our
own world. I received little from my
fellow men, and have already received

more from Morquil than I ever had be-

fore."

As Dick sat down, John McCarthy's
voice boomed out. "I'll follow Dick!
He's the boss of this party, and if he's

satisfied, I am. Boy! We sure do go
places when we get started!"

The general laugh broke the tension,

and each one spoke after a little hesi-

tation. Each man slowly grasped the

gigantic task that was facing them, and
felt honored as a result.

It was a new world, farther advanced
than their former habitation—which
needed them to care for it. It was a
big bite to chew—but they would do it!

Dick remained in his chair long after

the others had gone to their cabins. His
mind dwelled on the complete happi-
ness and satisfaction that lighted Mor-
quil's face, when informed of their de-

cision. In that moment he was repaid
for a lifetime in a strange world,
amongst alien people. His return to

Jupiter would be triumphal, with the

Earth people as his friends; come to

save his race from extinction!

Barrow's mind wandered on, to the

gigantic task that faced them. His

would be the greatest responsibility, as

head of all the domes. The other men
would have only a single city to care

for. The thought of McCarthy as his

assistant was comforting; he would be

a great help.

The strange race of beings were put-

ting every trust in the earthmen—put-

ting themselves at the mercy of the

seven strangers—and Dick knew the

men would earn that faith!

He jumped when a hand touched his

shoulder.
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"Dick won't you take your wife to

her room—she feels sleepy I

"

CHAPTER IV

Voyaging to Another World

P\URING each waking period, Bar-

row spent many hours in the room
with the miniature domes. They were

beautiful models, which could be

opened or moved as desired, by small

levers on the foundation. Wires as

fine as hairs were strung from one spot

to another, while metal the size of

thread represented heavy cables.

Slowly, an understanding of the

strange civilization formed in Dick's

mind, and he drew sectional maps of

the location of all mechanical equip-

ment. Other maps pictured the streets,

so that it would be easy to reach any

desired destination. When this was

done, Morquil sent one of his men down
to make as many copies as desired.

Each engineer was to have a complete

set.

The earthmen had learned to keep

track of the time according to the sys-

tem on the ship. Each "lix" included

the time spent in sleep as well as one

waking period. It was twenty-seven

hours in length, but they all thought of

if as a day.

Each lix was divided into thirty-six

"migs." Each mig being just forty-

five minutes in length. They were able

to keep track of each mig, by their

watches, although the time pieces were

useless for any other purpose.

One lix, Dick returned the friendly

smile of a member of the crew, and to

his amazement the man spoke. "Chicki-

boo." For a moment Barrow was
stumped, then realized that it must be

a greeting.

When he was greeted the same way,

by a second and then a third man, he

tried to imitate the words. The man
from Jupiter was so pleased that he al-

most danced, then spoke again. "Goot-

mording."

Dick's jaw almost dropped open; the

man was trying to speak English!

Suddenly Barrow laughed. Morquil

had been instructing his crew in the

strange language, as well as telling

them to greet the earthmen in their

own tongue. He must speak about

holding classes to learn the language.

They would have to understand it, and

the sooner they started the easier it

would be.

The following lix, Dick stopped on

the ramp to the machinery hold to lis-

ten. McCarthy was humming the tune

of a song that had been the rage at

home, but the words were "chicki-boo

—chicki-boo—chicki-boo."

Barrow smiled as he approached, but

the big Irishman didn't realize the rea-

son. He was almost bursting with

news.

"I've got it, Dick! I've found the

key I Don't laugh, but I've discovered

the working principle of this little ma-
chine, and it will lead to the secret of

all others. In a month I'll know how
this crate runs."

"Don't worry, I'm not laughing,

John. I think it's great that you've got

this far. I only wish the others would

show as much interest. Not one of

them has been down here for more than

a few minutes, and they know little

more than when we started."

"Aw! Don't take it that way, Dick.

It isn't their fault. Didn't you ever see

their wives? Those women won't let

the men out of their sight for three min-

utes. Your wife and mine are different

—they trust us! If we tell 'em the

ship's okay, it's okay; but them—say,
they can't tell their wives anything. The
women in their families do all of the

talking."
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Dick laughed, but knew that it was
close to the truth. The other men in

the party were tied to their wives' apron

strings. Aside from Dolores and Ei-

leen McCarthy, none of the women
trusted the space ship. They were

afraid it might fly to pieces at any mo-
ment, although they had overcome their

fear enough to find means of entertain-

ment.

Small devices in the cabin showed
miniature movies, with words in the

tongue of the dome cities. Discover-

ing this created desire to understand

the language, and they eagerly attended

the classes.

One lix Dick found Jerold Brown
examining a piece of machinery. A few

lix later Andrew Smith had joined him.

Soon every earthman was spending his

time in the machinery hold, with Mc-
Carthy acting as instructor. He would

accept no excuse for being late at his

classes—and they all arrived on time!

yyEEKS slipped by as the ship

drove on through space. The
earthmen learned to admire the men
from Jupiter for their constant good-

nature, although they were slightly

childish.

The crew of engineers were slowly

learning the rudiments of Jupiter's sci-

ence. Barrow through his study of the

domes, and McCarthy through study

of the machines, far surpassed the oth-

ers. At times both men spent hours in

the model room, at others Dick ex-

amined the machines beside the Irish-

man. They compared notes until each

knew the other's findings.

Dick took all of the men into the

model room once every third lix, and

spent four hours instructing them in

the civilization. Each man had his

own set of maps, and marked down

facts about his future location. Dick

copied their notes on a large map, that

covered all of the cities. They used

numbers to signify different mechan-

isms, to make it easier to describe

equipment that was duplicated in more
than one dome.

In a month they were able to carry

on light conversation, and from then on

mastery of the language was faster. The
women far surpassed the men, due to

desire for entertainment.

When he was able to question the

crew, Dick received a terrible shock.

They knew less about the ship's opera-

tion than his own men! They didn't

understand their own equipment!

The people of the domes were con-

tent to enjoy the mechanical wonders of

their ancestors—without bothering

about how they ran. They used equip-

ment for every purpose, without the

slightest interest in why it worked. The
earthman suddenly realized what a gi-

gantic task they faced. Seven men—
to rebuild a civilization!

The men at the controls knew what
reaction would take place by movement
of a lever, but didn't understand why!
Dick became slightly worried about

reaching their destination—it was be-

yond all reason. Earthmen wouldn't

have attempted to operate equipment

they knew nothing about, by movement
of controls to obtain the proper action.

It was no wonder these people had
found it necessary to find engineers to

run their machines

!

Months slipped by as the ship moved
steadily toward the giant planet. Every
piece of equipment seemed to be the

answer to perfection. This voyage had
taught them more about mechanics

than was covered in a complete engi-

neering course on earth. It was of a

far different kind, with gravity the basis

of all operation. Even the space ship

employed some of the same power,

drawn from the nearest heavy body,

then amplified until it reached enor-
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mous proportions.*

Peter Yarbro was a practical chem-

ist, and spent many hours trying to

analyze the fuel. It was highly inflam-

mable, yet could stand terrific com-

pression without effect. When it was

allowed to expand again, it reached the

flash point immediately, creating enor-

mous amounts of heavy gas. He be-

lieved it might be duplicated from

crude oil, properly refined.

When Dick learned that there was a

history of the space ship, in the metal

books, his curiosity was aroused. He
could read the language of the domes

slightly, but not enough to study the

intricate explanations. It was through

these books that the dome men had

learned to control the ship, and set the

course for any desired planet.

Morquil's aid was enlisted, to trans-

late the text, and he learned some amaz-

ing facts. A description of the fuel was

given, but the base for manufacture was

unknown, being of natural origin on Ju-

piter. As Morquil read farther and ex-

plained sections that Dick couldn't un-

derstand, the Earthman felt uneasy.

The crew had abandoned all hope of

returning to their home planet, the first

time they started from the Earth. They

didn't understand what it meant to feel

responsible for equipment. They man-

ufactured enough fuel for two trips, ac-

cording to the rating of consumption in

* This gravity power was derived from huge

weights swung on an axis that could be faced to-

ward any point of the universe, and the slightest

pull resulted in force that was exerted on the fuel.

The explosive mixture remained at constant pres-

sure, creating a smooth driving medium. Discharge

of the fuel under high compression resulted in

greater power than could be obtained in any other

way.

When the fuel shot through the tubes, it exerted

force on the gas cloud that was far above the ac-

tual speed of the explosion. The heat of combus-

tion was reduced, and the ship operated without

effect from the blasts. The tubes were small, yet

the power expended was beyond anything ever ac-

complished on earth.—Author.

the books—but Dick wondered?

The tanks were filled to capacity be-

fore the first trip, and hadn't been

tested since. The happy dome people

didn't consider that their ancestors

might have been mistaken, or that ac-

tual operation might vary from the

original plan.

tjX)R the first time in twenty years,

the gauges were examined. Barrow

and McCarthy crawled through the

dust-coated passage beneath the floor

of the machinery hold. They found a

light switch, but the bulbs were so dust

coated that only a faint glow shed on

the surrounding metal. They sneezed

and coughed, as the dust-laden air filled

their lungs.

"Darned if you don't get the craziest

ideas, Dick. What good will it do to

know how much £

ship juice' there is,

anyway? We can't make it! This hole

wasn't built for self-respecting men to

crawl through."

"I don't know, John, but this trip

may not be as easy as it appears.

They've been driving at full force for

months, when it seems to me that less

power might carry us when we're not

within the pull of some planet. I want

to make sure that there's plenty of fuel.

According to the books, the designers

didn't expect the ship to be driven this

hard."

John did a little cussing when they

located the gauges, and found them so

thick with grime that they had to be

cleaned. He headed back through the

dust for a cloth, with Dick's laugh fol-

lowing. "Alright, alright, but don't

rub it in. Just because you happened

to be in front of me, and there isn't

room to pass, don't give you the right

to laugh. Some day you'll be eating

your share of dust, and will / laugh! I

bet that the domes are all a mess."

Dick wrote down the reading of each
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gauge, as John cleaned the surfaces. He
couldn't understand the strange nu-

merals, and had to go over them with

Morquil. Both men breathed a sigh of

relief as they crawled back through the

floor of the hold, and dropped the trap

door in place.

An hour later Dick began to worry.

According to Morquil, the tanks were

less than one-eighth full. The big-

headed man had gone over the figures

twice, and was showing signs of agita-

tion as he checked them again at Bar-

row's request. When he glanced up;

Dick knew there was no mistake.

"The fuel is low Dick. According

to the other trip, the greatest use of

power is at the time we approach the

planet, to fight the pull of gravity. Our

trip from earth is only half completed,

with the greatest need of fuel still

ahead. You must think my race very

stupid not to have thought of it?"

It took Dick a long time to answer.

His mind was searching frantically for

some solution. It was useless to ask

help of the crew—they couldn't even

think scientifically!

"No, Morquil. I don't think you're

stupid, but I do consider your people

very foolish. From the appearance of

things we will never reach the domes!

"Unless something drastic is accom-

plished, the ship will smash to pieces

on your planet. You don't know any-

thing about the ship's operation, and

we've only studied it for a short time."

They decided to inform the men im-

mediately but say nothing to the women
for the present. Within an hour of the

discovery, Morquil warned the men at

the controls to conserve the power as

much as possible.

Every operation of the ship, was de-

pendent on fuel. The generators for

heat, light and controls, were turned by

discharge through the tubes. At least

one blast must be fired at all times to

keep the controls sensitized, and de-

velop power for emergency equipment.

The other tubes were silenced.

During the rest migs Dick couldn't

sleep, but spent every minute talking to

John McCarthy. There must be some

solution

—

and they had to find it!

CHAPTER V

An Engineer's Mettle

TN the morning the earthmen were

called together. They came with

smiling faces, which slowly changed to

apprehension.

There were many suggestions in as

many minutes, but none that gave a

possibility of accomplishing the impos-

sible. They had to stretch the fuel—

without visible means of stretching it!

The women believed the meeting was

a routine course in mechanics, and went

on enjoying their entertainment. The

men explained they were bothered by a

knotty question about the machinery to

account for their worried concentra-

tion. It would have been a terrible

handicap if the women discovered the

truth.

Three lix passed with little change.

The fuel had been cut down for a while,

but the ship didn't hold its course.

Every tube had to be fired to hold the

direct route for Jupiter. They were con-

stantly cutting into the meager supply

that remained

—

and had to overcome

the deficiency!

Due to the slight conservation of fuel

the ship had been operating far below

efficiency, and the cold of space began

to seep through the walls. This af-

fected the dome people more than the

earthmen, and they suffered torture.

Any change in temperature was un-

known to them, they were chilled at a

few degress below normal heat.

Suddenly, during dinner on the third
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evening, Peter Yarbro jumped up from
the table. The other men fastened

eager eyes on his face, while the women
watched in amazement.
He started to speak, then remember-

ing the women, sat down rather quietly.

"I—I think I've found the answer—to

our problem! If you will join me in the

hold, when we finish eating, I would
like to talk it over with you."

Mrs. Yarbro was even more amazed.
"Peter ! I'm surprised at you. Jump-
ing up from the table so excited, just be-

cause you happened to think of the an-

swer to a problem! You ought to be

ashamed."

In spite of his worries Dick lowered

his head to hide the smile. If only

Peter's wife knew what that problem
was, she might not think it so strange.

Hardly a man touched his food, and
as soon as they were out of ear shot of

the women, he spoke what was in his

mind. The crew heard him at the table

and many of them gathered to listen.

For the first time in their lives they

were worried. Their lives depended on

the earthmen before they even reached

their planet.

Yarbro hesitated. "I'm not so sure

now, that I have found the answer.

When it came to me, I thought it was
simple, but now it seems more like a

dream.

"Since knowing that the fuel was low

I've racked my brain for something

that might be used—and it had to be

on the ship. Every other man was
looking for a mechanical answer, and
my efforts would be of little use. So
I've searched for a chemical.

"Water is the only liquid in any
quantity. I discarded it so many times

that it left a headache, but my search

always came back to the same place.

I It's the only thing we've got.

"All other liquids are in too small

amounts, even if they could be used,

and the ship is equipped only for chem-
ical fuel

—

in liquid jormt

"At dinner when I became so ex-

cited, I thought that water would do
the trick. Now I don't know. It has

oxygen in large amounts, which is vi-

tally needed, but that's the only ad-

vantage.

"Even if we dared try, it might in-

jure the tubes. Still I believe it's the

only chance of salvation. It's the one

substance on board, in any large quan-

tity. What do you think?"

There wasn't a sound as the minutes

passed. Each man searched franti-

cally for the slightest hope; searched

for the one chance in a thousand!

Dick finally broke the silence. "What
was your plan, Peter? You must have
thought of something?"

"No, that's just the trouble. I

thought that water might mix with the

fuel, even fire with it. It was only a
brain storm I'm afraid."

After a moment Dick spoke again.

"It can't be! Since there is no other

substance

—

we must use water! There
has to be a way—and we've got to find

it! We might as well use up the water
and die of thirst, as to drift around in

space until we starve to death, or die

in the dive at Jupiter."

Twice Mrs. Martin came down the

ramp to take her husband to bed, but
Dick sent her away. The men would
stay there until they had found a solu-

tion

—

they had to! The fuel was fast

disappearing

!

jyjORQUIL still sat in the back-

ground. The other men from
Jupiter had gone to their quarters. He
could offer no suggestion, but listened

carefully to every word they spoke.

Finally he stood up.

"I hope that you can forgive me. In
the last three lixs I have regretted that

I ever saw your earth. It were better
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that my people die, than for us to carry

people from a happy planet to die in

space-—because of our stupidity. We
are no better than children without

cares or worries. The men of the crew

realized the risk, before they left the

domes—but it is not your fault!"

"Aw, sit down you big-headed numb-
skull!" McCarthy's voice boomed out.

"We don't blame you! We'll find some

way to run this crate, and get there in

one piece. You just made us go to work
before we expected. Why! A prob-

lem like this is simple on earth—they'd

solve it in no time ! You just go to bed

and stop worrying. Well have every-

thing fixed by morning."

Morquil's expression changed slight-

ly, and he almost smiled. He started

for the ramp as if taking the words

literally, but half way up he faced the

little gathering again. "Thank you,

John. But I haven't forgotten that you

were a famous liar in your home town

—and you haven't lost your ability.

Thank you anyway, you're very kind."

When McCarthy turned toward the

others, he looked rather sheepish. But

the forced smiles he received made him

feel a lot better.

Hours passed, while each man told

everything he had ever known about

water. At last Dick stood up . "We've

covered every possible reaction, and

many that are seemingly impossible,

but have overlooked one very vital

point that will either help or hinder

greatly.

"The fuel is subjected to terrific pres-

sure. Naturally, any water that was

used would receive the same treatment.

In the compression chamber the pres-

sure rises very fast, which must develop

high temperature. The result is that

we would not have water

—

we'd have

steam! It would be almost dry steam!

"Water in the liquid form couldn't

discharge oxygen fast enough to affect

the fuel, but as steam it might. There

is a good chance that steam may even

increase the explosive power to a point

that we can't even imagine. There's

only one way to find out

—

try it!

"Every man here will admit that

John has the most practical mechanical

brain. It will be his job to find a means
of injecting the water in the proper

amounts. The rest of us can try to find

any kinks in the system that he sug-

gests. He knows every piece of equip-

ment on board, and can pick whatever

is best suited for the purpose."

As Dick sat down, John got to his

feet. "This is one time that I'm ahead

of you. While you've been talking I've

been planning a way to do just that.

There's an extra firing tube that can

hold the pressure we want.

"Fuel for all the blasts is compressed

in one chamber, then discharged

through any desired tube. If we put

the water under the pressure, with the

hydraulic system, and let it seep into

the chamber at a set rate

—

it might

work! Valves can control the steam

perfectly, and regulate the flow to what-

ever is desired.

"The tube will have to be shut off

from the fuel tank every few hours, to

be filled. Preheating the water will de-

velop steam pressure, and it won't draw
enough from the hydraulic system to

affect the operation of the blasts.

"What do you say, shall we try it?

It means shutting off all but the emer-

gency tube for several hours, and it will

be cold!"

Within five minutes they were haul-

ing the heavy tube from the storage

room. In an hour everything was ready

to assemble, and each man knew ex-

actly what work he was to do. A pipe

line was run from the water tanks, to

fill the steam chamber in position.

Dick was building an electric heat-

ing unit to encase the entire tube; which
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could be regulated for any desired tem-
perature.

|_JALF of the rest period had passed

when the chamber was finished

and they were ready to cut an opening
in the compression unit. Perspiration

poured down the body of every man,
but not from the exertion. Each min-

ute that passed ate deeper into the fuel.

If water couldn't replace the liquid,

they were helpless.

They wanted to install the tube,

while the women were asleep. The ship

would be too cold for comfort for a

long time after the blasts could be

started again. When the heating units

in the hull were shut off it would be-

come freezing inside.

Men raced through the ship, stop-

ping at their staterooms on the way.

Desperately Dick worked against time to

cut through the compression tank, his

fingers numb from the utter cold

Dick dropped three extra covers over

Dolores without disturbing her, then

slipped into the heaviest clothing that

he owned.

Each man was occupied in his own
room, in the same way. Heavy coats

were taken to the men at the controls

while the remainder of the crew were
sent to a room with an emergency heat-

ing unit.

In fifteen minutes they were back at

the compression chamber, and at the

touch of a button the blasts were si-

,

lenced from the control room.

By the time an opening was cut in

the heavy tanks, the cold had begun to

creep into the ship. The men worked
desperately, and for a while perspira-

tion dampened their clothing. Then
the chill crept deeper—and they shiv-

ered. Their fingers grew numb, and
they had to warm them over a small

electric unit, but the opening slowly en-

larged beneath their torches.

When the tube was fitted into the

hole, and the metal began to flow around
the edges, even the torches seemed to

throw little heat. Dick knew his nose

was frosted, and warned the others not

to touch their nose or ears. According

to John's watch it required three hours

to fit the tube in place.

When they rang for the power to be
turned on, they waited in vain. When
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minutes passed without reaction, they

glanced at each other in consternation.

Brown and Martin raced up the ramp
while the others waited. Within a few

minutes the tubes began to fire and

warmth siowly drove back the numb-
ing cold.

Water pipes had burst, and they hur-

ried to stop the leaks. The main tanks

were uninjured, as the cold hadn't pen-

etrated the big supplies in storage.

Dick suddenly realized that Brown
and Martin hadn't returned. When he

reached the upper deck all of the wom-
en were gathered near the room where

the crew had been left. The thermom-

eter was only fifty degrees, even then,

and they shivered in heavy coats.

Every dome man was stretched out on

the floor! As Dick stepped within, his

heart almost stopped beating—but they

were only unconscious! His breath

escaped in a long sigh, after holding it

for almost a minute.

Brown and Martin were trying to

revive the prone forms. The control

men lay beside the others, brought there

by the two earthmen. The eyes of first

one then another, slowly opened, and

they looked around in amazement.

Cold affected them like an anaesthetic,

causing complete unconsciousness.

When the ship reached normal

warmth, they felt as good as ever. It

hadn't been cold enough to freeze them,

in their section, and not a man was in-

jured. When they understood what

happened, the men hurried back to the

controls.

,_pHE heavy coils were soon fastened

around the tube, and it was filled

through a valve on the upper side. A
gauge was set to register the pressure

of the vapor within. They decided to

raise steam pressure enough to equal

the compression of the fuel.

It required fifteen minutes for the

water to reach the boiling point, while

they nervously held their watches.

They could keep track of minutes and
hours, although there was no longer day
and night in their lives. According to

their figures, they now ate dinner at

three o'clock in the morning, and went
to bed in the early afternoon.

They held their breath when the

steam valve was opened. It moved
slowly under Dick's fingers, while a

thousand questions raced through every

mind.

"Would it silence the blasts? Would
it put them out of commission perma-

nently? Was that moment, and the

turning of that valve, the end of ex-

istence for them all?"

Dick glanced at the gauge on the

tube, then jerked the valve shut. The
pressure was still far below that of the

fuel. He turned the heating unit on
full, and watched the gauge climb

higher. They didn't understand the

numerals of the domed cities, but knew
the pressure was getting terrifically

high.

When he opened the valve again, the

steam gauge did not rise! It held al-

most steady. The hiss of escaping

steam, sounded through the heavy
metal faintly.

The tubes began to fire spasmodical-

ly! Dick bit his lips, as he opened the

valve a little wider. John McCarthy
wiped the sweat from his forehead, as

every face turned white as chalk.

They fired evenly again!!! The
steam was working through the mix-

ture

—

discharging through the blasts!

They felt their bodies sway under the

effects of acceleration and exultance

filled them. There was some reaction,

at least!

Morquil appeared on the ramp, his

face lighted by a smile. "What have

you done? The ship is traveling at al-

most twice the speed that it was before!
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Is it all right?"

Dick sat down hard. Not
,
a man in

the crowd was able to answer. Suc-

cess had left them speechless. Barrow

was the first to recover his voice.

"Are you sure?"

"Yes, Dick! We took three separate

observations, and each shows the same

result—almost double normal speed!

Does it mean what you wanted? Can

we reach the domes?"
"I hope so, Morquil. If the steam

has made thai much difference, we'll

get there without trouble. The water

must be conserved as much as possible

—and hope that it lasts. Whether it

increases the power of the fuel, or sim-

ply creates an additional body to drive

against, is not important. We're getting

there!"

CHAPTER VI

Jupiter and Trouble!

'"pHE huge ship circled the planet

twice, with the instruments adjusted

to detect the metal of the domes. They

spread over many miles of the surface,

yet were like grains of sand on the enor-

mous globe. When the gauges quivered

over a section, hidden beneath the mists,

every one breathed a sigh of relief.

It would be many hours before the

ship was within the cities, but they were

home! Every earthman had the same

feeling. Jupiter was almost as much of

a home to them as to the natives, even

before they had seen it. They eagerly

looked forward to sight of the domes

that would be under their care.

John McCarthy entered the control

room with a big tray of containers.

"Here ! It's not liquor, but I'll bet you

enjoy it more. There's enough in each

of these to really quench your thirst.

I for one, will enjoy drinking ali of the

water I want, after five weeks on short

rations."

It seemed impossible that the clouds

outside could be deadly. They were

beautiful in the reflected light of the

sun, yet those vapors contained poison

that no man could live in. The domes

were the only place that life could exist

on the strange planet.

As they dropped through the heavy

mists, it created a feeling of dense fog.

They could see nothing of the surround-

ings, trusting entirely on the instru-

ments. It was like groping in the dark,

yet the earthmen knew it had been done

before, and the dome-men showed no

fear.

When a slight jar shook the ship, they

breathed easier. had touched the

ground! They could feel some effect

of the heavy gravity, even within the in-

sulated hull. The ship slanted down at

a steep angle, sliding forward with its

own weight.

The earthmen didn't understand

what was happening, but watched the

actions of the dome men. They were

using a different control board now, be-

neath the other panel. McCarthy was

down in the hold, watching the action

of machines that had been idle until

now.

When they stopped, the mists disap-

peared from around them. Lights above

outlined a huge metal passage. The
ship started forward again and heavy

doors slid back at the approach with

bright light appearing beyond.

They were looking across sunlit

country; the most perfect scene they

had ever witnessed. Strange trees, and

growth of every description, spread in

every direction. When the ship slid in-

to the open, they were beneath one of

the domes—enormous beyond their

greatest imagination, and exquisitely

beautiful.

While they watched spellbound, peo-

ple started across the fields to greet the

expedition. The women were well pro-

portioned, and far different from the

i
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men of the race. Not as tall as the

women of earth, or quite as well built,

but their heads were much smaller than

the men's.

All men were dressed in flowing

robes, the women in much less cloth-

ing. They wore tight fitting garments,

like bathing suits of metallic cloth. They
were happy and carefree, seemingly

without a worry in their lives. Children

came romping across the fields beside

their parents.

Minutes slipped by, and the people

from earth hadn't moved. Sight of

their new home was too wonderful to

grasp at once. Instead of the gloomy

metal covering they had expected, the

curved surface above was finished in

blue that resembled clear sky at home

—as if they had reached the land of

their dreams.

AX7'HEN their minds snapped back to

reality, the dome men were being

welcomed by friends and relatives. The

babble of voices came faintly to the con-

trol room, from the power hull.

John McCarthy joined them. When
the machines stopped, he came up to

find the reason. Now the others

watched as he gazed at the beautiful

scene for the first time. Their own
amazement was reflected in his eyes.

When he looked up at the curved dome,

his wife slipped her arm around him.

They were disturbed by the crew, re-

turning with their friends to welcome

the engineers. The dome people

seemed completely happy. They were

like children greeting their parents,

holding the hands of the earth people

and gazing into their faces with adora-

tion. In their minds, the future was

secure, and they no longer had a care

in the world. Eileen McCarthy was so

overwhelmed at the reception that she

hugged two of the little women.

It was like a dream to walk across

the heavy carpet of moss. There was

no grass, but the velvet coat of green

was quite similar. The trees were

shaped like an inverted bowl, their

branches conforming to the curve of the

dome above. They were smaller than

the trees of earth, with very large

leaves.

The eyes of the earth people kept re-

turning to the dome. It was hard to be-

lieve that it was not blue sky, except for

giant supports that reached from the

ground to the metal ceiling, hundreds

of feet above.

When Peter Yarbro learned that he

was in charge of this agricultural dome,

his pleasure knew no bounds. His wife

couldn't wait to see the home that had

been prepared for them—and waiting

almost twenty years.

A circle of buildings formed the foun-

dation of the immense metal ceiling, as

well as housing thousands of inhabi-

tants. The back walls of the structures

were always blank, toward the vapor

beyond the miniature civilization. Each

city was a world of its own, with a

curved horizon at the top of the build-

ings.

In Yarbro's dome there were few

means of travel, as every inch of soil

was cultivated. The dome dwellers

were past masters at farming, and loved

this work more than any other type of

labor. To them, it was a pleasure that

vied with amusement machines of other

cities.

When Mrs. Yarbro entered her new

apartment, thirty stories above the

ground, and stepped to one of the bal-

conies, the view was superb. She was

not interested in the next dome, but

wanted to settle her own domain as soon

as possible; completely happy.

The rest of the party entered an open

car, mounted on a single track, and

started for the next city. Every object

that moved was operated by the control
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of gravity, and could develop enormous

speed and power. It rolled swiftly

across the open ground, to enter a tun-

nel three hundred feet wide, which car-

ried all of the commerce between the

cities. When it emerged in the next

dome, the imitation sky was the same,

but only a small portion of the ground

surface was cultivated.

Small buildings dotted the level floor,

which Morquil explained were the en-

trances of the mines, unworked for

many years. Jerold Brown and his wife

remained in this city, in an apartment

as well situated as that of the Yarbro's,

in the first dome.

Hours passed as they moved from

city to city. When they reached the

capftol, only the Barrows, McCarthys

and Martins remained of the original

fourteen. The others were in their own
domes, settling down to the new exist-

ence.

Every occupation seemed to have

been forgotten by the childish people,

to come and welcome the beings from

another planet. They lined every inch

of the way, many deep.

The main dome was three times the

size of the others. Supporting pillars,

one hundred feet in diameter, seemed

vague where they touched the ceiling

above. Parks covered most of the

ground, dotted here and there by
amusement buildings and theaters.

Cars whizzed back and forth, as peo-

ple gathered to see the strangers. For

the first time in generations the amuse-

ment buildings were deserted. Since

their arrival, Dick had seen no sign of

work, and finally questioned Morquil.

"The people work one mig out of each

lix, Dick. It is enough to carry on cul-

tivation of the crops, and keep the

amusement buildings running proper-

Barrow was stunned. The working

period would have to be increased to

three immediately, then four and five.

They seemed to think that bringing men
from another world would do the work,

and were apt to be disappointed when
he started issuing orders.

TX/TIEN Dick and his wife were in-

stalled in their new homeland the

McCarthys settled in a nearby apart-

ment, Morquil hesitated. The Martins

were anxious to see their own habita-

tion, and looked at the dome man ques-

tioningly.

He finally spoke with hesitation. "I

have bad news for you. The Martins

will have to occupy an apartment in

this city for a while. Their dome is out

of order. Trouble developed soon after

the ship left here, on this trip, and over

a thousand people were killed. Every

other city is overcrowded with refugees.

"It started with a strange banging

on top of the dome, which kept increas-

ing. No one knew what the trouble was

or how to stop it, so they waited to see

what happened. It didn't sound as if

the ceiling was going to fall—but as if

the banging came from outside! It

was several migs before they knew the

cause.

"When a large section crashed to the

ground, it was a complete surprise, and

caught the inhabitants unprepared.

Soon the air was mixing with the poison

gases from outside. People tried to es-

cape,, and most of them did. All ex-

cept those that fell unconscious from

the gas.

"Before the last of them reached the

tunnel, green things dropped to the

ground, and started after those who re-

mained. They had to close the doors

between the cities to keep the creatures

from entering this dome. It is the first

time that anything has happened to my
people, and we don't know what it could

be."

For a long time the earthmen re-
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mained silent. The troubles of this

civilization had been dumped into their

laps already—in the form of a terrible

calamity. It sounded almost as if some

kind of life forms had broken through

the domes from the outside! Perhaps

there was more danger than could be

imagined. One dome had been injured,

if not destroyed, and others might fol-

low!

A meeting of the earthmen was called

immediately, much to their surprise.

Dick dared not let conditions stay as

they were, for fear of future trouble.

Action must be taken at once.

"We don't know what we're facing,

but the fate of the race as well as our

own lives, seem to be in danger. The
break in the dome might have been ac-

cident, and the moving forms the imagi-

nation of fear. But we know that over

a thousand people were killed—what-

ever caused the trouble!"

The men went back to their domes to

rest, and plan some means of entering

the deserted city, but were disturbed be-

fore they had time for sleep.

The agricultural dome had been at-

tacked! The pounding had begun

within a short time of their arrival.

One thing was certain, the injured

dome had been attacked! It was not

accident that the metal ceiling fell.

There were living beings in the gases

outside their civilization!

The first dome had been attacked just

after the space ship left for the earth,

and this attack came just after its re-

turn to the domes. There was little

doubt that movement of the ship had

disturbed the serenity of existence.

Perhaps the gas creatures hadn't known
what was beneath the metal hives until

the shq> appeared.

The banging on the agricultural

dome, had to be stopped I A bole would

let in the gas! Rifles, that bad been

brought back on the ship as curiosities,

were given to each earthman. They
loaded them carefully while they

searched for some means of reaching

the trouble.

When the leader of the dome heard

what they were planning, he showed
them sealed openings to a space between

sections of metal, which hadn't been

used since the city was built. The
dome was constructed in three layers,

for insulation, and to give added protec-

tion. It was like a maze, to work their

way toward the pounding through the

network of struts. At times they had

to crawl on their hands and knees, at

others there were clearly defined pas-

sages.

They were afraid, and not ashamed

to show it. They were hunting crea-

tures which they knew nothing about

—didn't even know whether bullets

would affect them! They might face

thinking beings, or forms of life that

only wanted to search in the domes for

food. It was not a pleasant thought.

Every rifle was cocked as they neared

the source of the pounding. Every

nerve drawn to the finest point.

Suddenly Dick stopped. He was
ahead of the others and first to glimpse

what they faced. He motioned to use

the oxygen masks, as he fastened his

own in place.

As they crept closer, light glinted on

the giant pointed hammer, operated

from beyond the outer layer of metal.

It rose and fell at even intervals

through the rent in the upper surface.

The ram had already crushed through

two thicknesses of metal, and was bat-

tering at the inner layer.

The inside section was more like glass

than metal and dim light passed

through, but the outer layers were

opaque. When the huge ram disap-

peared from the glow of light it left a

gaping hole where it had been. It was
of material they had never seen and
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glistened with a brownish hue. It ap-

peared to shorten and expand in diam-

eter, each time it struck the surface.

For a moment they hesitated, trying

to decide the best means of attack.

Whatever animated the ram was above

their vision, and they had to be dose to

the opening to see it.

Each time the shiny object de-

scended, the dome vibrated beneath

their feet. As long as the vibration re-

mained they were safe, but when it felt

like a thud—the metal would be crack-

ing!

Thousands of helpless people were

depending on the action of earthmen,

for their future existence. They seemed

to think that it was only necessary to

tell their troubles to these amazing

strangers, to have them solved. Stories

about the use of water to drive the space

ship, had circulated throughout the

cities, crediting the newcomers with

superhuman powers.

As the little party crept nearer, they

separated, to approach the opening

from every direction. Dick was to fire

first—if he saw anything to shoot at!

It might be a powerful machine,

clamped to the outer surface, instead

of a being that could be injured. The
glass globes of the masks were clouding

with moisture, and it was hard to see.

A thud came, that didn't vibrate

quite as much, and the men could feel

the hair on their necks stiffen. It was

now or never, and Dick fired although

he was still several feet from the open-

ing. He fired at the topmost section of

the ram, hoping that it might stop the

hammering for a moment even if it

didn't injure the equipment. Two more
shots rang out, before the object could

(
deliver another blow.

It was alive I The heavy ram
jumped from the shock of the bullets,

curving convulsively to one side of the

opening. Then it drew back out of sight.

CHAPTER VII

Battle with a Monster

TV/TINUTES passed, while the earth-

men hardly dared breathe. Their

heart beats seemed to almost echo in

their breasts. Then the object ap-

peared at the opening, hesitated, and
was thrust in

!

The hammer was a head!!! It

swayed back and forth, like the head

of a huge caterpillar, and every gun
fired in unison. Shot after shot pumped
into the head.

The giant head moved from one side

to the other, while two gigantic eyes

peered around. It didn't know enough

to draw back from the danger zone, but

muscular reaction finally moved it out

of sight.

Dick crept forward, motioning for

the others to wait until he investigated.

There was no need for all of them to

enter the danger zone.

He turned the flashlight on, that had
been strapped to his waist, and played

it around the jagged opening, then

climbed to the next level and searched

again.

When he crawled to the outer sur-

face, the creature was writhing a few

feet away. He motioned, and the other

men soon joined him, where they could

watch the creature.

They were standing almost on the

direct center of the dome, where it was
almost flat. The flashlights penetrated

the mists enough to mark out the shape

of the attacker, when they were all

centered.

Suddenly they felt sick to their

stomachs.

It leas a caterpillar! As loathsome

a creature as they could have imagined

with its curled body, and the farthest

possible thing from a human being. A
form of life that existed in the poison
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gases, where men would "die within min-

utes. The muscles of the creature had

to be terrifically strong, to move against

the gravity of the huge globe.

Even at the center of the dome, they

felt less effect of the neutralized gravity

of the interior. It required effort to

stand on their feet. Some effect of the

neutralizers in the giant pillars, which

eliminated most of the weight of the

dome, enabled them to handle their

bodies.

The creature before them was accus-

tomed to normal gravity of the heavy

planet, and even the metal of the dome

was not beyond the pounding of its

hammer. What they had mistaken for

a battering ram, was the brown tip of

the mammoth insect. From end to end

it measured over sixty feet. The men
finally turned away in disgust, as it

writhed in muscular reaction.

John McCarthy was climbing into

the opening behind the other men, when

he happened to glance back. His flash-

light dimly lighted the spot where the

monster had been, and it was gone!

He hesitated with one foot in the air,

then realized what had happened. The
movement of the body had moved it

farther and farther from the center of

the dome. It had reached a place

where the curve was sufficient to let it

slide on the smooth metal. A moment
later, a slight jar was felt through the

entire structure—it had slid from the

man made mound, to crash on the

ground below. Memory of that sight

made a sober return to the interior.

Before they dared rest, metal sheets

were carried to the opening and blocked

in place. Then dome men welded them

to the solid metal. They didn't want to

see any of those creatures in the cities!

Twelve hours had passed by the time

the opening was sealed, and the earth-

men dragged their tired forms through

the maze of supports for the last time.

They were almost asleep before they

could reach their own apartments, and

tumble onto comfortable beds. They
had conquered the first problem.

Dick was awakened by an excited

man, talking faster than he could un-

derstand the new language. When he

grasped what the other was saying, he

leaped from bed wide awake.

Every dome had been attacked!!!

The caterpillars were pounding many
spots on each one. They seemed to be

trying to get at the creatures that had

destroyed one of their number.

IN that moment Dick felt like an old

man. He thought of the space ship;

the only way of attacking from the out-

side, and gave that up. There wasn't

enough fuel to handle it, and the blasts

might injure the metal domes. His

mind searched frantically for some way
of fighting all of the creatures—and

knew it couldn't be done.

He was racing across the open

ground, while thousands of people

gazed at the banging overhead. Sud-

denly he stopped, then turned back

toward his apartment, running just as

hard. There was a system of communi-

cation between the domes—that some-

times worked! It was not efficient, but

if he couid get in touch with the others

immediately, there was one chance!

He tried frantically to get a connec-

tion, but it wasn't until one of the na-

tives helped with the intricate system

of signals, that he heard the voice of

Andrew Smith. A few moments later

Phillip Jones answered, then Jerold

Brown and Peter Yarbro. Each man
was given quick, yet explicit, instruc-

tion.

When Dick turned away from the

phone, John McCarthy entered the

room, followed by George Martin. The
noise in the city had finally aroused

them from their slumber.
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John started to smile, but the expres-

sion on Barrow's face drove' all thought

of greeting away.

"What is it? I thought the people

were doing a day's work—but you——
1 !

! '" His face turned ashen as he ran

to the balcony, George Martin only a

step behind after gazing up for a mo-
ment, McCarthy turned slowly to face

Dick.

"The worms? It sounds like hun-

dreds of them! We better work fast,

or they'll have the whole roof down
around our ears."

"No, John. We can't fight them with

guns. They have attacked every dome
on the planet!"

When full realization came to the big

Irishman, he sank slowly into a chair.

"Then what? Have you got any plan

—or are we helpless?"

"We've got work to do and plenty of

it. There's a slight chance of saving

the cities. I've already instructed the

others."

As the three men raced toward the

power plant, Dick explained. John and

George were to do the work, while he

traveled from dome to dome to make
sure the people were prepared, and see

that the power plants were used as he

intended.

By the time they reached the en-

trance of the building, John nodded,

and Barrow turned back as the other

men entered the door. The first dome
people that Dick saw were told to re-

move every one from the buildings, and

gather them in the open spaces of the

parks. Leaving no one within any
structure!

The expression on his face scared

them even more than the pounding of

the worms, and they hurried to obey.

Dick jumped into the nearest ground

car. He couldn't be bothered traveling

on the railroads. This happened to be-

long to the assistant head of the dome,

whom he dispossessed. It jerked craz-

ily across streets and parks, while he

learned to handle the controls.

An hour later Dick was back at the

powerhouse in fie big dome. Every
city was ready. In several places the

hammering heads had broken through

the outer layers, and were banging at

the translucent inner ceiling. The crea-

tures had learned how to break through.

The first worm that attacked, while

the space ship was away, either took

its time or didn't realize what was be-

neath the heavy metal. These creatures

were working in earnest.

Heavy insulated cables ran from the

powerhouse to the nearest metal pillars,

where McCarthy and Martin were

working desperately to fasten them in

place. The booming voice of the Irish-

man had kept the natives back, al-

though they crowded as close as they

dared. They were really afraid, when
the hammering grew plainer with each

passing minute.

When the cables were fastened, John
shouted to Dick, who was waiting in the

powerhouse. He pulled a heavy switch,

at the end of the wires.

The city was suddenly in complete

darkness, then it flashed bright again

as power flowed back into the thou-

sands of coils in the ceiling material.

Twice more it darkened, when the giant

switch was thrown, and the lights came
on again. This time it stayed bright.

Dick ran to the doorway, and gazed
at dome above. It was silent! The
people were frightened, and moved rest-

lessly about. Twice more he turned the

power into the metal, and after one
long darkened period, the city remained
bright. No sound came from the dome!
Either the worms were dead—or fright-

ened away!

Within a week the doors to the de-

serted city were opened, and the earth-

men passed through. When they
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glimpsed the interior, they stopped in

consternation, then started to laugh.

Huge worms covered the ground, and

smaller editions of the same species,

crawled around them. They were using

the dome for a hatching place!

They had only entered it to bring

forth their young! It was not brains

that tempted them to attack the city,

but the instinct to find a protected place

for their eggs. Since they had broken

in, many of the young had hatched, and

were crawling around the ground.

Sight of the earthmen seemed to ex-

cite their feelings, and several of the

creatures started toward them. The

men fired carefully, and the forms

squirmed on the ground. The ones that

came behind stopped, and some of the

young tried to feed on the remains of

their companions.

The sight was so sickening that the

earthmen fired at every living thing

they could see. Several of the wounded

creatures crawled up the huge pillars,

to disappear through the opening

above, while the men shot at their dis-

appearing forms. When the last cater-

pillar lay dead it appeared like a battle-

field.

Three days later the gas had been ex-

pelled, and the hole in the dome re-

paired. The population was returning

to their homes, burying the carcasses

in the fields. The city was livable again,

and they knew electric current would

stop any future attack of the strange

creatures.

T^EN years later, Dick Barrow sat on

the balcony before his apartment.

His son John, eight years old, was play-

ing with Dick McCarthy. While he

watched the boys, his mind swung back

to the earth the little group had left

so many years before.

For three years they had talked of

returning to their home planet, and the

evening before the conversation

reached a climax. They were starting

in two months.

It no longer required years to manu-

facture fuel for one trip. All machin-

ery was working at top efficiency, and

they could turn out enough of the liquid

in a month, to drive the ship back and

forth several times. Crews of work-

men had been trained to care for all

mechanical equipment, and there was

no longer need for the engineers from

the earth.

The day the little party (it now con-

sisted of eighteen with the four chil-

dren), entered the space ship tears

rolled down the cheeks of many of the

crowd. The dome people had learned

to almost worship these members of an

alien race, and thought they would

never leave. But when they realized

that their leaders were dissatisfied, and

wanted to return to their native planet,

they aided in every way.

The ship was out of port for less than

a week when the people became rest-

less. They hardly spoke, even at meal

time, and for the first time in ten years

there were petty quarrels.

When Barrow called them to the

main cabin, they came grudgingly,

then slowly the expressions changed.

Smiles appeared on their faces, and

their heads moved with sheepish nods

of assent. i*
-

"We're fools, and you all know it.

We were happy in the domes, happier

than we ever were in our lives before.

We didn't appreciate it and longed to

return to the earth. We wanted to

leave, yet had everything there to live

for. We had comfort, every pleasure,

and more friends than we can possibly

have on our own world. / feel ashamed!

"Right now we wish that we were

back in our own apartments, and might

as well admit it. The earth is not

what we want, we want the domes!
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They are hornet!!

"The best thing for us to do, now that

we are on the way to the earth, is estab-

lish commerce. We can create friend-

ship between the planets, but we are

natives of Jupiter! Our interests will

always be with the dome people. We
have almost become part of that race,

and they have given us everything in

return. They even gave us our free-

dom when we wanted it. We belong

there!"

'T'EN years more passed, and John

Barrow was beginning to help with

his father's work. Vacationing in Ju-

piter's domes had become so popular on

the earth that they were building

another city to accommodate the tour-

ist trade. It was the third to be added

to the original six. Merchant ships

the earth, and carrying back rare met-

als.

Space ships from the earth, designed

after the original Jupiter ship, were

searching the little known planets for

minerals. Domes were being built on

three of the smaller globes, and pio-

neering humans migrated to new
worlds. There was danger, yes, but

also fame and fortune for the hardy

people who would inhabit them.

The earth had changed a lot, since

the visit of the space ship. They had

adopted the principle of controlling

gravity, and tremendous structures

were the result. New buildings were

several times as large as the greatest

structure of ten years before. Both

planets had benefited from the friend-

ship, and both were happier as a result.

As Dick Barrow's mind ran over

these facts, he smiled and spoke aloud

to himself. "And all of this in twenty

years—it seems incredible!"

"What did you say, dear?" asked

Dolores.

Dick smiled as he glanced at her.

"It's nothing. I was just thinking. Re-

member the night you fell in front of

my table in the hotel? And I thought

it was accidental—you scheming gold-

digger!"

The ruler of the domes ducked when
his wife threw her book—but she didn't

throw it very hard.

THE END

WORLD'S LARGEST REFRACTOR?
It is claimed that the Yerkes 40-inch refractor is the largest telescope of that type in the world.

However, this should be modified to the statement that it is the largest of its type in use. Two
49-inch objectives were built in France for the World's Fair in Paris, and were found worthless for

actual observation and were never installed in an observatory. These lenses were offered for sale and

it is expected that they can be reduced in size and refigured to give satisfactory images.

WHAT HAPPENED TO
CROSS-PATCH?

Folks call him "Smiles" since he dis-

covered those keen Star Single-edge
Blades. His tender skin is now happy.
His lion whiskers march off like a
lamb. Famous since 1880, there are
4 sharp Stars in every 10* package.

Star Blade Division, Brooklyn, N. Y.

STAR BLADE S 4 for 10*
FOR GEM AND EVER-READY RAZORS





By WILLIAM F. TEMPLE
Panic gripped Mr. Craddock as the hours repeated

themselves. Then, learning the incredible truth, he

sought a means to use them to his own advantage

CHAPTER I

The Uncanny Bus Ride

THE bus went swishing through

the night, little fountains of rain

water spurting from under its

tires.

Mr. Craddock rubbed the sleeve of

his overcoat against the misty window

beside him and peered through the

smeary patch of comparative transpar-

ency which he thus created.

It was very dark outside, and all he

could see was the shining wet sidewalk

sliding by, edged on the far side with

the faintly gleaming spokes of iron rail-

ings, and beyond that the black blur of

houses. It was not enough to tell him

just what part of Cranston High Road

he was passing, and he waited impa-

tiently for the bus to reach a recogniz-

able landmark to discover where he was.

Presently a large red neon sign came

floating along through the darkness, and

Mr. Craddock scanned it.

A. P. BURSLEM & SON
Mr. Craddock reflected. "Let me see

now, that's the shoe shop. My toad is

the next turning but two. I'll start to

get off when I see Flaxman's, the bak-

er's, sign."

Mr. Craddock was a very methodical

man, or, as his late wife had often put

it, he "always wanted everything just

so." He always tried to stop the bus

exactly at the corner of his road, so that

he had a minimum of walking to do. He
particularly wanted to accomplish this

tonight, for the rain was simply teem-

ing down.

He kept a keen lookout for Flax-

man's, and presently saw the red glow

of another neon sign ahead.

The moment he landed emid weird blue flashei, life became a ilow-metion dim
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"There's Flaxman's," he thought.

As the bus drew level with the sign,

he cast a perfunctory glance at it as he

was rising from his seat, and next mo-

ment flopped back again, the most sur-

prised man in Cranston.

For the sign read as plainly as could

be:

A. P. BURSLEM & SON
As we have said, Mr. Craddock was

a methodical man, and as soon as he

had recovered from his initial surprise

he set methodically to work to find a

logical explanation.

He thought of three:

1. The bus-driver had mistaken his

route and gone round in a circle.

2. The whiskey at the "Grayhound"

was extraordinarily potent.

3. He (Mr. Craddock) had been mis-

taken.

The latter was perhaps the most

probable, yet he could have sworn that

the first shop sign had been Burslem's.

And then the true explanation struck

him. Why, of course, Burslem's must

have opened another branch I How stu-

pid of him not to have thought of that!

Then this next neon sign they were ap-

proaching must be Flaxman's.

But it wasn't.

The astounded Mr. Craddock read

for the third time:

A. P. BURSLEM & SON
It was a dazed and somewhat fright-

ened little man who scrambled from his

seat and dropped off the bus.

t_IE found he had alighted too soon,

and had some distance to walk. As

he trudged along, hat brim down and

coat collar up against the pelting rain,

his mind was whirling with thoughts of

his peculiar experience, though he

stopped when he came to Flaxman's, the

baker's shop, to assure himself that it

at least was in its rightful place.

His apartment was just around the

next corner, and soon he was mounting

the steps to the front door, reaching au-

tomatically for his key. He let himself

in, closed the door behind him, and be-

gan climbing the stairs to his tiny flat

on the top floor—the only rooms in the

house that were tenanted at the time.

He was still deep in his thoughts and

taking little heed of his surroundings,

but presently he could not help noticing

that the stairs felt unusually hard to

his feet, as though the carpet had been

removed.

"What the dev—" began Mr. Crad-

dock glancing down, and then stood

transfixed, his heart thumping wildly.

For the stairs were of stone, and

streaming wet. He was once again

mounting the steps to the front door!

Picture him standing there, a rotund

little figure in an overcoat that fitted

none too well, a felt hat rendered shape-

less by the rain, and a cheap scarf of

frightful hue. His very ordinary fea-

tures were dominated at the moment by

bulging blue eyes which mirrored his

mixed feelings of bewilderment and

fright. He was trembling rather badly,

too. This sudden reverting of things,

this recurring experience of being

shunted helplessly back by some un-

known Power, had come into his quiet,

well-ordered life with something of the

shock of a bombshell.

Mr. Craddock loved peace and secur-

ity. He liked to know where he stood.

His day was always methodically ar-

ranged. He rose at 7:30, caught the

8:22 train to his office, went to lunch at

noon, caught the 5:20 home, went to

bed on the stroke of 10:30. He'd done

that for years with hardly a variation.

And now—this.

One moment he was climbing the

stairs exactly as he had done a thousand

times before, and the next he was back

in the street without knowing in the

least how he got there. To put it mildly,
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it was darned uncanny.

A sudden gust of wind drove a hun-

dred stinging raindrops into his face,

and he shivered and reached again for

his key—and discovered that somehow
it was already back in his hand.

But still he hesitated. No, he couldn't

face those stairs again. He would go

round and up the back staircase. And
so by this devious route he reached his

bedroom and slammed the door behind

him.

CHAPTER II

Safe a* Home

PRESENTLY, after he had removed

his wet things, gulped a peg of

brandy, and poked a nearly dead fire

into a glow, he felt somewhat easier and

sat down in his armchair with a pipe.

He reclined there puffing jerkily, star-

ing up at the clock on the mantel and

reflecting on the strange events of the

evening.

"It certainly had me scared," he

mused. "I'm not sure now that it

wasn't that whiskey after all. Think
the best thing to do is to go to bed and

try to forget it. I'll feel better in the

morning."

It had just gone half after ten, his

usual bed-time, and so he arose,

knocked out his pipe against the fire-

place, and began undressing.

All the time he was doing this he tried

to think of other things, of ordinary

commonplace things; of that money he

had to come from the bookmaker; the

film he had seen at the Star Cinema
yesterday; the new tobacco he was
trying. . . .

But it was no use. At the back of

bis mind, yet persistent and dominat-

ng, was the question: "What in heav-

n's name happened to me tonight?"

Long after he was in bed the query

eiterated itself maddeningly, until at

last, unable to bear it any longer, he

sat up and shouted into the darkness

as if at some watching entity.

"I don't care who or what it was—
I'm not afraid! And I'm not going to

worry myself any longer. I'm going to

sleep."

Defiantly he flung himself back,

pulled the bed-clothes up to his chin,

and strove to make his mind a com-

plete blank, a method of getting to sleep

he often used.

In a measure he succeeded. He sank

into a doze, half aware that he was still

in bed, yet at the same time wandering

through a queerly distorted version of

recent events.

Here he was leaving the bar of the

"Grayhound" and waving good-night

to Charlie—or was it Bill? But no

matter, for the "Grayhound" went slid-

ing rapidly away to one side, shrinking

as it went until it became a mere doll's

house far behind.

And he was riding along Cranston

High Road in the bus. There in front

was the red glow of Burslem's sign;

but as he approached he saw that it

was really the glow of a fire, and leaned

forward to stir it up with the poker in

his hand. At that moment, however,

the fire exploded, disintegrating in a

shower of flying embers.

Mr. Craddock felt himself being

lifted by the force of the explosion.

For a space he whirled dizzily in noth-

ingness; then came a sickening sensa-

tion of falling. He landed with a fright-

ful jar in a sitting position, a great white

light blinding and dazzling his eyes.

He blinked at the glare, gave a ter-

rific involuntary yawn, and then came
back with a rush to full consciousness.

The dazzling white light was the

room lamp, which was full on. He was
not holding a poker, but his pipe. He
was sitting again in his chair before the

fire. And the clock on the mantel
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showed exactly half after ten. . . .

Comprehension came like a douche

of cold water, and left him shuddering,

with an unpleasant void where his

stomach should have been.

"Oh, God, what has come over me?"

he whimpered. "What has come over

me?"
He sat huddled in the chair till dawn,

afraid to move.

CHAPTER III

Dr. Chalmers' Theory

TTEN o'clock the next morning found

him in the consulting room of Dr.

Chalmers, the young doctor at the cor-

ner of Bromley Grove.

Although only an ordinary G.P., Dr.

Chalmers had a local reputation of be-

ing something of a brain specialist, and

so Mr. Craddock had chosen him in

preference to stolid, unimaginative old

Dr. Evans, his own doctor, whom he

knew would dismiss him with a gruff

admonition not to mix his drinks.

Dr. Chalmers also specialized in the

study of the higher mathematics, and

the theories of Albert Einstein held no

mysteries for him, though he did not

always agree with that profound ma-

thematician. Indeed, he had formu-

lated several original theories of his

own.

He listened to Mr. Craddock's story

with interest, nodding his head thought-

fully from time to time, and occasion-

ally asking for some detail to be re-

peated. At the end he sat for a while

in contemplation. Then at length he

spoke:

"Your case is not one of mental dis-

order—you are obviously quite fit and

sane. No, it's really a problem in hy-

per-spacial geometry."

Mr. Craddock looked blank, but the

doctor continued unmercifully:

"What has happened to you is that

you have bumped into the Fifth Di-

mension, and the impact has sent you

flying backwards across the Fourth Di-

mension."

"Pardon me," said Mr. Craddock

hesitatingly, "but I never could under-

stand geometry."

"Let me try to explain it simply. The
Fourth Dimension is, in many scien-

tists' opinion, Time. Imagine Time to

be only two-dimensional, a flat surface

—say the surface of a billiard table.

You, then, are a billiard ball rolling

quietly along in a straight line—your

Life-line—across Time. Then suddenly

you bump squarely into the cushion

(the Fifth Dimension) and the impact

bounces you back along the line you

have been traveling, so that you find

yourself back at some point on your

Life-line that you have already passed

once. Do I make myself clear?"

"I'm still a little hazy," confessed

Mr. Craddock, who was very hazy in-

deed.

"I could explain it better, perhaps,

with a diagram," said Dr. Chalmers,

seizing pencil and paper. "This is your

Life-line" (drawing a thin straight line)

"at the time you were going along the

Cranston High Road. At point B you

pass Burslem's. At point F you strike

the Fifth Dimension (which I will show

as a thick double line at right-angles to

your Life-line) and are shot back very

quickly, almost instantaneously, to

point A, which you notice is before you
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get to Burslem's.

"As you remain in the bus, you are

doing exactly what you did before, and

so traverse the same Life-line as before.

Twice more you pass Burslem's and are

flung back by the Fifth Dimension, un-

til you change the course of your life

by getting off the bus at point C. Pro-

ceeding along this fresh Life-line you

reach the door-steps at point D, but un-

fortunately come up against the Di-

mension at point E and are flung back

to D.

"This time, however, you change the

course of your life straight away by go-

ing round the back stairs, and so branch

out in this direction. Still, you haven't

changed it sufficiently. At point H you

are sitting in the chair; at point J you

are in bed, and after you have crossed

a narrow strip of Time you meet the

Fifth Dimension again, and wake up to

find yourself back at point H, in the

chair. You change direction again by
remaining in the chair instead of going

back to bed, and so far along this new

Life-line you haven't met with obstruc-

tion. Are you any clearer now?"

"Well, I've got the general idea, I

think," said Mr. Craddock dubiously.

"But why do I have to move along this

Life-line, anyway? Can't I stop still?"

"You will when you die," rejoined

the doctor grimly. "The propelling

force driving you along your Life-line

is your mind. It is like the engine of a

car: the faster it works, the faster you

go, and vice versa. After all, Time is

purely relative, you know—it is only

what you think it is. For instance, if

you are waiting for the doctor to come

to the succor of a friend who might die

at any moment, the time waited may
' measure only an hour by the clock, but

t to you it seems like several hours.

Again, you might go to sleep, and sleep

•soundly for seven or eight hours, but

'when you wake up it seems as if it were

only a few minutes ago you got into

bed."

"I suppose in the first case
—

" began

Mr. Craddock, but the doctor took him

up.

"In the first case your mind was

working quickly with anxiety, almost

feverishly, and so actually carried you

across those apparently illusory hours

of Time. In the second case your mind

was at rest, and you remained prac-

tically stationary in Time. And whilst

on the subject of your mind, one part

of it—the memory—receives a definite

impression from the Life-line as it

passes along it, so that after one of your

peculiar return trips your memory still

retains the impression of the Life-line

which in fact lies ahead."

"I see that," said Mr. Craddock after

a pause. "But then there's this Fifth

Dimension. What does it look like?

Why can't I see it?"

"Because it's something absolutely

outside of human perception. We can't

even begin to imagine what it looks

like, no more than 'Flatlanders'—hypo-

thetical people living in a fiat plane of

only two dimensions, Length and

Breadth—could imagine what the Third

Dimension, Thickness, looks like. It's

beyond our three-dimensional senses

—

four-dimensional, if you include Time

—

to comprehend it."

"It's all very well," muttered Mr.

Craddock, tugging nervously at his

moustache, "but, assuming that this

sort of thing keeps on happening, how
is it going to affect my life?"

Dr. Chalmers reflected.

"Well, it more or less gives you a

second chance each time," he said.

"And it will in a way lengthen your

life, for instead of proceeding in one

direct line across Time, you will take a

tortuous, and therefore longer, course.

You must let me know how you get on.

Yours is a most interesting case."
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CHAPTER IV

The Street Called Straight

TV/fR. CRADDOCK found it both in-

teresting and trying during the

next few weeks.

There was that time, for instance,

when he stood in a line for an hour to

get into the cheap seats of the Star

Cinema, and just when he reached the

box office he suddenly found himself

back at the end of the line again.

Gloomily he had resigned himself to

wait the hour over again when it oc-

curred to him that he was doing just

what he had done before, and was there-

fore traveling over the same Life-line.

"Got to change direction," he mut-

tered to himself, and went to another

cinema instead.

There were occasional compensations

however.

Feeling unusually hungry one eve-

ning, he went to the best restaurant in

Cranston and had a real feed. He was
something of an epicure, and enjoyed

to the full every one of the seven

courses. And when the waitress handed
him his check it gave a little quiver like

something in Alice in Wonderland and

changed into the menu she had handed

him before he ordered the dinner.

Of course his hunger had returned

too, but then he had the pleasure of

eating two dinners. The second was en-

tirely different from the first. (Mr.

Craddock was getting experienced in

the art of changing direction.)

There were several little affairs of

this nature, until one day Mr. Craddock

had a great idea.

Could not this affliction of his be

turned to some account? Surely it had

money-making possibilities?

He sat down to think the thing out.

But he was a man of limited horizons,

and apart from stocks and shares (of

which he knew nothing) he could think

only of his main interest, horse racing.

So off he went to the race course one

day with most of his savings in his

pocket and high hope in his heart. He
did not bet on the one o'clock race, but

carefully noted the winner. In the

same way he made mental notes of the

second, third, and fourth race results.

By the time the fifth race started he

was beginning to feel a little anxious.

Would he never strike that Fifth Di-

mension again?

"Just when I want it, it won't come,"

he muttered savagely. "And here I am
with all today's winners in my pocket.

Such lovely odds, too. Oh, to be back

at one o'clock]"

The fifth race finished
—"Gooseberry

Bush" at ioo to 8.

Mr. Craddock groaned.

"Matches, sir?" queried a hoarse

voice in his ear.

"No!" snapped Mr. Craddock.

The old match-seller, in retreating,

stumbled over his own feet and sent the

contents of his tray flying.

"Clumsy devil!" thought Mr. Crad-

dock peevishly, watching the old man
groveling for his scattered stock, and
then turned his attention to the 3:30,

the last race of the day.

A quarter of an hour later "Diplodo-

cus" romped home at 33 to 1.

"Oh, well," thought Mr. Craddock,

turning away, "there's another day's

racing tomorrow. . .
."

"Matches, sir?"

"No!" said Mr. Craddock almost

fiercely.

The same old match-seller went shuf-

fling away,' stumbled, and sent his boxes i

cascading to the ground.

The coincidence gave Mr. Craddock

sudden pause. Strange, that happen-

ing twice! Strange, too, that one par^

ticular match-box over there should fall

and remain poised on one corner just
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as it did before. . . .

Abruptly he jerked out his watch.

yzo.
Good Godl He had hit the Dimen-

sion after all 1

He had not been shunted back so far

as he would have wished. But there

was still time to clean up on that last

race—-"Diplodocus" at 33 to i . He had

ten minutes to lay his bet. Feverishly

he dashed for the mutuels.

"Two hundred and eighty dollars to

win on Diplodocus," he said, passing the

bills over with a slightly trembling

hand.

The man in charge jovially approved

his selection, and gave Mr. Craddock a

voucher. That worthy crammed it in

his pocket, and paced fretfully up and

down until the race began.

All happened exactly as before: Dip-

lodocus won by three lengths at 33 to 1.

Mr. Craddock gave a sigh that de-

noted joy and relief. Then he hurried

back and handed over his voucher.

His head was spinning with figures.

How much was two hundred and eighty

multiplied by thirty-three? Three

eights were twenty-four, and three twos

were six, plus two

—

"Two hundred and eighty bucks,"

came the bookmaker's voice cutting

across his thoughts. "Diplodocus to

win, you said? A darn good pick, pal.

Stands a fine chance."

Mr. Craddock's brain was numbed
for a moment; then it began working

fast.

Those bills were merely his two hun-

dred and eighty dollars 1 Back again to

the point when he was putting the

money on ! Oh, to hell with that Dimen-

sion ! It was no use making his bet over

again—not at this window at any rate.

The Fifth Dimension barred his way.

"I've decided not to bet," he said

gruffly, and snatched the money from

the astounded man's hands.

As he dodged through the crowd he

spied a bookmaker, one Sid Street, a

tubby little man very like Mr. Crad-

dock himself. This way might work

better.

And presently he was back at the rails

with Mr. Street's voucher in his pocket.

For the third time that afternoon he

saw Diplodocus canter aloofly past the

post exactly three lengths ahead of his

nearest pursuer.

"And I hope it's the last time, too,"

he thought to himself as he made his

way back to collect his winnings.

He tried to push his way through the

crowd, but everyone else was appar-

ently trying to do the same. As he

surged helplessly to and fro, his ears

caught sundry words and phrases voiced

by the people around him.

"The fat little welsher!"

". . . called straight—the liar 1"

"If I lay my hands on that guy,

I'll . .
."

It did not take a Sherlock Holmes to

deduce what had happened. Mr. Street

had packed up and gone—presumably

up the "street called straight."

CHAPTER V

Into Danger

A/fR. CRADDOCK, still trying to

swallow his own bitter pill,

thought it best to be going. The crowd

was getting too rough. Besides, he

wanted peace to think over this new
misadventure. Almost all his savings

gone I He could scarcely credit it, even

now.

He became aware that several people

near him were staring at him peculiarly.

He wondered why.

"That looks like the guy," said a pug-

nacious-looking man suspiciously.

Mr. Craddock went suddenly cold.

He remembered that the bookmaker
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very much resembled himself in appear-

ance. Under the stare of a score of mis-

trustful eyes he walked away.

He was almost at the station before

he realized he was being trailed. Four

rough-looking men were following him

at a never varying distance behind.

They trooped into the depot after him
and stood apart, eyeing him covertly.

For a moment Mr. Craddock forgot

even his lost cash in this fresh threat-

ening crisis. Anxiously, but with a fine

outward appearance of unconcern, he

began to stroll up and down, humming
untunefully, contriving to edge farther

away from the group without appearing

to notice them.

Just as he thought he'd put a fair dis-

tance between himself and them, a hand

caught his shoulder and swung him

round.

The four men had walked quietly up

behind him, and were standing there

watching him grimly. The toughest

member of the bunch kept his grip on

Mr. Craddock's shoulder.

"Name of Street, ain't it?" he

growled.

"N-no," stammered Mr. Craddock.

"N-not me. My name's Craddock

I'm—"
"Can it I" snapped the man. "You

wouldn't be so all-fired nervous if you

wasn't our man. So you'd scram with

our winnings, would you?"

A train came rumbling into the sta-

tion, drowning Mr. Craddock's panic-

stricken reply. The man growled again,

and drew back a hamlike fist prepara-

tory to smashing it into Mr. Craddock's

face.

Mr. Craddock gave a yell, wrenched

himself free with a sudden twist, turned

and ran as fast as his short legs would

carry him.

"Stop him, boys! " came a shout from

behind him.

The train was almost half-way into

the station, and Mr. Craddock, with a

wUd idea of putting it between himself

and his pursuers, tried to dash across

the line. But his too hasty feet slipped

on the rails. He fell awkwardly and

heavily, twisting so that he landed with

a jolt on his back across the way, in the

very path of the oncoming train.

The moment he landed, life seemed to

slacken speed enormously, to become

the slowest of slow-motion films.

The train, which had entered the de-

pot at a furious rate, was now standing

almost still, a motionless cloud of white

smoke perched like a bit of cottonwool

on its funnel. To the side, Mr. Crad-

dock glimpsed his four pursuers, an ir-

regular group frozen in the act of run-

ning, each poised ridiculously on one

foot.

The explanation of this flashed upon

him. When death is imminent, one's

whole life is supposed to pass rapidly

before one's eyes. This did not happen

to Mr. Craddock, but his brain became

extraordinarily lucid and clear, and was

racing at such a speed that by compari-

son the normal procedure of life seemed

funereal. What was it Dr. Chalmers

had said about the brain working

quickly?

", . . your mind—is like the engine

oj a car; the jaster it works, the jaster

you go . .
."

Then he must be tearing along his

Life-line at a terrific speed. If he hit the

Fifth Dimension now!

The locomotive had approached per-

ceptibly. He could distinctly see the

gleaming rim of the nearest wheel. He
lay there watching its deathly slow ap-

proach, while yet his brain was sending

a message through his nerves to his mus-

cles telling them to get him out of this.

But he knew he couldn't arise in time.

Nearer and nearer.

The whole front of the engine was

looming over him. . . .
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Then the whole scene was ripped

asunder by a violent ribbon of light. It

was as though a terrible thunderstorm

had broken out without warning.

Through vivid and incessant blue

flashes he glimpsed the train, the de-

pot, the figures of the four men becom-

ing small and receding into the depths of

a great black thundercloud. The cloud

expanded rapidly, came whirling about

him, engulfed him in sudden silence and

utter darkness.

There was an indefinable sensation

of flying bodilessly, which changed into

a steady upward movement, a feeling of

being borne up on something. He be-

came aware of a faint and growing mur-

mur of voices, an increasing glimmer of

daylight, as if he were approaching the

top of a long, dark elevator-shaft.

There was a strap around his waist

binding him down to—what?

An operating table?

But no, that could not be. He was in

the open air, staring up into a blue

sunny sky.

He strove impotently to get erect. All

his strength seemed to be drained out of

him. He felt unnaturally feeble. . . .

"CpXTRACT from the Morning Chron-

icle, June 4th, 1891:

"Cranston, Monday.

"John Craddock, a nine-months' old

infant prodigy, astonished a distin-

guished gathering of medical men here

tonight.

"This remarkable child is able to con-

verse intelligently with any adult on

everyday subjects, and although he has

never been taught to read or write, he

can do both perfectly.

"His father, Mr. James Craddock, is

at loss to account for the phenomenon.

Interviewed by our Special Correspon-

dent, Mr. Craddock said: 'Our baby
was perfectly normal until about two
months ago. One day he was being

wheeled in his perambulator by his

nurse when he suddenly started to kick

and jerk, as if in a fit. Alarmed, the

nurse bent down to attempt to quieten

him, when the child (which had never

spoken intelligibly before) astounded

her by exclaiming: "What the devil's

happened now!"
" 'Since then John has displayed an

intellect far beyond his years, and has

made some remarkable prophecies,

many of which have come true. I am
also able to announce that he has been

engaged by the Apex Music Hall Cir-

cuit to appear at their theaters this com-

ing spring at a very large salary.'

"

TV/TR. CRADDOCK (our Mr. Crad-

dock) had embarked very suc-

cessfully on his new Life-line.
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An uncanny

mystery lay beneath

f the Blue Mitt then

Allan Rand woke the

sleepers of the...

By EANDO BINDER

CHAPTER I

The Mystery of the Valley

THEY stood at the crest of the

long slope that led down and
gazed into the valley of mystery.

Toweling walls of basalt hemmed it in

on three sides. Only the narrow, slop-

ing gorge at this end, boulder strewn,

afforded a rough stairway by which to

descend. It was almost as if nature

had tried desperately to secrete this

strange, misty mountain pocket from

meddling man entirely.

A heavy bluish fog covered all of its

floor and clung half way up the cliff

faces. No single detail of the valley

could be discerned through that curtain.

What cryptic secrets lay behind it?

"Just gold," was young Tom Cur-

wood's practicable attitude. That's

YOF
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The last man tried to run back in screaming

surrender. He, too, fell, a blackened corpse

all I came for, and that's all we'll find,

of course." His square-chinned, deeply

tanned face broke into an eager grimace

at the thought of yellow metal.

His companion's eyes stared into the

valley dreamily, moodily. Of about

the same age, Allan Rand, academically

a doctor of science, felt his pulses

quicken, but not at the thought of

treasure.

"I'm not so sure—" he said slowly.

"My father
—

" He half turned.

"It is a place of witchcraft," their

Castilian guide, Ramon, was murmur-
ing, eyes oddly frightened. "Never be-

fore have I see such a mist that stop

the sunlight. Carambal" His nervous

voice slanted into a stream of Spanish.

The guttural voice of their Indian

helper, Queto, echoed from his side.

"Valley of Lost Souls!" he grunted, j pi

LOST

SSI
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"No go in. My people no go in.

Taboo!"

"Hear that?" said Allan Rand
quickly.

"Legend and superstition!" scoffed

Tom Curwood, his sharp confident

laugh resounding from the opposing

cliffs in amplified echoes. "Has there

ever been treasure trove in out-of-way

spots that wasn't laid on thick with old

wives' tales?

"Queer thing, the mist—but probably

just some volcanic vapor that has

seeped from fissures through the cen-

turies. We're prepared for it. I

wouldn't doubt there's plenty of skele-

tons down there, but certainly no

ghosts. Time's flying, Doc. Let's get

going."

He sprang into action. Allan Rand
helped him slip the helmet of aluminum,

rubber and glass over his stubby-haired

skull, then attached the double hose

from the compressed oxygen tank that

rested in a leather harness on Cur-

wood's back. It was a simple outfit,

designed and built by Rand, assuring

the wearer of an independent air supply

for over three hours.

Armed with pistol and knife, a ban-

dolier of ammunition around his waist,

Tom Curwood paused for a final hand-

shake, then turned. His six-foot three

of hardened body slowly wound its way

down the slope, skirting boulders and

picking the easiest course. He dis-

appeared in the ultramarine fog.

Utter silence smote Rand. The two

behind him made no slightest sound.

The valley itself was as quiet as a tomb.

Not even the chirp of an insect could

be heard around them, as though the

finger of death had withered every last

inch of the valley.

Allan Rand waited tensely. Gold

there might be down there, but what

else lay beyond—in the depths of the

blue mist?

Twenty-five years before, Allan

Rand's father had come in possession

of an old treasure-map, dating from the

days of Balboa's explorations four cen-

turies before. The ancient, crumbling

document gave explicit directions for

reaching the valley in the Cordillera

Range of Honduras. The surviving

member of a party of Spanish who had

penetrated into the blue mist, had

written the account and drawn the map.

Obviously, he had reached the coast and

had been picked up by the main expedi-

tion. Through what hands the treasure-

map had then gone in the next four hun-

dred years, how many others had sought

the valley, drawn by its yellow lure,

only the fates knew. But eventually it

had turned up in an old urn the elder

Rand had picked up in Mexico City.

He had promptly made an overland

trip, with a safari of Hondurans and

Indians, from San Lorenzo on the coast,

despite the pleas of his wife against it.

He had not come back. Two years

later a half-crazed Honduran returned

to San Lorenzo, where the wife made
inquiries, and told a horrible story of

death for all except himself in the val-

ley of blue mist. Allan did not hear

the full story till he had completed his

schooling and gained his academic de-

gree, according to his father's wishes.

Then his mother turned over to him the

treasure-map and the last message from

his father, scrawled apparently at the

point of a strange, choking death.

"To my son, Allan," the already

faded lines read, "when he's grown to

manhood—if God grant that this mes-

sage ever be delivered: I found the

Valley of Blue Mist and its gold, but

lingered to solve a strange secret it

holds. It was my undoing. I cannot

tell what I have seen—it is too unbe-

lievable—but you, my son, must come
here and with your scientific knowledge

combat the Blue Mist and penetrate
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into the valley. The Blue Mist attacks

the lungs— chokes out life— brings

death—or perhaps not death—but I

am too weak—

"

That was all. At that moment death

must have struck. Under what strange

circumstances his father had died, or

just what he had died from, Allan Rand
did not know. He had often pondered

over that queer phrase—"brings death,

or perhaps not death"—without mak-
ing any sense out of it. Insanity per-

haps? Yet Allan Rand could not quite

bring himself to picture that calm,

clear-minded man who had been his

father as insane, even in the face of a
horrible, certain doom.

But Allan Rand was here to find out

just what it all meant. He had induced

his college chum, Curwood, to join him
and together they had flown their bi-

motored Douglas* flying laboratory

down to San Lorenzo. From here they

had gone out cruising three times,

searching for the valley, finding it at

last and picking a nearby landing on a

broad smooth plateau not fifteen miles

away. Then the final trip, two days

before, with the Douglas well laden

with supplies, and carrying Ramon and

* The ship used by Rand and Curwood is a
Douglas DC-2 Transport. Normally, this ship

has a passenger cabin 26'4" long, 6'3" high, and
5'6" wide, fitted with seat accommodations for

fourteen passengers. By removing the seats, a

marvelous flying laboratory was constructed.

The ship is powered by two supercharged,

geared Wright Cyclone air-cooled engines, each

rated at 760 b.p. at 2,100 r.p.m. at 5,800 ft. It

has a fuel capacity of 510 gallons (U.S.) and 38

gallons of oil. Each motor operates a controllable

pitch, three-bladed metal airscrew.

It has retractable undercarriage, full swivelling

tail unit, two oleo shock-absorber units, and two
hydraulic brakes.

Constructed of high-tension strength aluminum
alloy, its wing span is 85 ft., its length 61 ft.

11^ in. and its height 16 ft. 3-]4 in. Its useful

load is 6,152 lbs. and total weight, loaded, 18,560

lbs. Maximum speed 210 m.p.h. cruising speed

(at 8000 ft.) 190 m.p.m., landing speed 62 m.p.m.,

and rate of climb 1,000 ft/rain., service ceiling

22,450 ft—Jane's All The World's Aircraft, 1937.

the Indian. And now they were here

at the valley itself, ready to solve its

secret.

Tom Curwood returned two hours

later. As his figure materialized at the

edge of the fog veil, Rand gasped. He
was carrying something! Gold? But
it was white, not yellow. When Cur-

wood emerged from shadow to bright

sunlight, Rand saw what he carried and
dropped his pipe. It was a human
body!

Allan Rand leaped to flying feet and
raced down the incline, shouting over

his shoulder for Ramon and Queto to

follow. When the three panting men
reached Curwood's struggling figure,

they stopped short and blinked in utter

bewilderment.

"Good Lord!" stammered Rand,
passing a hand before his eyes.

"A woman!" declared Ramon, dark
face glowing suddenly. "A young and
pretty senorita! Caramba! Tis im-

possible!
"

Queto merely gave a grunt, then

transferred the limp form to his broad

shoulder and began climbing toward

their camp at the top of the slope. The
rest followed.

Rand helped Curwood remove his

tank and helmet. "Works perfectly,"

was the latter's first comment. He took

several deep breaths, wiped his steamy
face, and took a long draught of their

tepid water supply. Rand could hold

himself no longer.

"All right, Tom. Spill it before I

bust. That body—

"

As though reminded, Curwood strode

to where the Indian had stretched the

unbreathing, apparently lifeless girl on
a patch of grass. He started. "A girl!"

he exclaimed dazedly. "Well, I'll be

darned!"

"You mean you didn't know?"
"I didn't!" returned Curwood. "I

could hardly see in the first place, what
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with the damned thick blue fog and

steam on my visor-plate. I just

grabbed the first one and—

"

"First one what!" exploded Rand.

"You idiot, will you please explain

what—" He waved his hands help-

lessly, at the valley and at the girl.

Curwood grinned. "I'd like once to

see a man go crazy from curiosity, and

Doc, you're pretty close to it!"

His face suddenly became dead seri-

ous. "Allan, your father was not

—

imagining things. He did see the un-

believable. And so did I! There are

hundreds more like that girl down there,

men and women, all lying around like

dead. But I don't think they are dead

!

There are buildings down there, ma-
chines, implements of civilization.

Don't ask me how they can be here in

the middle of wild mountain land. They
just are. The Blue Mist—

"

A slight moaning sound interrupted.

They whirled, to see that the girl was

breathing, her lungs inhaling in heaving

gasps. Suddenly she sat up. Wide
eyes, bluer than the Blue Mist she had

come from, stared around bewilderedly.

Four pairs of male eyes watched her.

To say the least, she was beautiful,

Curwood reflected. Her olive-tanned

oval face was framed by a cascade of

golden hair. Her brief garments

reached only to her knees.

"Hm, just as I thought," murmured
Curwood, less surprised than the others

at her sudden awakening. "Allan, that

Blue Mist is some sort of preserving

agent, keeping all those people in what

we'll have to call suspended animation,

since we don't know any more about it.

Open air again revives them."

"Suspended animation!" muttered

Rand, shaking his head doubtfully.

"Scientific humbug— like unlimited

atomic power. It can't be
—

" He
stopped dazedly, finding this thing un-

digestible to his academic training.

"Don't be unreasonable, Doc,"

blithely returned Curwood, whose

phlegmatic temperament accepted facts

without question. "You must admit

the girl's alive."

"But who is she? Who are her

people?"

Together they looked at her, unable

to classify her features, which were a

strange blend of the northern and

tropical. High cheekbones and slightly

slanted eyes of Oriental cast, but also

full lips, blonde hair and fair, though

tanned, complexion of Nordic quality.

"Of what race?" demanded Rand of

no one in particular.

The girl, in the meantime, had been

staring at them in stark bewilderment.

She looked down into the valley, real-

ization dawning, then frowned daintily

at the four men. Her blue eyes caught

those of Curwood. She continued to

gaze at him interestedly.

Curwood flushed and cleared his

throat. Rand grinned in a preoccupied

way. The girl's eyes suddenly flicked

to Ramon and grew icy, offended, at his

insolent frank stare which travelled

ceaselessly from her toes to her face.

Ramon stirred. "But gold!" he

queried. "Did you find gold down
there, Senor Curwood?"
"Gold!" scoffed the 'latter. "Who

cares about gold? There's people down
there, man—strange buildings, mysteri-

ous machines." He turned to Rand.

"Doc, if this girl revived, the others

should. I'll go down there and bring

them up one by one. However they

got into the Blue Mist, they couldn't

have any reason for staying in it for-

ever. And—

"

A slight cry from the girl interrupted

him. She had listened intently while

he talked and now she clearly enunci-

ated a few words, looking from one to

another for comprehension. The four

men stared at her blankly. She frowned,
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but spoke again.

Rand listened to the strange liquid

tones, straining to understand. Some-

how, he seemed almost able to. Several

of her syllables and inflections were

strangely familiar, yet annoyingly

escaped his comprehension. It was as

though his subconscious mind under-

stood.

"Her words almost—" began Ramon.
He too had been listening intently,

baffled.

Then a thought struck Rand.

Rapidly, he spoke to the girl in Spanish.

At her doubtful glance he switched to

Latin, stumbling over the difficult words

and phrases.

The girl nodded eagerly now, and

when Rand tried the few words of Ara-

bic and Greek he knew, she sprang erect

with a glad cry. She spoke now, while

Rand listened intently. After a mo-
ment he shook his head, still puzzled,

and motioned for her to sit down.

"Speak her lingo?" asked Curwood
eagerly.

"Yes and no!" retorted Rand. "Lis-

ten to this, Tom. She can partly under-

stand my Latin, Greek, Arabic, etc., but

I can't grasp her language, except for a

word here and there. Why? Because

she speaks the basic mother tongue of

all modern speech! She can recognize

the meaning behind my words because

they are variations of her tongue. But

I can't quite make sense out of hers be-

cause I never knew the basic language."

"Well, that helps," said Tom slowly.

"Though I don't see how you'll find out

anything if she can't answer."

Rand, however, still looked dazed,

shaken. "But do you know what it

means, Tom? The basic mother tongue,

which must include Chinese, Sanskrit,

etc., goes back—and back! Thousands

of years. Before the schism of the Mon-
golid, Hamitic and Caucasian races and

languages came about. It is like find-

ing the missing link, parental stock of

man and ape. Thousands and thou-

sands of years
—

"

He stopped, appalled at the thought.

Curwood snapped his fingers. "You can

figure that all out for yourself, Doc, but

I'm going down in the Blue Mist and
bring up some more. Maybe—

"

"No, Tom, not that way." Rand
pointed to the far end of the valley, a

sheer wall of precipitous shale. "Re-
member how thin that wall looked from

the air? Beyond it is desert lowland.

If we could once break down that wall,

the Blue Mist would pour out of the val-

ley like water!"

Curwood nodded. "Now I know
why you insisted on taking that case

of dynamite along—I get it."

"I came here for one main purpose

—

to solve the mystery of this valley, as

my father wished." Rand looked again

at the girl. "And there's plenty of mys-
tery to work on."

CHAPTER II

Draining the Valley

TT was now late afternoon. Rand gave

orders to set up night camp. Ra-
mon and Queto went efficiently to work,

setting up two tents, building a fire, and
opening the packs of food. When sud-

den tropical night fell, they were eat-

ing. The girl ate with them, apparently

unaffected by a sleep of unknown dura-

tion in the weird Blue Mist. At times

her eyes peered down into the black

shadow of the valley, with a vague ex-

pression in them, half of sadness, half

of alarm.

But her eyes centered mostly on Cur-

wood, softly, dreamily, save at such

times as she shot the insolent Ramon a.

look of frozen scorn. Curwood,
strangely stirred by her regard, found

himself scowling blackly at the Span-
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iard. Rand was too preoccupied to take

note of these undercurrents, and after

the meal tried conversing with her.

His voice rose often in query, and as

often the girl shook her head, till both

of them were nonplussed.

"Not much of a go," sighed Rand.

"All I can do is ask questions and sug-

gest the answers myself, and nine times

out of ten I'm away off the track, ap-

parently. However, her name is some-

thing like Aletha Ankhar. She has

never seen our like before, she inti-

mates, nor does she know how long she's

been in the Blue Mist. By the way,

Tom, she asked for your name !

"

Curwood grunted and suggested they

roll in. Aletha was given one tent to

herself. The three white men rolled

themselves in blankets in the other tent.

Queto laid himself just outside the

men's tent, on the grass, scorning the

shelter.

The morning dawned clear and hot.

After a hasty meal, Rand and Curwood
left the camp and girl in charge of their

two helpers and departed to reconnoiter

for their plan to empty the valley of its

mist. An hour later they looked down
into the valley from its other end and

examined the narrow rock wall that

separated it from the mesa beyond.

It was unbelievably thin at the top

and did not seem to thicken much at

the base. A prehistoric river had dug

out the valley, but what strange geol-

ogical event had put this thin partition

up, like a dam?
"It could be artificial," mused Rand.

"Put up by these people for the ex-

press purpose of sealing off the valley."

"Scientific humbug," grinned Cur-

wood. "Like their suspended anima-

tion."

"Something tells me I'll have to

change my scientific opinions before

long," pursued Rand, half bitterly. He
pointed out over the mesa. "There's

our route, Tom. From our plane, we
come up on the desert floor. No way of

getting, down that thousand feet from

here."

"Right," corroborated Curwood. "A
dozen sticks of dynamite ought to blast

a hole through somewhere."

On the way back to camp they dis-

cussed details and decided to get every-

thing set for the dynamite blast on the

following morning. As they rounded

the last rock overhang between them

and camp, a shrill, feminine scream

rang through the quiet air. Curwood
bounded into a run and took the situa-

tion in at a glance.

Queto lay sprawled on the ground,

eyes closed. Ramon had the girl in his

arms and was brutally trying to kiss

her. She was scratching at his face and

struggling.

Curwood reached the Spaniard, spun

him around by the shoulder, and lashed

out with a hard fist. The blow landed

squarely on the dark man's chin. Ra-

mon bent at the knees and sagged to

the ground. The girl ran into Cur-

wood's arms, momentarily hysterical.

For a second Curwood held her close,

hot blood pounding, amazed at his own
emotion. Then he pushed her brusquely

away and turned to Ramon, who had

struggled to one elbow and was rubbing

his jaw.

"One more pass like that, Ramon,
and you go back to San Lorenzo on

foot!"

"Your pardon, senors," mumbled the

Castilian, blanching at the threat. "It

was the—the heat." But Curwood did

not like the narrowing of his eyes as Ra-
mon turned away.

"Bad blood," he muttered to Rand.
"He'll try knifing next."

Rand bit his lip thoughtfully. "We •

can't waste time flying him back to San
Lorenzo now. We'll just have to keep

an eye on him."
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A dash of water in Queto's face

brought him to. The Indian glared

balefully at Ramon's back. "Him hit

me on head with rock," he explained

shortly. "Him bad man!"

Before night fell, Rand, Curwood

and Ramon had made the fifteen-mile

trek to their plane and returned via the

lower route to dump their dynamite

and paraphernalia at the base of the tall

(partition between the valley and mesa.

They were able to arrange the trailing

wires and prepare everything for an

early morning start before the sun

dipped toward the western horizon.

Then they made the laborious, round-

about trek past the plateau cliffs and

toward camp, arriving just after dark.

The girl, Aletha, looked at them with

obvious curiosity as they ate.

"Why not tell her?" suggested Cur-

wood. "It directly concerns her and

her people."

"If I can get it across," said Rand
ruefully. He began speaking to her in

Latin, slowly and distinctly. Gradually

a look of intense interest came over

Aletha's face. Finally she dropped her

tin platter and poured a flood of her

liquid speech at Rand. Somehow, she

seemed to be frightened and her tones

were those of warning.

Rand spoke to her soothingly and she

subsided with a worried shrug. But

she made no attempt to take more food,

having eaten very little.

"Something's bothering her about the

draining of the Blue Mist," murmured
Rand. "It isn't that her people would

die, or be harmed in any way, but—

"

He faced Curwood squarely. "One
thing I did catch when she talked. She

said, 'Tom will be harmed!', and the

rest of us too, I suppose."

Ramon spoke suddenly in corrobora-

tion. "Senors, she talk of great dan-

ger!"

"Oh, hang it!" Curwood exclaimed.

"Maybe the girl's a little daffy, or you
understood wrong. Anyway, we can't

stop for a little thing like that."

A light shower greeted them as they

arose at dawn, promising a stuffy day.

Rand watched rain falling into the val-

ley, vanishing in the opacity of the Blue

Mist.

"Rain doesn't even roil its surface,"

he mused. "Must be tremendously co-

hesive, perhaps almost liquid. And it

hasn't diffused into the upper air for at

least—at the very least—four cen-

turies!"

After breakfast, Curwood departed

by himself, with the air-helmet, on the

desert trek to the mesa side of the rock

partition. The rest of the party lei-

surely followed the lip of the valley to

the same point, but a thousand feet

higher up. Aletha had insisted, by
signs and unmistakable tones in her

enigmatic speech, on going along.

Soon they saw Curwood's figure

trudging up. He waved to them and
set the lead-wire and plunger for the

blast, three hundred yards from the

rock wall. Then he donned his air-

helmet and waved a warning.

"Back!" ordered Rand to his party.

He led them a safe distance away from

the valley's rim.

A minute later the ground rocked be-

neath their feet, followed by a dull

thunder. A slow shower of shale frag-

ments spewed from the direction of the

valley and clattered about them. When
all had quieted down, they raced back
to the valley edge. Looking down, they

saw the Blue Mist quivering strangely.

Whirls and currents arose in the lake

of vapor that had been quiescent for

untold years.

Rand eagerly made his way to the

cliff edge overlooking the mesa. Look-
ing straight down, he saw the Blue Mist
pouring out near the base of the rock
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partition. Like a river it billowed over

the mesa-land. Before it stretched a

hundred miles of smooth desert over

which it would diffuse to nothingness.

Curwood stood there, a tiny, hel-

meted mannikin, watching. He waved
and then the flood of Blue Mist en-

veloped him. Rand heard a little moan
beside him. Aletha had also seen and

her eyes were filled with apprehension.

Rand spoke to her in Latin and was

amazed at the joy that came over her

face when he had made her understand

that Curwood was safe.

Two hours later Curwood joined

them at their camp and together they

watched the incredible sea of Blue Mist

empty out of its centuries-old bed.

Eagerly Rand and Curwood waited to

see what would be revealed.

They gasped as first a tower and

then the outlines of other buildings ma-

terialized out of the thinning fog. The
entire floor of the deep Valley was taken

up with them. In the very center, a

curved object slowly took form and

finally lay revealed as a large, torpedo-

shaped ship of some sort, with narrow

flanges running from nose to stern.

But the watchers waited to see some-

thing more vital—the forms of the peo-

ple who had inhabited this strange city.

The level of the blue fog sank. In an-

other half hour the last hazes of it had

been swept away and all lay revealed.

"Look!" whispered Rand. "Hun-
dreds of them! People who fell asleep,

or whatever it is, in the Blue Mist—but

how many years ago? Lordl—how
many unthinkable centuries ago?"

CHAPTER III

The Sleepers Wake

/^TJRWOOD broke the spell, "Noth-

ing like finding out," he said.

"Let's go down and—

"

A sob interrupted him, from Aletha.

Her blue eyes, gazing at the quiescent

scene, filled with tears. She pointed to

the valley and shook her head vehe-

mently, speaking in her liquid tones.

Rand caught something and ques-

tioned her sharply, in Latin. The girl

seemed anxious to make her meaning

clear, staring as though trying to make
him understand by sheer force of will.

Finally Rand switched to English.

"By glory, Tom, I grasped at least-half

of that. Either I'm beginning to catch

on to her patois, or she's modifying her

words to something near Latin. At any

rate, she says most of those down there

are her people, but are 'bound'—I think

she means enslaved! She said, in about

six different ways, that we are to watch

out for the Twelve—they seem to be a

sort of composite Simon Legree. What
did you make of it, Ramon?"

"She say the Twelve are terrible and

powerful !

" returned the Castilian.

"I think we'd better go well armed,

Tom," said Rand. "No telling—

"

A few minutes later, armed with pis-

tols, they went down the slope, eyes fas-

tened eagerly ahead. Already some of

the sprawled forms in the strange city

were stirring on the ground. A low

moan arose in the air, as of hundreds of

persons yawning and awakening at

once, When they had reached the val-

ley floor, several of the figures were sit-

ting up, blinking dazedly.

Rand, in the lead, let out a startled

cry. "Look, Tom!" he gasped. "That
figure—the one in armor—he's not like

Aletha's people. He's—by glory, he's a

Spanish Conquistador of the 16th Cen-

tury!"

They saw other spade-bearded men,

wearing corselets of metal, with swords

in hip scabbards. Also other strange

figures—men in 17th Century French
cloaks, 1 8th Century English woolens,

19th Century Daniel Boone costumes.

It looked like some mockery of a mas-
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querade party. But by far the majority

were golden-haired people like Aletha,

dressed in abbreviated kirtles and loose

blouses.

"I get it!" whispered Curwood, awed.

"Every one who has come here for the

gold since the Spanish first explored has

succumbed to the Blue Mist

—

and

lived! Doc—

"

But Allan Rand was running ahead,

wth a queer, intense look on his face.

«e was searching every form he passed,

every face. He disappeared around the

corner of a building. Curwood sud-

denly understood and snapped his fin-

gers. Then he turned curiously as he

saw Aletha fall to her knees beside a

golden-haired man who was sitting up.

Aletha spoke to him eagerly, smoothing

his brow tenderly. The blankness in

the man's eyes suddenly cleared and he

clutched her to him, babbling.

Curwood turned away, lips tight. He
forced himself to take note of the sur-

roundings. The buildings around were

of a strange, ornate architecture. To-

ward the center line of the valley, where

the sunlight was strongest, were the

' huge machines he had vaguely seen

through the visor of his air-helmet dur-

ing his first descent into the Blue Mist.

Mirrored and skeletal, they seemed to

be some sort of sun-engine. Thin vanes

within glass spheres began already to

rotate as the sun's rays poured into

them.

And everywhere was gold. Every

building's cornice was of shining yellow

sheet metal; the frameworks of the sun-

machines, and even the paving blocks

of the city's wide main avenue.

Ramon's dark, avaricious eyes were

glowing. He looked from the gold of

the buildings to the golden hair of beau-

tiful olive-skinned women, and a mad-

ness came into his eyes. It was El

Dorado!

Queto stood dumbly, staring as

though it were an incredible dream-

city.

"I pray you, good sir," said a voice

almost in Curwood's ear. "Canst tell

me what has happened? 'Tis witch-

craft ! But an hour ago I fell asleep in

the Blue Mist and now—God pity this

poor soul, but I understand not!"

"You and me both," returned Cur-

wood unhelpfully. He looked half pity-

ingly at the grey-eyed man whose

speech and clothing were of 18th Cen-

tury England. "Brother," he muttered

to himself, "I wonder what you'll think

when you realize this is 1938 A.D., two

centuries after your time! Why, you

don't even know there was a Na-

poleon !

"

The man staggered away uncertainly,

searching for his companions. Ramon
was exchanging words in Spanish with

one of the Conquistadors who had

arisen. The latter finally clapped a

hand to his sword-hilt angrily, as

though to draw it. Then he spied one of

his companion Conquistadors and ran

toward him, forgetting Ramon.

"He call me a dog Frenchman,"

laughed Ramon, "because my accent so

different from his. So I tell him to go

lie down beside Balboa's bones, and

that make him mad!"
A confused babble now arose as all

the sleepers of the Blue Mist looked

around, mentally stupefied. Archaic

French, Spanish, English filled the air.

Bewildered, shocked faces looked

around and lighted suddenly to behold

others of their kind. Soon little par-

ties formed, jabbering in their own lan-

guage among themselves, glaring suspi-

ciously at other groups. In all their eyes

was reflected the golden glare of the im-

mense wealth of tawny metal around

them. They had all braved the Blue

Mist for that one thing. It was the sole

common thing they had among them,

though their minds, times, customs,
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clothing and all else were different.

"Valley of Lost Souls!" Queto mur-

mured beside Curwood and the latter

reflected that legend for once was close

to the truth.

Aletha's people, the true inhabitants

of the valley, were first to recover men-

tal orientation and go about their busi-

ness. They began to stream toward

the large space at the center of the val-

ley, where the large ship reposed. They
did not seem too surprised at the queer

outsiders in the valley with them, but

nevertheless stared at them curiously as

they passed.

Aletha, however, did not join the

moving throng. Holding the golden-

haired man's hand, she brought him
eagerly before Curwood and pointed to

him, speaking to her companion ex-

citedly. The man looked at Curwood
with a half-friendly, half-suspicious ex-

pression. Curwood did not know it, but

he in turn was scowling.

Then he spied Rand returning,
rounding the corner of a building. Cur-

wood blinked. The man whose arm
Allan Rand held looked like his older

brother.

"My father!" panted Allan Rand,

coming up. "I knew I'd find him alive,

too. Look, Tom, he was thirty years old

when he came to the valley, twenty-five

years ago. He is still thirty, physically,

just two years older than I, his son !

"

"The Blue Mist—"
"Of course," Rand nodded. "It pre-

served human bodies, buildings, metal,

everything in this valley, from the hand

of time. Impossible, but true !

"

The elder Rand gravely shook hands

with Curwood. His eyes had a punch-

drunk expression. "It is a miracl* to

be alive
!

" he whispered hoarsely. "But

I knew I would be, seeing the others

preserved in the Blue Mist. Just be-

fore I succumbed to the mist, I wrote

that note to Allan. It hardly seems pos-

sible that it was twenty-five years ago!

I gave it, and the map, to the Hondur-an

of my party who had come into the

mist, searching for me. He had not

been in long enough to yield to it.

Thank God for that!"

"The same map," murmured Allan

Rand, "that brought these dozens of

adventurers of four different centuries

to this valley! Has fate ever played a

stranger game? And Aletha and her

people? That is the mystery to

solved I"

They turned to the rest of their party.

Aletha and the golden-haired man were
still talking excitedly. Queto stood

stolidly by. Ramon, however, was miss-

ing. When questioned, Queto could

only say that the Castilian had slipped

away in the crowd.

Aletha tugged at Allan Rand's sleeve

and spoke, voice shrill, accents worried.

Rand swung to the others. "Aletha

says we must leave," he announced.

"She says chances of escaping the

Twelve, whoever they are, are getting

slimmer every second. Up the slope, all

of us. I'll try to get more out of her up
there. She risked coming down here in

the first place only to find her brother

here, Enzal."

Rand did not notice that Curwood's

face suddenly cleared as if by magic at

the word "brother." But Aletha did;

she drew close to him as the party set

off for the slope at a half-run. Curwood
felt like kicking himself for not noticing

the strong family resemblance in their

faces.

"I don't quite see the sense of this,"

panted the elder Rand to his son as

Aletha sprang fleet-footed to the fore

and urged them on with frantic ges-

tures.

"Nor do I, exactly," confessed the

younger man. "But I can tell you that

girl is dead serious about the danger."

Aletha and her brother both showed
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by their fear-struck faces that they ex-

pected some form of resistance from the

mysterious Twelve back in the city.

They scrambled up the slope pantingly.

Some deep-rooted dread of what lay be-

hind lashed them on. The others won-

dered.

Suddenly, when they had achieved

more than half the slope, they all

stopped, as though by command. To
Allan Rand, it felt like the effect of a

narcotic drug. Though his conscious

mind could think as clearly as before,

something had gripped his subconscious

with intangible fingers. Against his

wishes, he found his body turning back

to the valley. Alarmed, he tried to fight

off the insidious hypnotic spell, but he

could not move another inch up the

slope.

The party of six made its way down
the slope, under command of an alien

will!

"Damnl" gasped Curwood. "What
is this? Doc, any idea? Can we break

out of it somehow?"
"I'm afraid not," Allan Rand's eyes

were bleak. "Some devilish force has

gained control of our locomotor brain-

centers. Suspended animation—mental

control ! God, what sort of wizards are

these Twelve!"

The two golden-haired people had

fallen silent. They stumbled down the

slope in dejection, shoulders drooping.

Their manner spoke so eloquently of

defeat and despair that a gloomy pall

of silence fell over them all. Like robots

they strode toward the center of the

city.

Here, circled by buildings was a large

space filled with the entire population

of the valley. They were clustered

around a central platform, back of

which was the huge, finned ship, and

beside it a tall, needle-like tower of

gleaming metal from whose apex every

inch of the valley floor must be visible.

Several figures were in the tower, ma-
nipulating strange mirror-like devices.

The ranks of the golden-haired peo-

ple parted, leaving an aisle to the plat-

form. Under the weird mental control,

the party of six made its way to the

dais, stood before it. They found them-

selves beside the lost souls of the past

centuries. They, too, had been herded

here by the mental control. Their su-

perstitious faces glowed with stark fear

at this manifestation of witchcraft.

And it was plain that all the hundreds

of golden-haired people back of them,

too, were in fear and awe of the figures

on the platform, who had brought this

all about.

CHAPTER IV

Slavery

HpHEY were the Twelve. A dozen

men of the golden-haired race,

lines of haughtiness, even cruelty, in

their faces, sat in ornate chairs on the

dais, looking disdainfully out at the

crowd. One of their number was har-

anguing the golden-haired people in

their own tongue. Suddenly he waved
a hand in dismissal and the crowd dis-

persed, quickly and obediently, vanish-

ing among the buildings.

Curwood suddenly grunted and
nudged Rand, pointing to the far end of

the platform. A thirteenth figure was

there, leering at them.

"Ramon!" gasped Rand.

One of the Twelve now stood before

the motley group remaining. He fas-

tened his icy blue eyes particularly on
Aletha and her brother and queried

them sharply. Aletha answered, first

with humble fear, then with stubborn

defiance. The eyes of the man on the

platform blazed angrily and he spoke

imperiously.

Aletha turned a grave face to Allan

Rand and words tumbled oat tremu-
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lously. Rand's face grew worried. He
translated to the others. "The Twelve

are angry at her and us for trying to

escape. No one must escape the val-

ley. We are to be slaves to the Twelve,

just as Aletha's people are and have

been! Evidently Aletha told them they

had no right to enslave us, but the

Twelve say they are masters of all who
come before them. Maybe I'm making

this up, I don't know. But she intimates

that they consider themselves the fu-

ture rulers of all the world, by right of

conquest!"

"The Napoleon complex, eh?"

ground out Curwood. "We'll see about

that." He gripped his friend's arm
fiercely. "Look—fifty armed men here

who owe no allegience to the Twelve.

Four of us have pistols. And that

damned mental control isn't on us right

now. Doc, you rally these men in

French and Spanish; I'll use English.

We'll settle this master business here

and now

—

"

Realizing the advantage of swift at-

tack, Rand agreed, whispering hastily

to his father and Queto. Curwood gen-

tly pulled Aletha back of them. At a

prearranged signal, Rand and Curwood
drew their pistols and fired pointblank

at the figures on the platform, shout-

ing loudly in the meantime to the fierce

armed men around them, in three lan-

guages. Men of action, they caught fire

instantly. Swords, knives and ancient

flintlocks flashed in the sunlight. With

a concerted rush, the fifty men swarmed
toward the platform, faces alight with

battle lust.

Strangely, the Twelve on the dais

were not alarmed. They did not even

arise from their chairs. Nor did any of

them fall from the bullets aimed at

them. And when the vanguard of the

warriors tried to clamber up the edge of

the platform like pirates boarding a ves-

sel, an invisible wall of force bruised

their knuckles and bumped their heads.

In utter surprise they fell back. Then
fear drove the battle light out of their

faces. This again was witchcraft!

"No use!" groaned Allan Rand, as

Curwood reloaded his emptied pistol.

"Our bullets don't even get there. They
are protected by an invisible barrier.

They are wizards—scientific wizards!

In a way, we played into their hands,

for they have proven themselves invul-

nerable!"

Curwood swore, shot three more
times at the Twelve with deliberate aim.

Plainly he could see sudden disks of

lead form in mid-air at the edge of the

platform, and drop to the ground.

Aletha came before him and stared up
into his face, blue eyes brimming with

tears, smiling sadly. She seemed to

voicelessly praise his bravery and de-

plore their helplessness.

Then, as though to demonstrate fur-

ther the Twelve's power, the intangible

mind-gripping mental ray bathed them
again. Under command of the alien

will, weapons were tossed in a heap.

Curwood strained to resist but found

himself tossing his pistol atop the pile

of swords, as though he were another

person.

Rand looked up. That ray came
from the top of the tall tower. And per-

haps the curtain of protective forces

also. Energy came from the giant ma-
chine beside the tower, its strange mir-

rors gathering in sun-power silently.

Were they inoperative at night, or did

they store power?

Now unarmed and sheepishly hum-
ble, the half hundred of four centuries

stared at the Twelve, wondering what
their fate was to be. Finally a tall,

dark figure stepped in the speaker's po-

sition. It was Ramon, smirking in the

direction of Rand's group.

"He's evidently wormed into their

confidence," hissed Allan Rand. "He
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knows Latin, of course, and so made
himself understood."

Ramon gave a short, concise message

in Spanish, French and finally English,

addressing the entire group.

"You are slaves of the Twelve," he

said. "The Twelve are all-powerful, as

you have seen. They are mighty wiz-

ards of a land far away in time. Do as

you are told and no harm will come to

you. Do not try to escape the valley.

The next one that tries will be killed by
a burning death. The Twelve have

spoken ! You will now be led to the far

end of the city, to labor. Remember,
death comes swiftly if you disobey.

Go!"
Cruel-faced men with long, black

whips had now appeared behind the

massed group. Snapping them, they

motioned down the long main avenue.

Cowed, crestfallen by the overwhelm-
ing events of the past hour since the

awakening, the men obeyed. They were

no longer proud Conquistadors,

haughty French noblemen, empire-

building E n g 1 i s h m e n—they were

slaves! The whips cracked and the

lines moved faster.

Ramon stayed Rand's group and
spoke to them. "Slaves!" he jeered.

"Look upon your master! But yester-

day you, Senor Curwood, struck me.

You shall surfer for it. The girl,

Aletha, thinks I am not worthy of her.

I will have other slave-women, and her,

too. But now to your labors, slaves!"

Curwood turned in contempt, curs-

ing under his breath, and he and his

companions followed the last of the

other-century men out of the large cen-

tral space. They were led down the

long main avenue toward the far end
of the valley, flanked by men with

whips.

"Aletha was right all the time about

things down here," muttered Curwood.
"If we had only known the full truth

at the first!"

"Mysterious business," said Allan

Rand, preoccupied. "Just who are

these golden-haired people? From
what civilization and time? Why the

Blue Mist?" One amazing theory ran

through his mind like wildfire.

Soon they came upon a hundred or

more of the golden-haired people, also

slaves, quarrying within a large lime-

stone fissure at the base of the valley's

sheer northern wall. Crude saws,

drills and levers were their tools, in

sharp contrast to the magnificent ma-
chines in the city. Driven by the whips,

the slaves were made to load the huge

stone blocks on rough litters and drag

them over the hard, caked ground by
ropes, toward the city's fringe. Here, a

new building was being erected in much
the same manner as in the Middle Ages.

It was hard hot work in the broiling

sun. Curwood's face became savagely

bitter when he saw that Aletha was the

only woman in the quarry. It was her

punishment for engineering the near-

escape. Night fell before much had
been done, but they trudged cityward

with already aching muscles and sweaty

bodies.

They were herded into a large build-

ing, fed a weak, tasteless gruel, and
then allowed to lie down on the floor to

sleep, without blankets or comforts of

any kind. It was barbaric slavery of

the cruelest sort, evidently administered

to humble their spirits. Stupified, men-
tally fogged, the other-century men
muttered among themselves for a while

and went wearily to sleep.

Rand and Curwood discussed the sit-

uation in low tones. The elder Rand
seemed weighed down by bewilderment

and spoke little. Queto sat stolidly,

philosophically inert. But his eyes

gleamed a little when they spoke of

escape, at night when the moon had set

and all was dark. Aletha, dispirited,
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sat close to her equally depressed

brother, both silent. For them, the in-

terlude of the Blue Mist sleep had been

but a second's interruption of their

slavehood.

Curwood had purposely chosen, for

their group, a position near the open

doorway. In the middle of the night,

sleepless, they crept out silently.

Strangely, no guards were about. The
way was open. It seemed suspicious, as

though the Twelve feared no escape at

night for some very good reason.

They stumbled along, led by Cur-

wood toward the slope. When they

rounded the last building, they saw the

reason for a strange glow ahead. A
broad beam of light bathed the entire

width of the slope and up for a distance

of a hundred feet. Beyond was utter

darkness and perhaps safety. But no

one could cross that illuminated stretch

without detection

!

Curwood was about to suggest a des-

perate try when they saw several other

crouching figures in the shadows ahead.

Some of the more spirited of the other-

century men were here, seeking free-

dom also. These darted forward sud-

denly, six of the spade-bearded Con-

quistadors shed of their armor, widely

separated in cunning strategy.

Into the lighted area they dashed, up
the slope with flying feet. Soundlessly,

something stabbed from the tower back

of them. The first man stopped, shriv-

eled into something black, fell. With
pauses of a second or two between, the

others were picked off, charred by some

horrible beam of incandescence. The
last man, seeing, gave up and attempted

to run back, screaming in surrender.

He too. fell a blackened corpse.

Aletha said something in the dead,

horrified silence. "She says it is the

same now as it was before—no escape,"

whispered Rand. He shuddered in nau-

sea, as an odor of burnt human flesh

wafted down to them.

"Wait!" hissed Curwood. "The
other side—the hole we blasted in the

,

rock-wall! Maybe they haven't—" He
led the way at a run. But long before

they had arrived, they saw that another

beam from the tower lime-lighted that

single other egress from the valley of

slavery.

They returned dejectedly to their

sleeping place, aware as never before of

the Twelve's diabolical thoroughness.

They slept a few weary hours before

dawn brought the men with whips. i

The next day was a nightmare. The!
overseers with the whips lashed often]

with them. Many a man staggered I

around with stinging, bruised flesh.

One slender Frenchman, a mere lad,

collapsed in the heat. He was flogged

mercilessly and left to die in the hot

,

sun. A friend who knelt beside him
was driven away with the whips.

Water and food were distributed

sparsely at noon. Rand wondered how
any of the golden-haired slaves could

still be alive under such treatment in

the past. He surmised that there were

other grades of slaves, better treated.

These in the quarry were the most bel-

ligerent, most defiant. The new men
were here to have their spirits thor-

oughly broken before being given a

place in the city.

Curwood contrived to keep always

near Aletha, taking half her burden

whenever he could. He stepped before

the lash that came her way once, and for

his pains received three more. His eyes

became cold, glittering orbs of slow,

dangerous wrath. Yet he kept his con-

trol in the face of helplessness.

With tight jaws he worked on, until

a disturbance came.

All heads, even those of the whip-

holders, jerked up and stared as the

huge airship at the center of the city

lifted into the air silently and soared
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grandly, magically, over them-*

Then it darted away to the north,

with incredible velocity.

"Gravity motors!" marvelled Allan

Rand. "The science of these Twelve is

that of supergenius. If only the mod-

ern world could have some of it!"

"I wish we had dropped a stick of

dynamite into the Blue Mist first, and

then drained it away," growled Cur-

wood.

The back-breaking labor went on, hu-

man souls being crushed beneath the

heel of tyranny. In the late afternoon,

just after the airship returned from its

mysterious cruise, a guard approached

Aletha, spoke, and pointed to her com-

panions.

"An audience with Ramon," trans-

lated Rand.

i CHAPTER V

Running Death's Gauntlet

npHEY were led to the city and into

a building whose interior was bless-

edly cool. In a room dazzling with gold

floor, gold statuettes and golden table

sat Ramon, now dressed in a flowing

robe spangled with golden threads. A
golden light of madness shone from his

eyes as he stared insolently at the tired,

sweaty faces of his erstwhile compan-

ions. They had to stand before him,

since he occupied the only chair.

"Slaves!" he greeted mockingly.

"Better than being a rat!" snarled

Curwood.

* All through the legends of ancient Atlantis and

Lemuria are references to these mysterious ships

that apparently used no motors with moving
parts, or any known means of propulsion. They
were not rocket ships, because tlie most signifi-

cant feature of their operation was their complete

silence. However, according to the majority of

legends, they were powerless to ascend to very

great heights, and their ceiling seemed to be in

the neighborhood of 600 feet. Thus, the ship of

the Ancients in the valley must have been an im-

provement over the original Atlantean ships.—Ed.

Ramon ignored this. "I will tell you

what I have learned of these golden-

haired people," he continued, "so that

you may know to what heights Ramon
Hernando will rise. They represent a

civilization and science greater than the

present. After much effort with Latin,

I have pieced together something of

their history."

Allan Rand leaned forward in deep

interest.

"Their time flowered some fifteen

thousand years ago!" pursued Ramon.

"They lived on a huge island or conti-

nent known to us in legend as—At-

lantis !

"

"Atlantis!" breathed Rand, nodding

as though he had known all the time.

"But why did they come here—the Blue

Mist—"
"Listen!" admonished the Castilian.

"Atlantis was great and powerful for

five thousand years, but in her decad-

ence refused the leadership of—the

Twelve. These Twelve were her best

scientists. They were exiled for their

political activities. They came to this

valley, built the city, cleverly abducted

these Atlantides as slaves. It took

years of great planning and effort; I do

not know the full story. Then they de-

stroyed Atlantis, in fitting revenge!"

His audience stared in shocked si-

lence. Aletha, apparently sensing of

what he told, turned to her brother with

a sad face. In their eyes was reflected

a fresh horror at that great and terrible

holocaust of a long-gone age. Millions

upon millions of their people, all the

world they had known, had been wiped

out of existence, in a totality of stark

destruction that stunned the mind to

think of it.

Even Ramon's face was solemn as

he went on. "I know not how it was

done, but Atlantis, and all within it,

were caused to sink beneath the waves,

A holocaust of land and sea in turmoil
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spread all over the earth of that time.

But the Twelve were prepared. They

had picked this valley, knowing it was

safe, for it rested on faultless bedrock.

Then, to escape death by the deadly

inner-earth fumes that spewed forth

from great rents in the writhing crust

and saturated the air, they filled the

valley with the Blue Mist, deathless,

protective, unchangeable by time. Only

in one thing did they miscalculate. A
machine set to disperse the Blue Mist

at a future time failed to work, for it,

too, had succumbed to the timelessness

of the Mist.

"They had set it to awaken them

about a century after their time, when

earth would have again quieted down,

and start a new civilization under their

rule. Instead, they have awakened in

this late age, when the descendants of

some hardy, barbaric survivors have re-

populated earth and builded another

civilization. They find the earth which

is theirs ruled by others. But they are

undaunted, the Twelve. They will con-

quer this modern world!"

"So, just like that?" challenged Cur-

wood.

"Why not?" returned the Castilian

easily. "The superminds that clashed

the elemental forces of land, sea and

inner-earth together to wreck a world

can easily destroy cities and armies.

Today I rode in their marvellous grav-

ity-ship. In four hours we whisked to

New York City and back, some ten

thousand miles I believe, via the strat-

osphere. I have told them to attack

that city first, in their campaign for

world conquest!"

"You devils!" grated Curwood,
clenching his fists.

"I am to be an important part of

their plans," went on Ramon boastfully.

"They need someone like myself to tell

them of a modern world they must con-

quer. I have already been granted au-

thority. You, my friends, will continue

to slave in the quarries, save for the

girl, if she wishes. Aletha
—

" He
switched to Latin.

Curwood could not understand the

words, but by the disgust in Rand's face

and the flush in Aletha's, he knew what

the Castilian was offering.

"Damn you—" Curwood sprang for-

ward, intent on smashing the insulting,

leering face before him.

Ramon, prepared, quickly pressed a

button on the table. Curwood's body

jerked to a halt, relaxed. Though the

veins stood out on his forehead in ef-

fort, he could not move another inch to-

ward his enemy. The mental control,

emanating from some hidden mechan-

ism in the room, had robbed him of voli-

tion.

"Go, fool!" commanded Ramon tri-

umphantly. "You will labor unfed in

the quarries. I will let Aletha watch

you die by inches. That should soften

her haughty manner!"

Out in the hot sunshine, Rand looked

wonderingly around at the city. "At-

lantis!" he murmured. "This is of At-

lantis, of fifteen thousand years ago!

The most fantastic fable of antiquity

come true ! A greater civilization than

that we know wiped out by twelve su-

perscientists—twelve malevolent minds

which touch the heights of genius and

the depths of depravity. Twelve—"
"Thirteen, you mean!" grunted Cur-

wood. "Thirteen sadistic devils in a

valley of hell! Ramon, curse him,

I'll—"

Rand grasped Curwood's arm tightly.

His lips twitched. "Tom, let's not think

of ourselves. Let's think of the world!

It may sound melodramatic, but we're

about all that stands between the

Twelve and world conquest! No Alex-

ander, or Napoleon, or Fascist dictator

ever had behind him such inconceivable

power as these Twelve. I am a scien-
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tist. So help me God, I have seen things

impossible in my science! Their

science and our science—like the ma-

chine-gun against the spear. Do you

see?"

"Is it as bad—as that?" queried Cur-

wood thoughtfully. No answer was

needed.

. Dog-weary from their labors, they

sat down that night in the sleeping-

place. The golden-haired guards that

came around with food passed them by.

None of the other-century men offered

to share with them. The portions were

pitifully small to start with.

"Ramon has ordered our death, by
starvation and hard labor," Rand
sighed bitterly. "He knows alive we'd

sooner or later throw a wrench around

here. Perhaps tomorrow he will have

us murdered in cold blood. Aletha,

poor girl
—

"

"Tonight!" hissed Curwood, sud-

denly. "We must try it tonight!"

He beckoned the others of his group

near him and whispered rapidly. "If

both exits of the valley are rushed at

once, perhaps somebody can win

through, escape, warn the world! We
can't look for help from the other-cen-

tury men—drugged with superstition.

Nor Aletha's people—slaves too long,

broken spirited. Besides, a large crowd

would be no good; alarm would spread

prematurely. We must do it ourselves

—our group ! It's a gamble with death.

But of course I can't force any of

you—"
The elder Rand spoke up quickly.

"Count me in. I'm living on stolen

time—should have been dead twenfy-

five years ago. Let death have me now,

if it must."

Queto grunted. "Bad medicine stay

here. Me try."

Rand translated to Aletha and Enzal

in Latin. He rendered their answers in

English. "Enzal says he is willing to

risk life for his people. Aletha—well,

Tom, I guess you know—" He smiled

wanly at the flash in their eyes as they

looked at each other, pledging devotion,

sacrifice. He went on, "Six of us, three

at the slope, three at the wall-aperture

and may God save one of us!

"

"No!" said Curwood sharply. "Five

of us at the slope—to draw the full at-

tention of the tower men. Only one at

the wall-aperture. That'll be you,

Doc—"
"You!" returned Allan Rand. "You

can run faster—more chance. Damn
you"—he went on fiercely as Curwood

tried to argue
—"don't think of me.

This is for all of us, for all we know,

love, cherish in the outer world—

"

It was arranged that way. Hours

later, they crept cautiously past the

snoring, sprawled forms of the past-

century men, stepped out in the un-

lighted, dead-quiet city. Only the un-

diffused beams from the tower could be

seen stabbing to both ends of the valley.

Curwood shook hands silently with

Rand, gripping his shoulder eloquently.

Aletha he kissed tenderly on the fore-

head, staring a moment into her tear-

shining eyes. Then he waved to the

others and turned.

"Wait for my signal, Tom," admon-

ished Rand. They separated. Cur-

wood's tall figure vanished in the dark-

ness.

Rand led his silent group toward the

slope. Arriving, they stooped and crept

to the edge of the broad, lighted area,

widely separated. Each had been told

what to do, both now and later if one

escaped.

Lips moving unconsciously in a

prayer, Rand gripped the rock in his

hand firmly, then stood and cast it with

all his strength for the nearer cliff. A
second later a sharp crack resounded

through the silent valley.
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Ttj signal!

Rand raced forward with a shout.

His four companions jumped erect and

plunged up the slope, into the illumi-

nated area of burning death. Rand
winced and waited for the death-beam

to shrivel him to a corpse. But it nicked

to Enzal first, and the golden-haired

man was the first martyr in their race

against death. Rand saw Aletha stum-

ble momentarily, scream once in sharp

sorrow, and then bravely fly on.

Rand gasped as he saw Queto, to the

left, leap off the ground, turn black,

fall—a twitching, charred corpse.

Number two! Who would be next?

A sob racked his throat then as his

father staggered—Rand turned his eyes

away, horrified. Number three!

Lost in a nightmare daze, racing end-

lessly it seemed through a ghastly white

land, Allan Rand was vaguely aware of

a voice screaming to him from a dis-

tance. It was Aletha, in her strange

language. But he could not see her.

Was she—

?

Then he caught it, veered, and a sec-

ond later flung himself down behind a

large boulder beside Aletha. They

were still in the lighted area but pro-

tected completely behind the rock's

long, slanting shadow. Safe for the mo-

ment. Rand saw the ground at their

left suddenly smoke and seethe. The

trail of invisible fire moved toward their

rock. The tower-men had seen the two

dive down behind the rock, would try

to rout them out. Rand put a protec-

tive arm around the trembling, pale girl

and waited for the end.

But the smoking trail ended abruptly

before it reached their rock. Sudden

realization smote Rand. Tt meant that

they had discovered Curwood's racing

figure at the other end—were swinging

the beam toward him

—

With one sharp, peremptory word to

the girl, Rand sprang erect, leaped out

into the open glare, waved his arms,

shrieked, anything to attract their at-

tention to him

—

Allan Rand screamed in triumph as

he felt an exquisite flame bathe his

body. His clothing puffed into instant

vapor, searing his flesh. The horrible,

invisible fire ate into his vitals, made
him dance and writhe. He knew then,

with a supernal second-sight, that this*

act had given Curwood another few sec-

onds of grace—had assured him of

escape

—

The golden-haired girl behind the

rock put her hands to her eyes, sobbing.

Then, driven by instinct, she jumped

from her place of concealment and

raced fleet-footed the remaining dis-

tance toward the beckoning arms of cool

shadow ahead—toward safety.

Tom Curwood, half mad with the

suspense of his companions' unknown
fate, ran most of the way to their

parked airplane, arriving an hour later

as early dawn tinged the eastern sky

with crimson. Eagerly he started the

motors, let them warm up. He placed

the four sticks of dynamite remaining

from their supply in the second pilot

seat, sat himself in the first.

The Douglas thundered into the air,

plunged for the valley. He cut the

throttle and made a wide, almost noise-

less circle over the valley, five minutes

later. He counted the little specks of

black on the slope—four ! One had been

saved! But four had died! His plane

soared over the center of the valley, di-

rectly over the tower and ship. He
could see alarmed, scurrying figures

stare up at him. Several were heading

for the ship. If they once got into it

and soared up to meet him

—

Curwood grasped the first stick of

dynamite, shoved it through the opened

panel in the cabin floor. "For the

Twelve!" he shouted aloud. Another

went through. "For you, Ramon!"
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Again a stick dropped. "For civiliza-

tion!"

The fourth stick hurtled down to-

ward the tower. "For the four that

died!"

He watched for a moment. Now the

first stick had arrived, and with grace-

ful slow-motion, the central tower col-

lapsed, undermined at the base. Its

heavy metal gird-

ers fell athwart

the ovoid ship just

as it trembled

from the ground,

bowling it over.

The second stick

that landed flung

jagged blocks of

stone from the

nearest building,

ramming the ship

mercilessly.

The third stick

tore the roof of

the next building

gapingly open, re-

vealing the golden

room in which Ra-

mon had taunted

them the day be-

fore. Curwood al-

lowed himself to

believe that it had

ripped Ramon to

bloody shreds.
The fourth stick struck the huge sun-

engine, its explosive force trebled by

some fulmination within the quartz

globes that released itself with tornadic

violence.

Curwood then thought of himself,

and sent the ship upward. At the top

of a swift climb, he twisted his head

and looked down. A pall of dust had

settled over the scene of upflung debris.

He could not see what pandemonium
reigned below. Then his eyes popped

open.

Mountainous masses shifted, crashed

Something more was happening. The
towering eastern wall of the valley, a

sheer mass of rock, slowly split from

its matrix and hurtled down into the

valley. The dynamite blasts had be-

gun a minor geologic cataclysm,

through vibration and concussion. Cur-

wood had a confused impression of the

rest. He saw the upstanding lip of the

valley's western

side also teeter as

great cracks ap-

peared in the

shuddering rock.

A mighty thunder

rumbled up from

the scene as moun-

tainous masses
shifted, trembled,

crashed. Curwood
could not even

hear the powerful

roar of his propel-

ler.

A half hour
later, still circling,

he gazed down on

what looked like a

great meteoric

crater. His eyes

were dazed at

what they had wit-

nessed. Innumer-

able tons of rock

and dirt covered

what had once been a teeming city.

Nothing wrought by the hand of man
showed through that jumbled earth-

heap. It was unlikely that one single

soul had escaped.

"God!" Curwood whispered to him-

self. "All those past-century men

—

Aletha's people—destroyed! But bet-

ter so perhaps—

"

An hour later, after parking the plane

again and trudging back to the valley's

crest, Tom Curwood approached with

bated breath. Who was the one that had
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been saved of the five

—

His heart almost stopped beating as a

tremulous cry came to him. A moment
later, enfolding Aletha in his arms, he

touched her golden hair wonderingly.

"Came here looking for gold," he

murmured. "Found it!"

Then, ashamed of himself for the

thought, he strode with her to the top

of the slope and looked clown into the

vast ruin. He started suddenly. Some-

thing was moving on the slope, above

the level of debris. It was Rand, crawl-

ing painfully on hands and knees

!

Curwood ran down to him, picked

him up in his strong arms. Rand's skin

was blackened and blistered.

"I'll live!" he mumbled. "They must

have turned the beam away too soon.

. . . Great job you did, Tom—great
—

"

Allan Rand fainted then, in his

friend's arms. Curwood trudged up the

slope with his limp body. He and

Aletha would nurse him back to life.

Tom Curwood glanced back once

over his shoulder. Valley of Blue Mist

was buried forever. Never would the

world of man know, or believe

—

THE FOUNTAIN OF YOUTH IS FROZEN
1 —— by h. W. JONES ^————

—

IN SILENT awe the long line of gaping vis-

itors filed past the glass coffin.

"The first of next year they wake him,"

one whispered. "Wish I could see it!"

"Yes!" another breathed. "Every fifty years

he comes to life for two weeks. Just two weeks!

I don't think I'd like that."

"Neither would I, but that's what he wants.

He was—I mean is—a true Scientist. Curious about

the future. Even so, he may decide to remain

with us—or some other generation, some day."

The two passed on but many more came to

look at the pale, inanimate being in the glass case.

A young girl paused to stare.

"Over three centuries oid !" she thrilled softly.

"Imagine it!" returned her companion. "He's

existed that long, but he's lived for only thirty

odd years. Let's see, he was thirty-two when his

suspended animation was begun, and counting his

awakenings since then, he's actually lived only

three months more. Why, he's still a young man !"

"He couid still fall in love!" the young girl

breathed with a rapt expression. "How good

looking he is, and so healthy! I'm glad I did

come to see him. I'm sure now that the cold

storage treatment is rejuvenating and healthful.

Now I won't be a bit afraid, and maybe he . .
."

"Jane! You didn't tell me you were going to

. . . you can't mean . .
.!" began the other in

utter surprise.

"Why not!" the young girl turned defiantly.

"I guess if he can do it, I can. Anyway, I haven't

made up my mind yet. But I am going to take

the one month treatment. In August, I think.

The rest cure will do wonderful things to me."

The other girl nodded. "Yes," she admitted, "it

is wonderful how these treatments add to a per-

son's life and how marvelou^y they tone up the

system. I'm aifraid wc take" them more or less for

granted. But if I thought you meant you'd make

it more than the usual one month treatment . . .

Jane, you are leaving right now, before you fall

in love with this man!"

TS THIS too fantastic to believe? Well, let me
give you the facts as they now exist.

The man behind it all is Professor de Lample,

a Dutch scientist. The secret of his success he

calls Vttaprolongin, a glandular extract from young
cows. This miraculous compound, injected into

the blood stream, enables the body temperature

to be lowered to almost zero without ill effects,

in fact with all the happy results suggested in the

foregoing narrative. How can I be so sure? Be-

cause after numerous and exhaustive experiments

on lesser animals, a human being has been sub-

jected to the test

!

A despondent young lady, Miss Anna Broog

by name, brought her pain-wracked body to the

scientist and heggingly volunteered to put his

achievement to a practical test. The doctor con-

sented.

First came an anaesthetic; next an injection of

Vitaprolongin; then a saline bath and the experi-

ment was begun.

For forty-two days Miss Broog lay in a deep

sleep, a peace undisturbed by dream or worry.

Every organ rested, every muscle and nerve lay

quiet. And each moment of slumber, through a

specially treated portion of the frost-covered en-

closure in which she lay, her facial expression was
under hawk-like surveillance for any untoward
signs. Then, believing it time for her revival, the

Professor gradually resuscitated her.

The difference in the woman was amazing.

Wrinkles of worry were erased, a prolonged ail-

ment had vanished, and she felt a new, vital zest

and spark in the life she had been near ready to

forsake! She now looks and leels ten years

younger than before that eventful first day of

frozen animation.

All this was last year, and it actually happened.
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i MILLION CITIZENS
IV ED lN^i»Sa-THEN/

\ OVERNIGHT THEY DISAPPEARED
WHERE DID THEY GO?

f^eKORVAT IS A TREASURE
HOUSE OF SCULPTURE AND

ARCHITECTURE UN MATCHELEVEN
BY THE GREEKS. THIS MANY-ARMED
EFFIQY IS A MARVELOUS PIECE-
OF SCULPTURE . . .

FAR up in the jungles of French Indo-CMna, some 300 miles from the doorstep of the

world, is Angkor, one of the most puzzling worics ever contrived by the hand of man,

it represents a culture that must have been far in advance of anything of that day,

and must have been virtually irresistible, even in Asia. And yet, for some cause which

can only be guessed, the populace walked out of it and never came back. These people

were called the Khymers, and their origin is unknown. They ruled a vast empire number-

ing 30 millions of subjects. But why did the greatest of ancient civilizations, greater

even than ancient Babylon, desert its cities, and where did they go? Science is baffled.



CHAPTER I

The Coming of War

NILES COPELAND knew why
she had come, of course. Since

he had been in Arboria he had

done quite a bit of running around with

Magdalaine Avietnes, and it was only

natural that she should come to know
something of his experiments with solar

radiation.

As a Harvard grad, his eyes had

feasted on the loveliness of many a

model of feminine pulchritude, yet this,

he had long weeks ago decided, was the

ultimate. She was blonde, very beauti-

ful, and very desirable.

At the same time she was earnest and

very perturbed. Her father was a

Minister of the Arborian Cabinet and

Illustrated by Julian S. Krupe

there were a hundred thousand enemy
mobilized on the border. At the mo-
ment, war seemed unavoidable.

"Our atmosphere turns back very

deadly radiations of light," he went on

explaining. "We can easily imagine that

ordinary sunlight could be fatal to be-

ings from other planets. However, hu-

man beings are immune to ordinary

solar rays."

She leaned forward eagerly. "Are you
suggesting that they would be fatal un-

der certain specific circumstances?"

"Why not? Any animal, or man, can

be sensitized to rays of light, just as a

photographic plate is sensitized to cer-

tain invisible rays."

"Then you ham stumbled on a very

dangerous bit of knowledge?"

"I'm afraid I have," admitted the
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red-headed young American. "And now,

if school is over. . .
."

He tried to kiss her, but she held him
away.

('You are an American, and some-

times I wonder," she began, and fal-

tered.

"I know what you mean," said Niles,

suddenly serious. "And if it comes to

that, Magdalaine, I'll do everything I

can to help. But you know I hate war
and useless slaughter of human beings.

So let's forget about ft, until there's no

other way out. Then we'll talk with your

father. Is it agreed?"

Magdalaine Avietnes smiled. When
she smiled the rest of the world was

very remote for Niles Copeland. He
realized now, more than ever, just how
much she had come to mean in his life.

And he had been in Viedna for but lit-

tle over four months.

nPHEY rented a droshky and went

'driving along the beautiful secluded

avenues in the ancient end of the

capital. Autumn leaves from stately

trees to either side had scattered golden

scorched splotches across the cobble-

stones, and the main thoroughfares of

the city were left behind. The driver

of the droshky stood high in the rear,

with his high boots, long blue coat, with

license plate fastened to the back of his

collar. His face was wrinkled and aged.

He whistled a native tune softly.

It was not like driving through

modern Europe, beset with wars and

rumors of wars. The droshky was a

relic of a bygone age of peaceful days

and nights. The clopping of the horse

and the soft rattling of carriage tires

were a part of this enchanting illusion-

ment, and the ancient dwellings with

drooping hedges and sloping lawns were

like lovely etchings from the former age

of continental gallantry.

But then the serenity was shattered.

Distant detonations rent the air. The
ground shuddered. Buildings swayed.

The horse plunged in fright and the

driver cursed. For a few out-of-hand

moments the carriage careened as the

horse fought the reins. When the animal

quieted they were on the corner of a

larger street.

Pedestrians were milling about the

street corners, their faces contorted into

caricatures by the approach of national

conflict- Autos of imported make were
drifting to the curb. All horror-stricken

faces were turned away from Viedna
toward the border, where Krimean
troops outnumbered their own army
five to one.

A woman cuddled a baby at her

breast and began to weep softly. An old

man, tottering on a cane, stumbled for-

ward.

"Guns!" he rasped fearfully from a

bony throat. "Krimean guns!"

"Dynamite!" snorted a huge burly

man with a bald pate. "Arborian

dynamite! They're blasting the roads

that lead to the border!"

Niles Copeland felt the body of the

girl stiffening beside his own. Her face

was bloodless, frozen into a mask of

startled apprehension. Again a series of

detonations sounded, rolling out of the

distance like thunder.

In the streets men were shouting

incoherently and waving clenched fists.

A blare of trumpeting sounded and the

crowd was split by a motorized detach-

ment heading for the front.

Word was quickly passed around that

troops were clashing on the border. War
with Krimea had come at last.

Mobilization was a matter of hours

in Arboria. For twenty-four hours
the stubborn ranks of Arboria wav-
ered on the outlying villages, and slow-

ly the superior numbers of Krimea
drove them back. On the second night

the Krims were besieging Belgrone,
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situated near a tributary of the river

Venida, after intense fighting. It was

rumored that a mighty drive would be

instituted by the Krimeans on the next

day.

ADELBERT AVIETNES was a tall

man whose bent posture and falter-

ing step radiated extreme exhaustion.

After listening to his daughter's re-

peated pleas he had come to the labora-

tory with the Minister of War, a thin

waspish man by the name of Friedrich

Boisus, and stalwart Captain Voelkel of

the National Police Bureau. Their very

attitude was that of drowning men
clutching at what they knew would be

an intangible straw.

"We may be able to develop a ter-

rible weapon to be used against your

attackers," Niles Copeland explained,

after telling them of the annihilative

force of radiations in outer space.

Friedrich Boisus frowned and be-

came coldly aloof.

"Too fantastic," he commented dry-

ly. The wiry little Minister of War had

spent the first day at the front, where

he witnessed many men going down in

useless butchery. His reeling brain

would accept nothing so insubstantial

as this science-concocted dream, even

though it offered a chance at retribu-

tion. "I believe we're wasting our time."

"What do you think, Captain Voel-

kel?" asked Adelbert Avietnes, looking

thoughtfully at the third member of the

investigating committee. Captain Voel-

kel, despite his uniform, was a trained

scientist, and there was something en-

couraging in the manner with which he

listened to Niles Copeland's plans. He
looked up at the American. Their

glances locked.

Niles saw before him a very deter-

mined and dynamic figure. Despite

himself, he shuddered internally. A pic-

ture of armies, with soldiers swaying

before the lethal blast of the sun's rays,

giving away like wheat before the

scythe, came into his mind's eye.

Finally Captain Voelkel relaxed, as

though he had read the other's thoughts.

"By the devil himself! Maybe you

speak truth," he burst out. "I myself

have heard of a certain Munich chemist

who treated bacteria with a solution

—

an acridine solution. Bacteria in such a

solution will die if exposed to sunlight,

but will thrive if kept in the dark."*

"I could duplicate the experiment,"

said Niles Copeland eagerly, "as well as

with larger animals. There is a disease

known as fagopyrism which sensitizes

animals in such a manner that they die

from exposure to the rays of the sun."**

"If you can prove that," returned

Captain Voelkel, coming to a quick de-

cision, "there will be no argument." The
others nodded in agreement.

^^TLES led them into a small experi-

mental room adjoining the labora-

tory. A cage containing three guinea

pigs stood beneath the sunlight of an

open window. From a small compart-

ment he produced a bottle of yellowish

crystals, some of which he poured into

a watering pan.

Shoving the caged animals into a

shaded zone on the table he lowered the

pan into the cage. Evidently water had

been withheld from the animals for

some time, for they drank greedily. Ap-

parently none the worse for the experi-

ment, the small creatures continued to

* This curious discovery was made when Her-

man von Tappiener, a Munich chemist, sought to

test the physiological effect of a certain coal-tar

dyestuff, acridine. Such tests are routine with new
substances.—Author.

** Herbs causing iagopyrism are buckwheat,

paintroot, St. Johrv's-wort, alsike clover, and knot-

weed. Cattle, pigs, and sheep may feed on these

plants with impunity as long as they stay in the

shade, but upon coming out into the sunlight they

seem to go crazy, dashing about in great frenzy and
generally end by finally falling dead.—Author.
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feed upon lettuce leaves.

But when he thrust them into the

sunlight they died abruptly, horribly. A
frenzy seized them, and for a few mo-
ments they dashed insanely about, bit-

ing at themselves and each other, be-

fore their last kicking convulsions sub-

sided and they lay moveless on the floor

of the cage.*

For a space no sound was audible

save for harsh breathing as the three in-

vestigators stared at each other with ap-

prehensive, startled eyes.

Avietnes was tugging at his leathery

cheek.

"That is all very well, with the guinea

pigs," he said at last. "But with men

—

your problem is different."

For answer the young American

spread a map across the table.

"There is your answer," he coun-

tered, indicating red lines marked with

crayon. "The Krimean army is besieg-

ing Belgrone. Its only water supply, as

you can see, is furnished by a tributary

to the Venida river. My problem is

breaking through the Krimean lines and

polluting the water to the rear. A fast

horse can carry enough Hemothasia

crystals across the pommel of the sad-

dle to taint the entire river. I might add

that these tiny crystals can duplicate

themselves and form other similar ones

in the calcium content of the water."

The waspish little Minister of War

*A colored substance obtained from Wood,

kematoporphyrin, is fatal to white animals in sun-

light. If it is injected into a white mouse it is all

right as long as it lives in the dark. Upon being

exposed to the sun the mouse shows si;:ns of ex-

treme irritation, shuts its eyes and sinks into a

comatose state, from which there is no awakening.

A German physician, Frit2 Meycr-Betz, injected

kematoporphyrin into his own blood, proving sub-

sequently that exposure to sunlight would be fatal

for humans as well.

Niles Copeland had experimented along the same

lines, producing a herb derivative in the form of

a yellowish powder, Hemothasia Crystals, which

achieved the same result through the digestive

tract.—Author.

was nodding vehemently, tapping on the

table with a pencil. His eyes narrowed

and the curve of his mouth melted to a

straight line. His narrowed eyes seemed

to be visualizing the future.

"Pigs dying. And men. And whole

armies!" he was murmuring. "Yes, ah

yes. You shall have a horse, my dear

young American, the fastest horse we
have. And tomorrow, tomorrow when
the enemy have awakened and drunk

deeply, then other horsemen shall ride.

The Four Horsemen of War will be in

the saddle, flashing across the blazing

sky, and if all goes well-—"

"A fifth horseman will ride by their

side," interceded Niles Copeland grim-

ly-

"Eh?" ejaculated Friedrich Boisus

qucstioningly. "A fifth horseman?"

"A fifth horseman," repeated the

other, "bearing in his hand a scientific

weapon of such horribly destructive

powers that the others will not dare to

ride."

CHAPTER II

Mission Into Danger

(CAPTAIN VOELKEL went in.

mediately to give orders that a mo-

tor car be made ready for the trip to

Belgrone. While Niles Copeland was

making preparations he caught a

glimpse of his reflection in a wall mir-

ror. His face was haggard and gaunt.

He was hungry, and couldn't remember

how long it had been since he had eaten.

Glancing down at the reddish stubble of

his beard he decided that he needed a

shave. But then, there wouldn't be time

for that. His eyes met their own per-

plexed glare in the image.

"So, Niles Copeland," he muttered

speculatively, "you are the man who
hated war !

" But he wasn't afraid, and

he was glad of that.

Captain Voelkel was not long in re-

turning, ready for the trip. He was
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breathless with news from the fighting

zone. Along the frontiers, the armies

of Krimea were moving slowly, for the

war equipment they were amassing be-

fore Belgrone was heavy. New mon-
strous projectors were wheeled up from

distant Krimea by caterpillar tractors,

sheathed against possible barrages, and
an overwhelming battery was hidden

i along the river banks.

Since hidden mines had destroyed the

Arborian roads before the invaders

arrived, making them impassable,

progress was slow, even though the

defenders were being wiped out and
driven back in a telling guerrilla fire as

fast as the invading army could march.

On the morrow, the assault and capture

of Belgrone would be attempted.

A big armored limousine waited at

the curb. Niles Copeland followed Cap-

tain Voelkel down the gloomy steps

where a single muffled lantern lighted

the way. Around lay a dark, invisible

city, for Viedna had 'doused all lights

against the possibility of night raiders.

As he was about to enter the car he saw
a very touching sight.

Magdalaine Avietnes stood by the

running board. Around her in the dark-

ness were many elderly women. Voices

were being raised in humble prayer.

News of his coming attempt to save

Arboria had been handed from mouth
to mouth, woman fashion, and now
sweethearts and mothers had come to

wish him godspeed.

The gears clashed and the big car

glided away. Magdalaine's gloomy sil-

houette as she stood with her handker-

chief pressed to her mouth, faded away
into the receding darkness.

Adelbert Avietnes sat in front with

the chauffeur. Friedrich Boisus and
Captain Voelkel were in the rear with

Niles Copeland. Two leather saddle-

bags had been stuffed with the hemo-
thasia crystals and locked in the bag-

gage compartment.

T ESS than an hour passed. The black,

unlighted structures of Belgrone

jutted out of the darkness. Sentries

challenged them, and passed them on as

quickly as the officials were recognized.

The few dwellings Niles could glimpse

were widely separated and he felt that

they were only skirting the town proper.

The limousine stopped by a low struc-

ture from which the sounds of stabled

horses emerged.

An order was given and soldiers

transferred the saddle-bags from the

baggage box. Niles Copeland found

himself suddenly alone with Captain

Voelkel. Two giant black horses were

tied to low shrubs.

"I don't understand," began Niles

lamely.

"Don't be a fool, American!" spat

back Voelkel with a short laugh. "I

know this country and you don't. It

would be foolhardy for one brave man
to die alone in a foreign country."

The red-head grinned in the dark-

ness. He remembered the long silent

gaze Voelkel had given him, back in the

laboratory, and realized that the Arbor-
ian was a man of his own caliber.

"And what if two men die alone?" he
queried, loosing his horse and swinging
into the saddle.

"Then it's their own fault!" snapped
Voelkel, reining his own charger in

close. A dark hand was thrust out.

Niles felt cold metal against his own
and took the revolver wordlessly, plac-

ing it under his belt. An ominous gurgle

rattled from the black. The night wind
brought a fragrance of brandy to the

American's nostrils.

"Well, Voelkel," he snorted. "As long

as we're getting acquainted so well,

don't be a damn pig! Remember that

the Americans are very thirsty people."

Voelkel laughed good naturedly and
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complied. The fiery liquor was quite

bracing. He flung the empty bottle into

the gloom and heard it rattle on a stone.

From the black the Arborian said,

"You must have been thirsty ! I'll have

the next drink on you. After we get

back! It's past ten now. We'll have

time to get through the lines, and back

by dawn, provided there's no inter-

ference. I'll lead the way. You follow."

'"T"
,HEY rode along a dirt road for a

time. Arborian outposts barred

their way at intervals, were passed after

a few moments of whispering with Voel-

kel. At last there were no more sentries.

They were in a wooded section. The
night was dark, and only a few stars

twinkled far overhead.

Once Voelkel paused while he dis-

mounted and cut the strands of a barbed

wire fence. Someone had been thought-

ful enough to include wire nippers with

the saddle equipment.

They traveled in a wide circuitous

route, hoping to avoid the main encamp-
ment of the Krimean army.

It was after midnight when Voelkel

drew up his horse and allowed Niles to

come up alongside.

"We're in dangerous territory,

Yankee," he said, "but luck is with us.

The sky is cloudy and will blot out the

moon, which has already arisen.

Damn !

" For his horse had snorted sud-

denly and was looking alertly ahead.

From the blackness came an answering

whinny.

"Get going, you blasted bag of

bones!" hissed Captain Voelkel, just as

a challenge in the Krimean language

rang out. Applying heels to the flanks

of their mounts, they galloped away into

the night. Flashes of fire made pin-

points in the night. Bullets whistled

through the leaves and past their ears.

"Don't answer their fire!" com-

manded Voelkel tersely. "It'll only give

our position. Besides, they'll not hit us

at such a range in the darkness. Our
best bet now is to ride hell-bent for the

river, which can't be far."

A stiff wind had arisen, rustling the

leaves and serving to make the sound of

galloping hooves upon soft turf more
inaudible. They could hear horses crash-

ing through underbrush from behind,

but the pursuit rnust have gone off at

.

a wrong tangent entirely. What Krim
could have thought a fugitive fool

enough to be riding directly away from
Viedna?

But they had hardly had time to draw
a breath of relief before other gun-fire

began jetting out of the black from
every direction. They could hear men
shouting sleepily. In the patches of

flame they made out segments of tiny

tents. Unknowingly, they had ridden

pellmell through a sleeping camp, which
had been darkened for the same reason

that Belgrone had, for fear of night

bombers.

The American had an impulse and
couldn't resist it. Standing high in the

stirrups of his plunging steed he loosed

as terrific a Comanche war-whoop as

any ever set free over American fron-

tier by a naked savage.

"Poor devils!" laughed Voelkel a few

minutes later. "They didn't have a

chance. You scared them to death!"

r

J
rHIS time pursuit was inevitable.

The Krimeans must have glimpsed

them vaguely and would know their

general line of flight. The slope gave
way before their horses without warn-
ing, and wet vines dragged like snakes

across the American's face. The horse

plunged down a soft slope and he heard

its legs threshing in shallow water. His

heart leaped.

"Well, Yankee, we're here," came
Voelkel's voice grimly, "if that means
anything. "And we're trapped too, if
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those dumbheads have brains enough to

spread out a little."

Niks Capeiand undid the saddle-bag

with feverish haste. His fingers felt like

they were all thumbs. At last he jerked

a catch free and felt the tiny crystals

sifting through his fingers. There was a

watery plop from below when he Sung
i saddlebag and all into the unseen aque-

ous depths. An answering echo came

from downstream. A tremendous bur-

den slipped from his mind.

His horse was safe on dry bank when

Voelkel had a bit of bad luck. The man's

mount had become tangled in a bed of

driftwood and made a tremendous lot

of noise as it tripped and splashed

heavily back into the river. At the same

time a flash of light pierced the night

from higher up along the bank.

Miles seized his gun and shot at the

flash. He missed the light but it fell of

a sudden, spinning out and rolling down

the bank into the rippling edge of the

waters.

The other horse was under control

now and it reared out of the water

dripping.

"Good Lord, Yank!" ejaculated the

Arborian. "That was shooting !

"

The man had been sitting his horse

on the edge of the bluff, and the bullet

had drilled him almost squarely

through the heart. Niles Copeland felt

nauseated suddenly. He had killed a

man! That the man had been about to

try the same thing on him didn't mat-

ter. The battle-trained horse stood

calmly, with its master dead beneath its

feet.

Pressing in closely, Voelkel clubbed

his own gun and dealt the horse a heavy

blow over the head. The horse wheeled

around, shrieking with pain, and

charged blindly into the night, making

a commotion as it crashed headlong

through the river brush.

Turning their horses in an opposite

angle they rode away as rapidly as cau-

tion would permit, making a much
vaster circle about the Krfmeao en-

campment.

CHAPTER III

The Krimean Advance

COME time later, tired but unscathed,

they were back in the Arborian

lines. Several hours would pass before

dawn came, and now the most trying

ordeal of all came, for there was nothing

to do but sit and wait for what morning

had to bring.

Intermittent firing was heard all

through the night, and in the late hours

Belgrone suffered an air raid that didn't

do much damage. When the first rays

of dawn lightened the eastern sky it was

apparent that the low-hanging clouds,

having acted as a godsend the night be-

fore, were still gathering, and might

prove a Nemesis for all of the Ameri-

can's plans. It was nearing the rainy

season at this time of year, and the

storm-gods seemed bent upon stirring

up a howling tempest.

Cloudy daylight was streaking up
across the stars when the Krimean

troops poured in a living stream up the

banks of the Venida, and a hellish roar-

ing of weapons resounded in the outer

barricades. In a moment the outer

guarding squadrons lay, mangled and

bloody, to be occupied by charging

Krims.

Bayonets glittered under the lighten-

ing firmament of space. Wheels rum-

bled. Tanks glided forward. More tanks

came into formation. They were like

lean, alive things of metal. Airplanes

thrummed against the skies. Men
moved forward. Piked helmets were

like fields of nodding wheat. Red-

rimmed eyes glared through acrid

smoke.

The trenches at the outskirts of Bel-

grone suddenly belched forth men. The
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Arborians were going over the top.

The pandemonium of battle fray was

hideous. Men were screaming and fall-

ing everywhere, but the sound of their

voices was swallowed in the thunder of

guns.

The Minister of War paced savagely

across his inner sanctum in the Military

Headquarters. Niles Copeland lounged

on a desk, smoking a cigarette. Every

minute was an aeon of torture. The wiry

little Boisus couldn't keep still an in-

stant, and every time he turned he

glowered threateningly at the red-

headed man who was containing him-

self with forced composure. In his dis-

appointment, he might as well have ac-

cused Niles of betraying them.

The sound of furious fighting came

to their ears. An airplane was humming
dangerously close. Through the win-

dow, a building on the skyline burst into

flame. Then a sound of hobnailed feet

came, running on cement. A door was

thrust inward.

A sergeant reeled in with one leg that

was gouting blood. "Quick. Our outer

defense is crumbling," he gasped. "We
must move up the reinforcements, the

general says, or
—

"

"Too late to retreat!" stormed Boi-

sus. "Follow up with the main bulk of

the army from Viedna and pass word to

send the women and children back to

the capital."

His aide disappeared to carry out the

message and Boisus spun around to con-

front the American. "There!" he

shouted. "That's what your damned
scheme has done for Arboria."

His bitter wards choked off. Strip-

ping the gloves from his hands he swung

them, dealing the American a stinging

blow across the face and stalked out of

the room.

A S the murky morning progressed

with hideous agony, fierce fighting

continued unabated. Most of the women
and children had refused to leave, de-

claring they would rather die with hus-

bands and kinsmen. Though this

seemed a needless sacrifice, Boisus was

shrewd enough to realize that it would

tend to boost the morale of over-

whelmed numbers. Now his men would

fight like rats in a trap.

Around noon Captain Voelkel ap-

peared, bloody aad tattered. He had

been taking an active part in the bet-

tie. The national police had formed a

unit of their own, but it was plain to be

seen by the gloom in his smoke-black-

ened face that most of his men had been

wiped out.

He placed a hand on Copeland's

shoulder, pulling him around,

"Sorry, Yank," he said crisply. "But
it didn't work."

"If only the clouds—" snapped Niles

savagely, clenching his fist disap-

pointedly. Captain Voelkel was shak-

ing his head sadly.

"American, believe this. I am your

friend," he avowed. "I've been in the

front and heard the men talking.

They're fighting like mad beasts out

there, and they'll do bestial things. I'm

telling you this- for your own good. If

the line wavers, don't be around."

When Niles looked up Voelkel was
gone and a new figure was in the door-

way.

"Magdalaine! What are you doing

here?"

"The women of my country," re-

turned the girl simply, "die at their

men's side. And I have come to be with

you." She came toward him as though

seeing him in a new light for the first

time.

"Better go back," Niles burst out bit-

terly. "You heard what Voelkel said."

She nodded and her eyes were moist.

"Poor fools I You must not blame them

too much, Niles. It was like a last hope,
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too good to be true. A deliverance out

of heaven. And it failed. Now they're

bitter and unreasoning."

"I suppose they're right," muttered

Niles gloomily. "They could have re-

treated to Viedna for a last stand.

Many lives would have been saved. But

I'm not a coward. I'll face the music."

A TERRIFIC bombardment of shells

rocked the town toward evening.

And then, just as the clouds rolled away
for a long moment before sunset and

the golden rays of a setting sun fell full

upon the combatants, a vast lull came

over the battle field. Thunder of can-

non ceased. Spiteful crackling of the

sharpshooters was last to die away.

For a few short minutes the sun broke

through, then was gone, and the west-

ern sky was tainted with deep crimson,

the same deep crimson of blood that

stained the shambles below. A low sav-

age snarling arose along the trenches.

Now men could die knowing that the

American had pulled a boner. The
Krimean troops had resumed fighting

with renewed vigor, obviously un-

harmed.

Near eleven o'clock, Captain Voelkel

was brought in on a stretcher. A bullet

had passed through his chest, narrowly

missing his heart.

"In the back," he whispered, rolling

his eyes in agony. "They shot me, in

the backl The idiots! They think we
are traitors!"

After the outburst his anguish was

borne in stoic silence, and when the

American tried to comfort him, his face

turned and looked at the wall.

They were in a makeshift hospital,

where the wounded and dying were be-

ing brought in. Everywhere Niles went

men cursed him, shouting imprecations

that only added to the horror of his

dazed mind. At last he could bear it no

longer. He jerked the gun from his belt.

"Were yu' goin' somewhere?" a voice

growled. He looked around and saw
wounded men, crawling upright on the

strips of bedding like lobsters. A smirk-

ing soldier occupied the doorway, with

one bandaged leg-stump dangling and
blotted with crimson. A bayonet edged

forward from his smudgy paws. "Yu
dirty devil! Tryin' to sneak out. Yu're

stayin' here. We're all stayin' here. That
right, boys? Maybe we ain't all here,

but what's left can keep you bottled,

and if we die, we don't want to be lone-

some, see?"

Savage snarls echoed from twisting

lips. No use to tell them he had intended

going to the fighting zone.

An unsympathetic surgeon stepped

up and jerked Niles' gun from his grasp.

"You heard what they said,' ' he

growled with a smirk. "They're my pa-

tients, and I don't want to have any-
thing disturb them."

"My father—" began Magdalaine.

"Yu'll stay here too, miss," leered the

soldier, eying her up and down contem-

platively. "We've got to get some pleas-

ure out of this war, worth dyin' for."

Niles quieted the girl as best he could.

He could tell by the twisted expressions

upon the circling faces that pain and
desperation had combined to lower their

minds to the very verge of insanity.

CHORTLY past midnight, an aerial

battle was held directly over the

city. Blazing edifices from the burning

city lent a ghastly illumination to the

planes as they darted and plummeted
across the heavens. The valiant Arbor-

ian fliers went down, one by one, cut-

ting crazy streaks across the sky and
crashing downward, breaking apart

upon collision. The remnants of a tiny

nation were fighting with the courage

a«d valor of Horatio at the bridge.

The one-legged soldier stood in the

doorway all night, whetting his bayonet
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on his shoe and muttering to himself.

Though he watched Niles from nar-

rowed glittering eyes, he seemed oblivi-

ous of the battle that was raging out-

side.

Voelkel was delirious. He had

awakened several times, threshing about

and fighting a battle with invisible op-

ponents. At last his words were rational.

"Dawn," he muttered. "Is it dawn?"

Niles went to the window. Daylight

was streaking through. Overhanging

clouds had hung on relentlessly and

were mantling a sombre and shaded

day.

"Dawn!" echoed Niles in a hopeless

tone. "I wonder if it's dawn, or dusk."

His last hope was gone.

Magdalaine screamed abruptly.

Throughout the night she had helped

with the nursing. A signal had been

given and those of the wounded able to

move were closing in about them. The

booming of cannons was closer now, as

though it were rapidly drawing nearer.

The one-legged man hopped forward,

with bayonet extended. Niles backed

away, stumbled over an out-thrust arm.

A scrawny claw reached up from a cot,

grasping for Magdalaine, but succeeded

only in ripping away a large strip of

her dressi Niles edged away slowly.

This sector of the emergency hospital

was all at once oddly without attend-

ants. There'd be no help from that

quarter.

The blade slashed out and the Ameri-

can ducked, watching for an opening.

The second thrust caught his forearm

at the end of its stroke, cutting a gash

below his elbow. Hot pain flamed along

his arm.

"Watch, Niles, the
—

"

He could have knocked the soldier

down then, for the glazed eyes were

peering past the American, out through

an open door. Slowly the clutching fin-

gers relaxed and the bayonet clattered

to the floor. An expression of amaze-

ment replaced insane blood lust. The

soldier graped for the doer and pointed.

HPHE hot glare of a morning sun was

beating down over a city that was

almost in ruins.

In a tumultuous wave, the uniformed

masses of the Krtmean army ava-

lanched in toward the town, lances and

pennons streaming in the wind, mouths

open to scream victorious things that

went unheard in the holocaust aroused

by advancing batteries.

Yet something strange and macabre

was transpiring. As the sunlight shot

down squarely into the face of the in-

vaders, the vanguard wavered. Guns

came clattering down. Hands were

reached up to clutch throats. Bulging

eyes were peering about, expressive of

intensive pain. The rays of sunlight

had transformed them.

Helmeled soldiers began fighting

among themselves like insane wretches,

and everywhere, men were crumpling to

the ground. The sounds of firing grad-

ually lessened, and the entire army of

Krimea appeared to be seared by some

invisible caustic breath of annihilation.

Airplanes went plummeting, unpi-

loted, toward the rooftops. Tanks were

lurching into strange positions, or were

running about like berserk things,

crashing into walls and fences, with

nothing to guide their errant paths.

"Victory," murmured Niles Cope-

land, but it seemed empty enough, even

now. Yet there would be a difference.

Other wars had plunged civilization

backward. This one would be a step

forward.

As though an unseen blast had swept

them, the Krimean ravage rs lay, com-

pletely wiped out by the kiss of death.

It was a strange scene of battle lying

there beneath the rays of an avenging

sun. The Four Horsemen of War no
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longer rode the blazing skies with phan-
tom steeds. A new Fifth Horseman,
clad in the shining armor of a new sci-

ence, rode alone in the radiant heavens,

carrying in his hand a weapon which no
man or beast would ever be able to defy.

Amid the dazed silen.ee, Niles stood

with Magdalaine, feeling a strange awe.

At last they thought of going back in-

side and telling Captain Voelkel the

good news. And there was no doubt

as to how the Arborian would take

the glad tidings.

THE END
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By MORRIS J. STEELE

From beyond the hull, where no living

thing could be, IT whispered madness

CHAPTER I

An Uncompleted Message

1EO POWERS, radio operator of the

space ship Red Star, shifted his

powerful, six-foot body, encased

in sleek, supple, velvet-soft leather,

lifted his lean, lanky limbs to a position

of rest, fastened his dreamy blue eyes

on his instruments, and casually

pushed back his shock of unruly red

hair.

As if in answer to his attention, the

green flicker of an incoming message be-

gan spelling out its bright flashes from

the neon tube receiver. He shot his

wiry legs to the floor and sat bolt up-

right in his seat. Grasping his pencil

with one rapid motion, he slid a pad be-

neath its point.

"Attention Red Star! Calling Red
Star!" quivered the neon tube. Space-

ways Police warn of approaching dan-

ger. Nature not yet determined. Use

caution upon entering Martian area

twent—

"

Unnaturally, the rapid gleam of

the neon tube dimmed, faltered, flared

up momentarily, then darkened alto-

gether.

"Sputtering rockets !

" exclaimed

Powers in exasperation, jumping to his

feet. Quickly he snapped open the in-

spection panel of his set and glared at

the dully glowing tubes. Nothing

wrong there. A glance at the volt meter

gave proof of sufficient power feeding

the receiver.

An expression of surprise spread

across his freckle-bronzed face. "It's

not my set," he muttered, "It's the main
office that's gone dead. And right in

the middle of an important message,

tool I'd better notify old man Nathan
right away. Must be something seri-

ously cockeyed somewhere."

Snapping the inspection panel back
into place with a supple flick of his fin-

gers, he affixed the automatic recorder

in the event that the message was re-
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sumed during his absence, then man-
euvered his broad shoulders up the nar-

row corridor toward the control room.

The Red Star, commissioned to

transport a valuable cargo of radium,

carried a picked crew of five officers,

Earthmen, and eleven Martian space

sailors (Martian because, although

sometimes considered untrustworthy,

they were unsurpassed space-men—best

in the solar system—and willing work-
ers), had left New York some twenty-

two million miles to the rear.

As Powers made his way down the

corridor, he meditated on the presenti-

ment that had preceded his acceptance

to his post as radio operator of the Red
Star. The voyage would be a danger-

ous one, rumor had said. Utmost se-

crecy had been maintained concerning

the cargo and the sailing time, but it

was considered very likely that trouble

might occur.

Radium cargoes, because of their

tremendous value, were shipped with

elaborate caution, but in spite of all

precautionary measures, there had been

many "leaks" in the past. Shipments

had been lost, waylaid by pirates.

"Bloody" Mose, most famous of the

space raiders, was reported to have suc-

cessfully sacked the last two ships.

And horribly, he never left a victim

alive. Utterly ruthless, it was his boast

that he got what he went after and left

no clues, no witnesses. If he knew of

this shipment, he would certainly try to

get it. Did this strange message with

its abrupt termination mean that the

feared raider was on their trail?

Climbing the ladder at the end of the

corridor, Powers saw above him the

broad, space-tanned, white-whiskered

face of Captain Nathan peering down
at him, an attitude of questioning in his

short, massively powerful body.

"What's up?" he asked in a surprised

tone.

"Message from the main office warn-

ing of danger, sir," replied Powers,

swinging himself up beside his bushy-

browed commander.

Captain Nathan's face darkened, em-

phasizing the whiteness of his high-set,

bushy white hairline. "Danger?" he

repeated in annoyance, "as if I didn't

have enough trouble right now with that

woman passenger and a superstitious

crew. What's it say?"

"It isn't complete, sir," said Powers
quickly as the captain took the penciled

message from him. "The signals flick-

ered and went dead right in the middle.

I inspected my tubes and power and

they were all eighty-seven. The main

office went dead, sir."

"The devil you say! That's the first

time in years that the Earth-Mars beam
has failed. Must be something up."

He read the message slowly. "Is this

all that came through?"

"Yes, sir," replied Powers.

"Contamination! Just one more
word and we'd at least know where to

look for the danger. We're in area

twenty-three right now and to be sure

we don't blunder into something, it

means we'll have to keep a close look-

out for nearly six million miles."

Captain Nathan strode to the call-

board and yelled into the lookout cubby
speaking tube. "Carleton," he shouted,

"come here a minute."

Again be inspected the warning mes-

sage while he waited for the appearance

of John Carleton, tall, earnest-faced

lookout man, who alternated with

Michael Burns, the other lookout. The
annoyance on Captain Nathan's face

deepened and he slammed the message

savagely down on his desk.

"Always something!" he muttered in

exasperation.

/"'ARLETON entered with mute ques-

tion on his serious, brown-eyed fea-
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tures. "You called me, sir?" he sa-

luted, snapping dapper fingers to

brown-haired temple sideburns.

"Yes. We've just got part of a mes-

sage warning us to be on the lookout

for some sort of danger. You know
what that probably means! Bloody

Mose. Keep a close watch during your

stretch and give Burns the same orders

when he relieves you. At the very first

sign of anything unusual, report to me
without delay. In an emergency, use

the lookout manual controls to avoid

the danger. That's all."

Carleton saluted again with a mo-
mentary air of hesitation, of doubtful-

ness. Then: "Yes, sir."

Wheeling, he crossed the room to a

tool chest and removed a clean cloth

and a can of cleaning fluid.

"What are you going to do with

that?" asked Captain Nathan.

"The lookout port seems to have be-

come smudged, sir, and I'll have to

clean it."

"Smudged? From what?"

"I don't know, sir. The vacuum be-

tween the lookout plates is okay and

the glass isn't cold, so it can't be con-

densation. It might be that the humidi-

fiers aren't working right."

"All right, whatever it is, clean it

off and keep that cloth with you. By
all means be sure to maintain clear vi-

sion. I'll check on the humidifiers."

As Carleton nodded and disappeared

down the corridor, Captain Nathan

swung himself heavily into his cush-

ioned seat. "Hang it!" he exclaimed

in disgust, "I wish I'd never been as-

signed to this trip. It's proving to be

a regular heaviside!"*

"Has anything else gone wrong, sir?"

ventured Powers.

Captain Nathan snorted through his

•Heaviside: a jinx, an unlucky circumstance;

from the Heaviside Layer, which blankets radio

waves from Earth.—Author.

white moustache. "Has anything else

gone right, you mean ! First, the wom-
an passenger comes aboard at the last

minute and delays our start; then the

crew gets rambunctious and demands

that we land at Luna and take on an-

other hand to make our complement

eighteen—those superstitious Martians

claim seventeen is bad luck!—and now,

Larson, the engineer, has gone batty.

Claims to hear voices outside! Of all

the twaddle I But he keeps it up, and
I'm afraid he'll stir the crew to mutiny

with that 'whispering voice' stuff. Why
he even had one of the crew believing

he heard voices too, this morning!"

"Why not clap him into irons for a

few days?" suggested Powers. "We
won't be using the main fireworks* for

several weeks."

Captain Nathan twirled his large

thumbs rapidly. "I threatened him
with that very thing."

"Didn't it have any effect on him?"
"Almost too much. He nearly went

crazy—dropped on his knees and
begged me not to do it; if you can pic-

ture that long-armed, tow-mopped

Swede begging— . Babbling something

about not wanting to die in chains

without a chance—" Captain Nathan
paused, his body in an attentive, puz-

zled attitude of listening.

"Say, do you hear anything?"

Powers listened obediently. "Why
no . .

." he finally said doubtfully.

"What do you hear?"

"Thought I heard a call. Gosh, I'm

getting batty myself! I'll be blasted

glad when this trip is over."

"By the way," queried Powers, "who
is this woman passenger anyhow? I

haven't seen her yet."

Captain Nathan permitted a smile to

flit across his face. "Then you've

* Fireworks: rocket tubes, so-called because of

the magnificent display caused in space by rocket

gases spreading out tor miles —Author..
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missed something," he said. "She's all

eighty-seven! Pretty as a picture, blue

eyes, silver-blonde hair, a figure like a

Cleopatra, dainty, but not a weak sister,

and looks mighty capable too, take it

from me. Name's down as Vera May
Reynolds, and she's the owner of our

cargo, which accounts for her pres-

ence."

"I'd wondered about that," com-

mented Powers.

Captain Nathan ignored the inter-

ruption. "Comes from New York, I

understand; the upper crust, born on

the top-level. She's
—

" again Captain

Nathan paused and listened intently.

"Now I hear it too I cried Powers ex-

citedly.

Captain Nathan grunted and

frowned. "You do? What's it sound

like to you?"

Powers strained his ears mightily in

the silence, the hair on the back of his

neck rising strangely as his senses

picked up a weird, whispering sibil-

ance that seemed to come from no-

where. "Sounds like someone talking

behind a closed door or something.

Kind of muffled and indistinguishable.

I can't seem to catch any definite

words."

Captain Nathan stirred uneasily,

then jumped irately to his feet. "Hang
it all!" he roared, his gruff voice boom-

ing out in sudden anger. "We'd all be

daffy if we let our imaginations run

away with us like that. Get back to

your post! Of all the unreliable young

whippersnappers! As easy to influence

as a puppy. Get out of here before I

hav" you hearing a brass band!"

Powers saluted sharply and made a

hasty exit from the control room. As

he made his way down the corridor out-

side, he wiped his forehead.

"Whew! No wonder he's called 'Old

Thunder.' Just as nice as pie, and then,

all of a sudden

—

bang! But just the

same, I did hear something, and he did

too, the old thunderer, only he wouldn't

admit it. He never admits anything he

can't understand, or explain."

T)ACK in his cubby, Powers glanced
"D

at the indicator. "Still dead," he

muttered.

Staring musingly at the lifeless neon

tube, he seated himself in his operator's

seat and cogitated on the mystery of

the unfinished message. It had warned
of danger, but what kind of danger,

and where? On impulse, he rose to his

feet and crossed to the port. It was
white and opaque and outer space was

no longer visible.

"What the dickens!" he exclaimed.

Quickly he passed his hand over the

smooth surface of the glass. A look of

bewilderment crossed his features. "It's

not frost!" he muttered in astonish-

ment. "It's outside!"

The eerie sensation that sweeps over

one when confronted with the unknown,

covered his body with prickling goose-

pimples. For a moment he gazed at the

mysteriously opaque port. Then he

froze in his tracks and the hair on the

nape of his neck stiffened. Unmistak-

ably there came to his ears a murmur-
ing, whispering sibilance as of muffled

voices. And it came from outside!

Outside something was whispering

—

something—weird, horrible, its form

hidden behind mysterious, baffling

whiteness. For a moment blind, unrea-

soning terror filled him. This wasn't

sane—wasn't possible—and yet—

?

Although he strained his ears until

the blood pounded in his temples, he

could detect no single word in the un-

canny whispering.

Then, startling him with its unex-

pectedness, a cool, deliriously accented,

girlish voice caused him to whirl in

astonishment, shocking him back to

sanity and normalcy. At the entrance
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to the cubby stood the woman pas-

senger, her blue eyes smiling at him, her

silver-blonde hair glowing about her

head in the rays of the corridor light

like a halo of moonlight.

"My port is like that, too," she in-

formed him.

Powers stared at her in astonishment

which gradually lent itself to admira-

tion and finally became unqualified ap-

proval. Then he flushed redly as he

came back to a sense of propriety with

awareness of the delicate pink blush

that was slowly suffusing her neck and

cheeks. He hastened to apologize.

"A thousand pardons, Miss Rey-

nolds. I hadn't expected to be treated

to such a vision of loveliness just now."

"I shall have to be more careful

hereafter," she said, then wrinkled her

nose saucily. "How do I look now?"
He grinned frankly, delighted with

her impulsiveness. "Much lovelier!"

She blushed hotly now and hastened

to change the subject. "What sort of

a vision were you seeing when I came
in? You were staring at that frosty

port as if you'd seen a ghost."

"I'm not so sure I haven't heard

one," he replied seriously. "But that

port's not frosty. It's the outer glass

that's affected."

"But how could that be?"

"I don't know. But if you don't

mind, we'll go to the captain and report

it. You say your port is the same way?"
"Yes. I was on my way to the cap-

tain, took the wrong corridor, and

landed here instead."

"I hope you get mixed up often,"

ventured Powers as they proceeded

down the corridor.

She smiled. "Maybe I will, if you

promise not to stare at me again."

"I'm not a superman!" he grinned,

and she reddened once more.

They came to the ladder and paused

as an irate voice came plainly down

to them.

"Hang it all," burst out the gruff,

burring tones of the captain's voice.

"What in damnation is going on here?

Weird whisperings, mysteriously ob-

scured ports, half completed messages,

failing beams, and the Lord knows
what else. . .

.!"

Captain Nathan stopped his tirade

short as he discerned Miss Reynolds.

In his effort to calm himself, he gave
an excellent imitation of a ruffled

rooster.

"I beg your pardon, Miss Reynolds,"

he began stiffly, but thawed to joviality

immediately under the influence of her

acknowledging smile.

"Any further message?" he barked

at Powers.

"No sir," replied Powers. "I came
to report that my port is completely ob-

scured by some outside condition. The
outer glass seems to have become whit-

ened as if it were frosty, but it isn't

frost because it's on the outside. I'm

sure of that. Miss Reynolds wanted to

report the same thing and stumbled on

my cubby, so I brought her along."

"You would," Captain Nathan
smiled grimly, "you young rascal, and
catch me right in the middle of a tan-

trum."

"I just love tantrums," interjected

Vera teasingly. "And now, if you don't

mind, I'll return to my cabin. I can
see that you gentlemen have important

things to discuss."

CHAPTER II

Mystery—and Terror

AS she disappeared down the ladder.

Captain Nathan exclaimed: "Im-
portant things! I'll say they are im-

portant. Here we are, flying blind,

radio dead, an unknown danger near

and no way to avoid it without knowing
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what it is, a mutinous crew, a crazy en-

gineer; and to cap it all, I haven't the

slightest idea of which way we're going,

or how fast. None of the indicators

give sensible readings, when they give

readings at all ! The whole damn works

has gone heaviside!"

Carleton, who had been standing si-

lently the while, eyeing both men with

a peculiar expression in his brown eyes,

stirred uneasily. "We haven't enough

fuel to maneuver about if we get too

far off our course."

Captain Nathan nodded his grizzled

head moodily. Suddenly he stiffened

and listened intently. A thin, hissing

sound became audible, and he leaped

to the instrument board in consterna-

tion.

"Air escaping!" exclaimed Powers,

grasping the meaning of the hissing.

"No! The air lock!" gasped the

captain. "Someone's opening the air

lock!"

Diving forward, Powers leaped for

the ladder and scrambled down, fol-

lowed immediately by Carleton and the

captain. With apprehension beading

his forehead with sweat, he raced down
the corridor toward the airlock and

stopped short for a second at the scene

that met his gaze.

There, before the complicated door,

stood a group of six big-chested, red-

skinned Martian space sailors, mem-
bers of the crew, clad in their simple

leather trappings which revealed their

strangely hairy bodies. At their head

was the Swedish engineer, who was ges-

ticulating wildly, and silently. Grasped

tightly in the rough hands of two of the

mutineers was the figure of Miss Reyn-

olds. One of the Martians held a big

hand over her mouth to prevent her

screaming.

With a shout Powers advanced

swiftly. The engineer and his cohorts

whirled about to confront him. The

little pig eyes of the sandy-haired

Swede were narrowed to insane slits

and murder blazed in his leather-

skinned face. It was evident that his

weak mind had snapped altogether un-

der the strain of the uncanny whisper-

ing, which he seemed to have heard

first, and who was first affected by it.

Abandoning their silence now that

they were discovered, the swarthy mu-
tineers shouted dire threats while the

engineer whipped a knife from his

boot.

"Drop that knife!" Powers' voice

held a maddened snarl at the indignity

placed upon the beautiful Vera Reyn-

olds as he faced the madman.
For answer the engineer leaped for-

ward with leopard-like quickness. But

Powers was ready for him and dodged

to one side, drawing his automatic. The
engineer whirled and came again. Once
more Powers dodged.

"Drop that knife, Larson," he re-

peated warningly. "I don't want to

kill you, but I will if . .
." He leveled

his weapon directly on the man's chest.

He became aware of the captain and
Carleton standing beside him, automat-

ics also leveled.

The engineer halted at this new
threat, breathing heavily.

"Take your hands off that woman!"
barked Captain Nathan, flourishing his

gun meaningfully toward the Martians.

Sullenly, showing their racial cow-

ardice under the threat of the auto-

matics, the six members of the crew

obeyed, and in a moment Vera stood

behind the three officers, rearranging

her disordered dress.

"What about the voice?" Larson's

beady eyes narrowed to slits as he

glared at his helpless cohorts. "Do you

fools think that we'll ever get to Mars
while the voice whispers?"

"But what can we do?" whined one

of them.
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"Do? As the voice tells you. Put

the woman outside!"

The engineer waved at the three be-

hind the leveled automatics. "Ask
them," he snarled. "Ask them—they

don't know what to do. We're blind

—

we don't know where we're going—and

if we keep on we'll be lost in space. I'm

the engineer, and I know that we have

barely enough fuel to make Mars, pro-

vided we don't get false readings. We
arc getting false readings, and they'll

continue that way until the voice is sat-

isfied. It'? your lives or hers
!

"

The men stirred and Powers watched

them anxiously. The situation was
tense. Would they attack?

"Make a move and we shoot!" prom-

ised Captain Nathan grimly. "And
you'll die a damn sight faster than your

silly voice can kill you. You men had

better get back to your posts and for-

get that clap-trap. As for Larson, clap

him in irons."

Larson whirled to the Martians.

"Fools!" he shouted. "Listen!" He
lifted an arm. "None of you are deaf.

Listen to the voice. You can't argue

against something

—

out there! Listen

to /* whisper!"

T JNCONSCIOTJSLY Powers held his^ breath and listened, as did every-

one else. Clearly, unmistakably, but

still namelessly indistinguishable, the

weird whispering was audible. It was

as though the ship were surrounded by

murmuring shapes, horrible mewing
corpses, clamoring almost silently for

admittance.

In spite of himself, Powers felt an

awful fear grip at his vitals, and beads

of sweat stood out on his forehead.

Captain Nathan snorted, and the men
jumped, as though released from

springs.

"Imagination!" he roared loudly.

"You're fools to permit anyone to play

on your senses like that. I don't hear

anything."

But Powers' heart sank at the forced

loudness in Captain Nathan's voice. It

was an effort to drown out the whispers

from outside. It was as good as an ad-

mission that he did hear. The crew de-

tected it too—they knew that he lied

even as he spoke—and the engineer saw
that they knew. His lip curled in tri-

umph.
"He's a liar!" he shouted. "It was

the voice, and it said we'll all die, un-

less

—

we put the woman out alive!"

Powers shuddered. It was a terrible

fate the demented engineer demanded.

Death in empty, burning, searing space

was an infinitely horrible death—

a

death that left its victims unrecogniz-

able. He gripped his gun firmly in his

clenched fist.

But even amid the tenseness of the

moment, no one was prepared for the

unbelievable quickness of the terror-

ridden Larson. Like a flash of lightning

his knife darted through the air and be-

fore the astounded group knew what
had happened, Carleton sank to the

floor with the haft of the weapon pro-

truding from his chest.

Then hell broke loose.

Maddened by the weird whispering

and roused by the sight of blood, the

ignorant crew surged forward. Powers
fired twice before he was flung from his

feet, amid a wild melee of flailing

bodies. Vera screamed and he heaved

mightily at the body of the man who lay

atop him. A gush of blood from a bul-

let wound in the man's throat dyed his

uniform red, and he scrambled to his

feet a gory sight, staggering clear of

the struggling forms.

Quickly he took stock of the situa-

tion. Carleton lay gasping on the floor

with a writhing mutineer at his feet.

Two of the crew wrestled with Captain

Nathan, and two others lay dead, killed
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by Powers' first rapid shots.

He had only a minute fraction of a

second for this observation before the

sixth mutineer leaped upon him. A
stunning punch from the man's heavy
fist dazed him for a moment. He
reeled back. Lurching forward again

to the attack, he slipped on the bloody

floor and fell prone. The Martian

plunged heavily atop his prostrate body,

exhausting the air from Powers' body
with an explosive "whoosh."

Frantically the radio man squirmed

to escape those clutching fingers, but in

vain. The mutineer was as strong as a

bull and built on those general princi-

ples. His weight held Powers down and

groping iron fingers sought his throat

—found it. Great fiery pinwheels

whirled in space, then blackness reeled

inward upon them from out of the in-

finite, blotting them out.

Suddenly the blackness receded as

the terrible pressure was released.

Coughing blood, the mutineer slumped

to the floor, dead from a bullet wound.

One of the captain's shot6 had taken ef-

fect almost too late. Powers struggled

to his feet just in time to see Captain

Nathan pick up his two assailants and
bring their heads together with terrific

force. They dropped limply to the

floor, unconscious.

Leaping forward, Powers grasped

Captain Nathan's arm. "Where's Miss

Reynolds and Larson?" he wheezed be-

tween laboring breaths.

A scream cut the answer short, com-

ing from the direction of the control

room.

"Little moons of Mars!" the captain

burst out. "He's in the control room.

Come on, we've got to get him before

he wrecks us!"

npOGETHER they raced up the cir-

ridor to the ladder entering the

control room. Powers caught a glimpse

of the madman. He was desperately

whirling the wheel that closed the heavy
port which sealed the control room
from the rest of the ship in a time of

emergency.

He scrambled through the rapidly

narrowing opening just in time. The
door clanged shut behind him. Faintly,

he could hear Captain Nathan pound-
ing futilely on the barrier, but he had
no time to note anything further than
the limp body of the girl lying where
the engineer had flung her. She was
conscious and wide eyed with excite-

ment, and her silver-blonde hair tum-
bled about in disarray. But she
showed no sign of fright, her gaze tense

on the drama before her.

The mad Swede flung his great body
at him then, and he met the attack on
one knee. Like a battering ram the

charging form struck him. His gun
went flying from his hand in an arc to

disappear down the forward lookout

corridor.

Powers lunged aside in a wild leap

and eluded the clutching fingers of the

engineer. But in the act he struck his

head a wicked blow against the bulk-

head. Stars whirled before his eyes,

and his head swam in dizzy circles.

Before he could regain his scattered

senses, the madman lunged at him.

He struck out blindly, had the painful

satisfaction of feeling his fist collide

with a stony chin. Rolling over, he
thrust himself to his knees, then the re-

assuring solidness of the floor was be-

neath his feet. In a moment both men
were on their feet again, facing each
other, circling, looking for an opening.

Realizing the lack of result of his

first desperate rush, the engineer's eyes
narrowed craftily and he watclied for

his chance. Powers lashed out with his

fist—missed—struck again. A spurt of

blood reddened the engineer's face. He
loosed an infuriated roar of rage.
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With amazing swiftness he recovered

and sprang forward. Surprised, Pow-
ers was caught off balance. He fell

heavily backward, his opponent astride

his writhing body. Fingers clutched

his throat, contracted. Desperately he

wormed his athletic legs up under him.

There was a roaring in his ears and his

lungs felt as if they were bursting, while

the vise-like clutch on his neck tight-

ened inexorably.

Gathering all his remaining strength,

he shot his legs out stiffly, and like a

leaden catapult, the engineer's body

flung against the wall with an unbeliev-

able force. Amazed, Powers felt his

own body float gently off the floor and

grasped hastily for something to hold

him down. The gravity. It had been

suddenly shut off.

Then, as suddenly as it had gone, it

returned, and he rose to his feet to face

Vera Reynolds, who stood at the con-

trol board, her slim fingers still on the

gravity switch. He stared at her, then

at the body of the engineer, who lay

crumpled oddly against the wall, his

neck at an angle.

"I thought he'd hit hard, if I turned

the gravity off," confessed Vera, look-

ing at him anxiously.

Powers grinned suddenly. "He did!

Broke his neck." He rubbed his own
ruefully and Vera darted anxiously to

him.

"You're not hurt, are you?" she

asked.

"If you mean, do I hurt, yes. I've

a very interesting collection of bumps
and bruises and various aches and

scratches, but I'm all in one piece, ap-

parently none the worse for wear."

"I'm glad," she said, then hastened

to add, "not for your pains, but that

you'll be none the worse for wear. You
see . . . I . .

."

"You what?" He turned with inter-

est to stare into her eyes.

A loud pounding on the closed port

interrupted her answer.

"I think you'd better open that port

before the Captain succeeds in smash-

ing it open," she said.

QUICKLY he leaped to the wheel

and spun it around. The anxious

face of Captain Nathan appeared ;in

the opening almost before the port door

had entirely receded. An expression of

relief spread across his features as he

discovered Powers erect with Vera

safely beside him. He turned and

shouted down the ladder.

"Everything's all right here, Burns;

you watch things down there."

Captain Nathan leaped up the re-

maining steps of the ladder and let out

a satisfied snort at sight of the limp

body of the engineer.

"Deader than a doornail!" he ex-

ploded. "I'd begun to believe that the

youngsters didn't come like you any

more. It reminds me of the old days.

I'll see that you get a promotion for

this."

Powers reddened. "I don't want it,

sir, if it takes me off your ship."

Captain Nathan peered at him from

beneath his bushy white eyebrows.

"Well now, that is right. I wouldn't

want to lose the first good man I've

had in twenty voyages." He chuckled

a moment. "But come now, we've got

a lot to do. We'll have to take care of

Carleton and those of the crew who
were injured. I think we'll have a few

space funerals too. But we'll take care

of Carleton first, as he seems to be

pretty badly hurt.

"And Miss Reynolds, I wish you'd

stay close to us for awhile. I think the

crew is sufficiently cowed, but you

never can tell about a Martian. They're

mighty mean and sneaky customers

when they think they have more than

an even chance to win. I think their
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boldness will be at a pretty low ebb

right now, however we can't invite

trouble."

"I'd be glad to help you," returned

Vera. "I've had nurse's training, you

see, and I'm not afraid of a little blood.

If Mr. Carleton is badly hurt, he'll need

the best attention we can give him.

Where is your emergency kit?"

"Right here," Captain Nathan has-

tened to procure it, and handed it to

Powers. "Come on, now, we'll see how
Burns is getting along with that mess

down there."

Burns, still only partly clothed from

his off-duty sleep, his shock of black

hair unbelievably rumpled, met them

in the corridor. He seemed badly flus-

tered and Captain Nathan gazed at him

sharply.

"The crew have returned to their

quarters, sir," he reported. "I have

Lieutenant Carleton in his bunk. He's

in a bad way, sir, and we'd better do

something for him quick. Four of the

crew are dead."

In a moment they were gathered

about the prostrate form of the injured

Carleton, while Captain Nathan and

Vera worked expertly over him. Cap-

tain Nathan shook his white-haired

head moodily as the wound was re-

vealed, and Powers glanced at Burns.

Burns stared back at him with a

strained look in his gray eyes and shook

his head, again disarraying the black

locks he had attempted to brush back

with his hand.

As they stood there, the silence al-

lowed their ears to attune once more
to the uncanny whispering from out-

side. It seemed louder now, more in-

sistent, and its note of horror was en-

hanced by a weird whining, moaning

timbre.

Burns looked about uneasily.

"You hear it?" he asked hoarsely.

Powers nodded, white-faced. "Yeah,"

he whispered back, then strengthened

his tones to full audibility as the whis-

per seemed to merge with the sibilance

beyond the hull. He cleared his throat

noisily.

"Yeah," he agreed. "But whatever

it is, it can't get in."

"But what is it?" said Burns ner-

vously. "I wish to God we could see.

It wouldn't be so bad if we knew.

There can't be anything living out

there . .
."

"Not superstitious are you, Burns?"

came Captain Nathan's scornful voice.

"N-no," said Burns dubiously. "I

don't believe in ghosts . . . but still,"

he persisted stubbornly, "there's some-

thing out there . .
!" He subsided

into silence and the whispering swelled

once more until it seemed to beat into

the skulls of its hearers. Burns' face

grew gray and drawn and his eyes

darted about in growing terror.

Abruptly Powers gripped his arm and
squeezed strongly, reassuringly a mo-
ment to brace the man up. Burns stiff-

ened, and his lips tightened.

AS first aid work was completed, Carl-

eton stirred a bit, opened his eyes

and looked around him. He spied

Captain Nathan bending over him.

"Captain," he gasped weakly, ter-

rified understanding in his eyes, "Am
I . . .

?"

"Quiet, lad," the captain soothed him.

"You'll be as good as new in a few

hours, but you've got to rest now."

Carleton considered him quietly for

awhile, looked at the silent faces around
them. Then he spoke. "You always

were a poor liar, Captain," he whispered

weakly. "I'm done for, and you know
it."

"No such thing!" snorted Captain

Nathan, glancing covertly at the three

silent spectators to tragedy. "You've

only a bad flesh wound. Won't bother
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you at all. And besides, I'm not going

to lose as good a man as you, if I have

to turn you over and spank you."

"As good a man—" Carleton's voice

was weak. "Good?—" Suddenly he

halted and he seemed listening intently.

Terror leaped into his features and his

fingers sought Captain Nathan's hand.

"Listen, Captain," he shrilled in a loud,

gasping voice. "Don't you hear it

—

i that whispering? It's coming—for me!

Listen
—

" he held up an arm weakly,

and unconsciously all listened.

Softly, sibilantly, indistinguishable as

ever, the whispering was audible. Burns

squirmed uneasily and Powers gripped

his arm. Vera's face grew alarmingly

pale, but she bit her lip bravely.

"Bosh," said the captain bluffly, and

in that moment Powers gained a new

respect and admiration for the veteran

spaceman's courage, "that's only imag-

ination. There can't be any sounds in

?pace—we've just hypnotized ourselves

into believing . .
."

"Good—" repeated Carleton strange-

ly, his eyes turning up vacantly, and

seeming oblivious of their presence now.

"Me, a good man!" his voice rose from

a whisper and he laughed ironically.

"No, not good; bad!

"God, it's getting dark."

He turned his head desperately

around, eyes unseeing. "Captain,

you're all wrong—about me. I—I'm

not good. I would have—killed you all

—killed you all—for our cargo." He
paused exhausted, but his features

writhed in terror.

"He can't see!" Vera breathed in hor-

ror. "He's . .
."

Captain Nathan lifted a hand. "Lis-

ten to what he's trying to say—about,

the cargo. Something funny here."

Powers stared at him—thought of

the valuable cargo of radium in the

hold.

Carleton spoke again, his voice jerky,

failing, spasmodic. "I got to tell you

—before I die. I was planning—to

take that cargo—for myself. We
aren't on our course. In another quar-

ter-million miles we'll—be nearing

Vesta
—

" He choked and blood welled

from his throat.

"Vesta!" exclaimed Burns. "That's

Bloody Mose' stronghold !

"

"Yes," resumed Carleton weakly,

speaking quickly now as if he had much
to say and little time to say it, "we were

going to—split the proceeds. I thought

I'd get rich—quick—and save all those

years of hard work—I thought

—

"But that whispering! It knew—

!

It couldn't keep quiet. It spoiled my
plans— I don't even know where Vesta

—is now. We're lost!"

Carleton sat up suddenly, possessed

of mad strength.

"Whispering

—

" he gasped. "Whis-

pering—always whispering. I've heard

it for days—why—didn't I listen

—

more closely? It said—turn back to

—

our true course—but I didn't under-

stand—and now—" he choked again.

"Whispering?" His voice became

soft and filled with wonderment. The
hair on Powers' neck rose as Carleton

continued with a peculiar note of awe

in his voice. "Why, it isn't whispering
—now! It's plain as—day! It

says
—

" A torrent of blood gushed

from his mouth and he fell back limply

on the bunk.

Captain Nathan leaped forward

quickly and bent over him. Then he

straightened.

"Yes," he said softly, "I guess the

whispering is plain now, old man."

CHAPTER III

Whispering—and Madness

CILENCE descended upon the group

for a moment while Captain Nathan

covered the wax-like face. Louder than
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ever, as if insistent of a hearing, the

whisperiag came to their ears.

"It says—" Burns broke the silence,

his face livid with fear. "God, what
does it say? I'll go nuts if it keeps up
much longer !

"

Captain Nathan's bearing changed

abruptly, and once more he became
"Old Thunder." "Get out of here, you

blathering idiot, and get to your post
!

"

he bellowed. "We'll have plenty to

think about besides whispers if we're

going to get back on our course. We
may not know what the whispering is,

but at least we do know that Bloody

Mose is on our trail! And that's no

whisper!"

Several hours later all aboard the

ship were convinced of their helpless-

ness. They were blind, instruments

registering wild and impossible things.

How to navigate space under such con-

ditions?

"There's just one chance," said Cap-

tain Nathan somberly, addressing the

sober faces of the other three occupants

of the control room.

"And what is that?" asked Powers

quietly.

Captain Nathan glanced at Burns'

strained face; took in once more Vera

Reynolds' calm, pale features.

"It's hard to talk this way before a

woman—" he began.

"It shouldn't be," said Vera calmly.

"Women are no longer the weak, hys-

terical creatures they used to be. We
can face the facts as well as any man,

and I expect that you'll speak as if I

were a man."

Captain Nathan nodded. "I expected

that," he said, "but I knew it, or I

wouldn't have let you take passage on

my ship."

Burns coughed nervously. "The
chance—

"

"—is a long one, and totally inde-

pendent of our own actions," finished

Captain Nathan. "In short, we are

drifting off our course, somewhere near

Vesta, and totally blind. Without any-

thing to guide us, we can't use any of

our fuel without practically throwing

away all possibility of ever saving our

lives. Our one chance is this: The
ports must clear, and this strange con-

dition abate, or else . . ." he shrugged.

"If we came near enough to Vesta we
could maneuver to a landing with our

indicators," stated Burns nervously.

"Have you ever tried such a land-

ing?" snapped Captain Nathan in irri-

tation.

"Well, no, but—

"

"Then don't mention it again. Vesta
is an incredibly jumbled mass of sharp

rock formations having no consistent

elevation. Our indicators could hardly

pilot us among those rocks. We couldn't

make a landing without crashing.

"Even with full visibility, it is almost

impossible to land on Vesta. If it were
such an easy thing, Bloody Mose
would've been captured long ago. It's

his damnable skill at maneuvering his

vessel into those dangerous places on
the planetoid, using every opportunity

offered for disappearance, that beats his

pursuers. Once landed, he's like a

gopher in a cornfield. But we can't do
it, so forget that idea."

"Then our only chance is to wait

until the ports clear and visibility re-

turns?" concluded Powers.

"Yes."

"Wait!" exclaimed Burns. "Wait!

And listen interminably to that damna-
ble whispering while we drift aimlessly

into space past the only blasted bit of

rock this side of the asteroid belt?"

"Whisper or no whisper, it's settled,"

snapped Captain Nathan with flat fi-

nality. "We'll wait!"

"And what if Bloody Mose finds us?"
Captain Nathan smiled grimly. "We

won't have to listen to the whispering
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very much longer when he does find us.

And I wouldn't be surprised if our diffi-

culties are directly caused by agents of

Bloody Mose. He has scientists with

him who have perfected things that the

Spaceways Police would give half their

ships to know. Maybe this damned
blindness, and the blanking out of the

radio are some of his scientific tricks.

If that's so, I expect to hear from him

soon now. But I think he's made one

mistake."

"And that?" asked Powers.

"He's probably expecting us to do

just what Burns suggests, anticipating

easy pickings when we crash on Vesta.

But we'll fool . .
."

A red flicker on the instrument board

told of a message from the engine room.

Captain Nathan stepped to the speak-

ing tube.

"Yes?" he questioned, then listened

a moment. "A suggestion to offer?

Okay, come up to the control room."

The captain resumed his seat. "One

of the crew has a suggestion to offer,"

he explained. "He's coming up. These

Martians sometimes have clever ideas."

A S they waited he talked of trivial

things, to keep them from listen-

ing to the maddening whispering from

beyond the hull.

In a moment the swarthy face of a

Martian sailor appeared in the control

room port. He stepped forward hesi-

tatingly, his long arms swinging nerv-

ously.

"What is it, man?" questioned Cap-

tain Nathan.

The Martian began speaking rapidly,

as if he had a piece to speak and wished

mightily to get done with it.

"We must land on Vesta," he chat-

tered, placing peculiar emphasis on cer-

tain words. "It is our only chance and

the crew ask that you attempt a land-

ing at once. We are near Vesta, as the

instruments show, and we feel that the

ship can be maneuvered to a landing

successfully, even though we can't see

to land."

Captain Nathan's face purpled at the

obviousness of the speech. Powers'

heart leaped within him at the realiza-

tion that this was not a suggestion, but

an order/ The superstitious Martians

were ready to mutiny again.

"Shall I give the order?" queried the

Martian, insistently.

"No!" roared Captain Nathan, ex-

ploding at last into fiery rage. He
leaped to his feet. "How do you ex-

pect to make a blind landing?" he chal-

lenged.

The Martian smiled a little know-
ingly. "We Martians are the best sail-

ors in all space," he boasted proudly,

"Several times already I have made
dark landings on the planet Pluto, and

that is no different than the maneuver

we now find necessary."

"You damned fool!" roared the irate

captain. "Have you ever seen Vesta?

Is it a smooth, flat surface like Pluto?

A landing on Vesta is impossible I You
will tell your comrades that no such ma-
neuver will be attempted. That's all."

He dismissed the Martian with a wave
of his hand and sank into his chair,

breathing heavily.

Powers watched the disgruntled Mar-
tian disappear down the corridor and

shook his head. "I'm afraid we can't

hold those fellows at bay much longer,"

he said. "Their next move will be an

attempt to take over themselves."

"You're right," admitted Captain

Nathan. "Let's hope that the ports

clear before they decide to take mat-

ters into their own hands. In all events,

it's only eight against three."

"Against jour," corrected Vera.

Powers shot an admiring glance at

the girl and she blushed a bit, but stood

her ground. Captain Nathan eyed her
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speculatively, then he grinned. "My
boy," he said to Powers, "do you know
what it means when a woman blushes as

a man looks at her the way you are

now? I guess women haven't changed

so much after all. And now, Burns,

take the lookout. Powers, you and Miss

Reynolds keep an eye on the radio for

messages."

He watched as the pair descended

the ladder, then his face sobered and a

worried look appeared on his features.

He reached down into the depths of one

of his desk drawers and withdrew a

quart bottle. A stiff shot, and he shook

his grizzled old head in defiance.

"Now let it whisper!" he muttered,

glaring at the hull. "Let it whisper,

damn its lousy . . ." He didn't say

"hide" as he had intended, because it

would have to be living to have a "hide"

and nothing could live in a vacuum. In-

stead, he took another swig.

T"\OWN in the radio room Powers in-

spected his instruments. There was

no change, and he seated himself be-

side Vera, who had taken up her post

on a cushioned bench that ran below the

port.

"I wonder what Captain Nathan

meant about a woman's blush?" he

asked, trying not to listen to the whis-

pering outside the hull.

Vera flushed slightly, but seemed re-

lieved that he had discovered something

to talk about. "You don't know?" she

questioned.

"I'm afraid I'm a little behind the

times," he said, "but I think I know

what he meant all right. I've always

thought that love at first sight, or very

nearly first sight, was a pipe dream.

And I've always dreamed that girls were

shy about admitting any love at all un-

til! the man of their choice finally tum-

bled to the fact that he was in love.

Since all this trouble we've had, I

haven't been able to reach you, sort of,

with this man-to-man business in be-

tween."

"Haven't been able to reach me?"
questioned Vera. "Your eyes have

been fairly shouting 'I love you' ever

since that fight in the control room."

"Have they?" he lifted his eyebrows.

"I hadn't thought about my eyes. I'd

like to tell you in a little more convinc-

ing way, even though it seems foolish

to talk about things that don't need any

talking about."

"Why not kiss me?" she queried

very directly.

He gasped. "Then you aren't one of

those modern 'sentiment-is-silly' type

of girls?"

"I wouldn't be for the world," she re-

assured him. "Really I'm just a sim-

ple, love-hungry little girl, very much

frightened by all that is going on."

"Frightened?" he laughed. "You're

a delightful little liar, but I am going

to believe you just the same. Now, just

what are you afraid of?"

"Well, most of all, that you won't kiss

me . .
."

He pulled her toward him and stared

down into her blue eyes. "All right,

young lady, that's all I wanted to know.

Just take a deep breath, and presto,

your fears will be gone."

"You're a hundred times eighty-

seven," she whispered.

Suddenly a terrific jolt hurled them

to the floor of the radio room in a heap.

Then the rumble of the rockets gave

swift impetus to the ship.

"The rockets I" shouted Powers,

picking Vera up from the floor. "You'll

have to wait for that kiss. We've got

to go places!"

CWIFTLY they made their way down

the corridor to the control room and

climbed the ladder. Captain Nathan

was flinging various levers futilely, a
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drawn expression on his face. He
turned from the control board as they

entered. Powers took in the situation

at a glance.

"What's up?" he asked swiftly, as

Bums also hurried into the room, alarm

on his features.

"The crew!" Captain Nathan burst

out. "They've disconnected the wires

leading to the control room and rigged

controls of their own. They're trying

to land us on Vesta!"

"Well, we'll stop that quick," retorted

Powers, turning to the ladder.

Captain Nathan halted him. "No
use, they've sealed the port to the en-

gine room. They're in full control. As

usual, the Martian has proved his clev-

erness."

"You mean we're at the mercy of

these renegades?" asked Burns, white-

faced.

"Yes," snapped Captain Nathan,

"but you shouldn't worry

—

they are do-

ing exactly what you wanted us to do."

Burns closed his mouth tightly and

glanced about. Then he turned ab-

ruptly back toward the lookout corri-

dor. But he didn't reach it. With an

ear-shattering roar there came a ter-

rific explosion from , the engine room

and the ship reeled violently. The four

were flung heavily to the floor, Burns

striking his head an audible smash

against the jamb of the lookout door.

He slammed to the floor in a dazed heap.

Powers staggered dazedly to his feet,

then helped Vera to rise.

"Are you hurt?" he asked anxiously.

"N-no," she returned a bit uncer-

tainly. "Just a little shaken up, I guess.

I'll be all right."

The captain also clambered to his

feet, shaking his limbs dubiously. On
his face was a look of deadly pallor. He
watched as Powers stepped over to the

unconscious Burns.

"Is he dead?" he asked.

"No," replied Powers, "just stunned,

I think. He'll come around all right."

He chafed the stunned man's wrists and
was rewarded by flickering eyelids.

"What happened?" asked Vera in

shaken tones.

Captain Nathan inspected his meters.

"The rocket tubes exploded," he ex-

plained. "The Martians must've got-

ten their control wires crossed. How-
ever, we're still intact here, no leakage

of air."

Vera gasped. "Those poor fellows

in the engine room! Some of them must

be hurt. We ought to help them."

"Don't worry about that," Captain

Nathan's voice was grim. "They won't

need any help. The engine room has

been blown wide open. The meters

show a complete vacuum."

"Oh," said Vera in a small voice

tinged with horror and pity.

TOURING the silence that hung over

them for a moment, Burns opened

his eyes. He lay on the floor however,

and made no attempt to rise.

"How do you feel, old man?" asked

Powers.

"Feel?" Burns' eyes were narrowed

with intentness, an odd expression in

their gray depths. "I feel fine, but I'm

trying to place something. There's

something different. I can't get just

what it is."

"The engine room is wrecked and

we're drifting, more than likely headed

straight toward Vesta, if that's what you

mean about something different," re-

plied Captain Nathan grimly.

"Well, that isn't so bad," said Burns

slowly, weakly. "I've always expected

I'd get killed in space sometime. But
this feeling—this sense of great relief

—

I can't understand it. How do I feel so

fine? Even my head doesn't ache. I

feel as though I were floating on cotton.

That shouldn't be, after that sock on the
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dome. Maybe I'm out of my head. But

there's something—by gosh, I've got itl

The whispering! It's stopped!"

"Why so it has!" exclaimed Powers.

Captain Nathan listened a moment.

Then a smile lit his features. "You two

young idiots, there never was any whis-

pering. It was all in your imagination,

and it took a good smack on the head

to make you realize it."

"Imagination nothing!" exclaimed

Burns, pointing to the port. "We're

still flying blind . .
." he struggled to

rise, and his face turned pale.

"Burns!" exclaimed Powers, leaping

forward to assist him. "What's wrong?"

Burns swayed weakly. "Dizzy . .
."

he muttered. "All right until I started

to get up . . ." his head jerked up sud-

denly and his eyes widened, stared. "It's

coming back!" he choked. "The whis-

pering. It's coming back! You can't

fool me, that sock on the head affected

my hearing for a minute. I hear it

again. Listen, and don't lie to me . .
.!"

An expression of terror was growing

on his face.

Powers and Vera and Captain Na-

than strained their ears, but they could

hear nothing.

"Just your head," Powers spoke,

"ringing from that bump on the dome.

I can't hear anything now, it's really

stopped."

Burns seemed hardly paying any at-

tention, but was gripping his own hand,

squeezing it. "I can't feel any-

thing . . .!" he moaned. Panic was

growing on his features, and now he

stared at them. "You're not lying!" he

gasped in terror—terror that was grow-

ing uncontrollable, shaking his body.

"You can't hear it. But I can!

Carleton heard it clearly at the last too,

when we couldn't understand it. It's

coming for me too, I tell you it's coming

for me! I'm going to diet" Bums'

voice was rushing on to a high, frantic

pitch. He tore free of Powers' sustain-

ing grip.

"Look at the instrument board!" he
croaked. "Something's coming! Even
the instruments register it!"

Captain Nathan leaped to the board.

"Strong meteoric indication," he

gasped, "and headed this way tool"

"Meteor nothing!" screamed Burns.

"That's Bloody Mose' ship come for

us. Look how that indicator works.

It's a ship! But he won't get me, I tell

you. He won't get me! And that whis-

pering either!"

/""ONE completely mad with terror,

^Burns flung Captain Nathan aside

and wrenched the indicator from its

wires. Then, with demoniac strength

he tore at the levers until the instrument

board lay in demolished splinters.

"They won't get mel" he screamed

again and again.

Suddenly the reaction set in and he

slumped to the floor, clutching his hands

and sobbing in terror. "My hands—

I

can't feel anything . .
."

Powers bent over him. "Pull your-

self together man," he urged. "You're

a little dazed from that crack on the

head, and you're imagining things.

Take it easy for awhile. That isn't

Mose' ship. It's only a meteor and the

chances are a million to one against its

hitting us."

Burns rose to his feet, face white, but

lips now firmly compressed.

"Okay," he said finally, apparently

getting a grip on himself. "I'm all right

now, outside of feeling a little numb."

A strange gleam entered his eyes as

Powers released his arm and stepped

back.

Suddenly, like a striking cobra, he

leaped forward and jerked open the

drawer of the captain's desk.

"Stop him!" shouted Captain Na-
than, aghast. "He's after my gun! The
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man's insane!"

But Powers was too late. Before

he could prevent it the lookout man
grasped the revolver and leaped away
so that he stood with his back against

the wrecked control board. He laughed

loudly, insanely.

"I told you they wouldn't get me!"
he screamed again. Then with a quick

motion he raised his weapon and fired

into his open mouth.

With a shuddering cry Vera buried

her head in her arms and turned from

the scene. Powers leaped to her side

when he had time to recover from his

stunned consternation, wrapping an arm
protectingly around her, somewhat un-

necessarily now that the immediate dan-

ger was over.

Captain Nathan removed his coat

slowly and placed it over the prostrate

body.

Suddenly he straightened, listening

intently.

"What is it?" asked Powers, and an

odd chill chased down his spine. You're

not hearing . .
.?"

"There was a noise," Captain Nathan
whispered. "A hull noise. Something

has contacted us. Quick! They've al-

ready opened the main port and made
space connections!"

He opened a wall cabinet.

"It must be Bloody Mose' ship. Here,

take these guns. We might as well die

fighting and do our best to make Mose
pay for some of the things he's done.

Make him pay for Carleton, and poor

Burns there, and the crew. That whis-

pering devil!"

"Listen!" exclaimed Powers, lifting

a hand to halt Captain Nathan's vindic-

tive tirade.

"Good Lord, I hope you don't hear

the whispering now, too!"

"No, listen. They're inside the ship!"

Powers grabbed a gun. "Do as much
damage as you can," he said hoarsely.

"And don't let them take either of you
alive!"

A RATTLING noise came from

down the corridor, as of a helmet

being raised. Then a loud voice

shouted. "Anybody alive on board?"

"Keep quiet," warned Powers in a
low voice. "Let them think we're all

dead. We'll surprise them."

There was silence for a moment, then

a louder noise. Heavy thuds, as of

weighted feet, then the sound of heavy
boots on the rungs of the ladder. The
uniformed figure of a space patrolman

rose from below and stepped into the

control room.

Powers dropped his gun in stunned

amazement. "Who are you?" he asked

in bewilderment.

"I'm from the Spaceways Police Po-

lice Ship E243. We've been looking

for you. We sighted you just an hour
ago, as you ran out of the dust cloud."

"Dust cloud?" gasped the Captain.

"Yes. We've never encountered one
before, but astronomers tell us they

must be common in space. Just a cloud

of dust particles which ionize communi-
cation and play perfect hell with the in-

struments. You must have passed di-

rectly through it, judging from the way
your hull is scoured. Even your ports

are completely sanded. Must have been

tough flying blind."

"So that's what caused the whisper-

ing!" exclaimed Powers. "We were
passing through a cloud of dust!"

"Yes," said the space patrolman.

"But we'd better get out of here in a
hurry. You may not know it, but you
are going like the devil, straight for

Vesta. Are you three all that are alive

on board?"

"Yes," nodded Powers. "We're all

that are left. We thought you were

Bloody Mose and were going to take as

(Concluded on page 12S)





The World That

Dissolved
By Polton Cross

Strange radiation came from the exploding star,

and the tiny planet dissolved beneath his feet

CHAPTER I

Obserraf«y Ten

CURT VERNOL slowly cut off the

power of his flyer's rear jets,

gave a burst of recoil to the for-

ward rockets which immediately slowed

down the little space ship's tremendous

headlong rush through infinity, a rush

it had pretty well maintained ever since

leaving Earth. Now it was in the re-

mote regions beyond Pluto.

Somewhat moodily, Curt gazed

through the forward port. To the left

hung heavy little Pluto. Dead ahead,

still some 300,000 miles distant, loomed

a lone planetoid—actually the tenth

planet of the solar system since it

obeyed the Sun's gravity. A lonely lit-

tle world, only a third the size of Earth,

but with gravity almost identical

through tight packing of materials.

A world utterly deserted save for one

massive completely airtight observ-

atory, better known as Observatory

Ten, furthest flung observation post

of all the system. Since 2004, ten

years before, this and all the

other observatories on each

planet had been under the

control of the Americas.

Curt's eyes be-
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came faintly disgusted as he studied the

tiny world.

"So that's where I've got to spend

twelve months !

" he growled. "Twelve

months on a spacial desert island, keep-

ing a watch on the cosmos for the long

distance ships, guiding their courses

. . . A veritable celestial lighthouse 1

Charming!

"

Inwardly cursing the day he had

joined the Space Observers and thereby

left himself open for lonely jobs of this

sort, he gave a final burst to the rockets

and swept downward at terrific speed

toward the distant planetoid. He hung

tight in his seat, eating up the dozens

of miles. ... In two hours the lonely

world was below him, jagged and

scarred.

He flattened the ship out, made a per-

fect landing on the flat plain within a

mile of the massive, towering Observ-

atory.

In a moment he had scrambled into

his space suit, and opened the airlock.

Carefully he trod onto the jagged rock

of the palely lit world, walking with in-

finite caution to avoid the slightest

chance of tearing his suit. The light of

the ridiculous sun, shedding the equiv-

alent of full moonlight on Earth, en-

abled him to see pretty clearly where

he was going.

All around him crouched massive,
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rugged rocks, glinting faintly in the dim

light. Overhead, the vast vault of the

universe was dusted with multimillions

of stars. . . . Curt felt a trifle de-

pressed, realized he would need all his

willpower to defeat the loneliness be-

gotten of constant association with cos-

mic fastness. . . .

At last he arrived at the monstrous

airlock of the Observatory, paused for

a moment to survey the rearing walls

of glazite, an istopic metal of beryllium

basis. Far atop the building loomed the

solitary unbreakable glass dome
through which the observations were

made.

He smiled rather grimly to himself,

then reached out with his heated glove

and pressed the lock's external button.

He waited as the outermost lock began

to move sideways, then he stepped in-

side. Three locks in all, the center-

most one a "leveling off" room wherein

he removed his space suit and accus-

tomed himself to normal air pressure

and a 70° Fahrenheit temperature ....

As the last lock opened he stepped

into the huge major room of the observ-

atory and silently faced the man he had

come to relieve.

/^URT had never particularly liked

Fletcher Gaunt at any time, and

so far as he could see the twelve-month

interval had not improved the man in

the least. He was still coldly supercili-

ous, bitter eyed, with a permanently

harsh tautness about his thin-lipped

mouth. Certainly he looked in good

health. His lean cheeks were tinged

with color, his black hair stood up vi-

tally. . . .

For several seconds he stood regard-

ing Curt steadily, then he snapped out

uncivilly.

"And what the hell do you want?"

Curt stared at him in surprise. "What
do I want? Your time's up, that's all:

I'm here to relieve you. I thought

you'd be glad to see me."

"I'm not glad to see you, and my time

isn't up for another week," Gaunt re-

torted acidly. "I don't like people here

before time, it disarranges my work.

You've got to work to schedule here,

stuck away in this blasted hole—And I

don't like it being interrupted! See?"

Curt remained silent, his lips com-

pressed. Gaunt waved his arm vaguely.

"I saw your ship land," he growled. 1

"I thought you were a lone traveler

in need of help. That's why I let the

locks open."

"I traveled rather faster than I in-

tended. That new Myers rocket fuel

enabled me to knock a week off sched-

ule. .
." Curt thrust his hands in his

pockets, glanced around him. "I don't

see what you're so concerned about,

Gaunt. Why don't you get moving and

hand things over to me? If I'm early,

that's to your advantage."

"Yeah?" Gaunt eyed him darkly.

"I'll go when I'm good and ready, not

before. Nice damn thing when a guy

can't finish his shift in peace! In an-

other week I'll be glad to go, and not

until then. In the meantime, it's against

the Company's rules to have two men
on one station, so you'd better be on

your way."

Curt swung around, his brows down
over his gray eyes.

"On my way! What the hell are you

talking about?"

"Clear enough, isn't it? Besides,

seven days' extra food will put you in

the queer at the end of your shift here.

My time isn't up yet, so cruise around

until it is. That's all!"

Gaunt turned aside, only to swing

back as Curt gripped his arm fiercely.

Their eyes met.

"What's the big idea, Gaunt?" Curt

asked in a low voice. "What are you

afraid of? You don't think I'm mug
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enough to believe you're stopping here

for iove of duty, do you?"

"If you've any brains, that's just

what you will believe!"

"Yeah? And suppose I just stick

around to worry you?"

"In that case . .
." Gaunt shrugged

—

then with a sudden lightning movement

he snatched his flame pistol from its

holster and leveled it steadily. "In that

case," he resumed softly, "you'll meet

up with the business end of this I Un-
derstand?"

Curt slowly raised his arms, eyes nar-

rowed and jaw set. Gaunt came forward

slowly, smiling cynically.

"I don't like little boys around before

time, see? Either you take off into

space again, or
—

"

He broke off suddenly as Curt ab-

ruptly lowered his right arm and

slammed out his fist with terrific force.

It struck Gaunt clean in the face, sent

him reeling backwards with blood

trickling from a split lip. Taken utterly

by surprise he went reeling backward,

brought up hard against the control

board of the monstrous telescopic re-

flector. His gun clattered out of his

hand.

Instantly, Curt dived for it—but he

wasn't quick enough. By the time he

had slithered to it Gaunt had recovered

himself, snatched it up from the floor

from under Curt's very hand. Ruthless-

ly he swung it upward and depressed

the button. . . .

Curt dropped with a crash to the

floor, the upper part of his head entire-

ly seared away. He dropped face up,

still with an expression of amazed hor-

ror on his features.

P'OR several seconds Gaunt stood

staring, mechanically wiping his

bleeding lip with the back of his hand.

The gun fumes curled acridly round his

nostrils. . . . Then very gradually he

mastered himself, pushed the gun back

in its holster.

"Damn!" he breathed, and scowled.

"This may prove difficult unless I
—

"

He stood thinking for a while, then

slowly nodded to himself. In a moment
or two he had drawn a space suit onto

the corpse, pulled on his own suit, then

lifted the body in his arms. Opening the

triple locks he finally gained Curt's

small space flyer and dropped the body
inside it. He removed the space suit

again, then taking Curt's own flame gun

from his belt he fired a charge harmless-

ly into the air, put the weapon back in

Curt's stiffening hand.

The rest was simple. He set the space

machine's controls to a straight path

and slipped the automatic delayed ac-

tion pilot in commission. By the time

he had left the ship and closed the air-

lock with the external counter switches

the controls were ready to function.

Smiling grimly behind his glass

helmet Gaunt watched the little flyer

hurtle upward, vanish almost im-

mediately against the star scattered ex-

panse of void.

"Easy," he murmured. "Suicide in

the void. Common enough when loneli-

ness gets a pilot, especially a new guy

like Vernol. . . . Possibly he'll never be

found. Even if he is, I'm in the clear."

Chuckling at his own ingenuity he

returned to the observatory. Hardly

had he removed his space suit before

the long distance space radio whistled

stridently for attention. Immediately

he settled before the banked apparatus,

tuned in to the special wavelength

which was the secret of himself and few

associates. As he had expected, the

coldly clipped voice of Ranvil Gates

came into the loud speaker.

"Gaunt? We're two million miles

away from you. All set for a landing

when we arrive?"

"I am—now," Gaunt assented.
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"Meaning what?"

Briefly Gaunt related the details of

his adventure with Curt Vernol. Ranvil

Gates gave a whistle.

"Say, that was a darned good idea of

yours. Not much chance of him being

found though out in the intergalaxies."

Gaunt laughed shortly. "There'd

have been no need for any of it if

you'd arrived up to time. Where in hell

have you been all this time? You were

due three days ago."

"We've been having trouble with the

stern rocket tubes. This tub isn't good

for many more trips, chief. We've

patched them up, but I don't like the

look of 'em even now. Sooner we clear

the gravity fields of the big fellows the

better I'll like it."

"Plenty of stuff aboard?"

"Say, there's enough platinum here

to make us all millionaires for life. All

those little tradings we've done will be

fleabites compared to this lot. Wait till

you see it
!

"

"That's just what I am waiting for!"

Gaunt retorted. "And step on it, will

you? I can't leave here until you come:

there's no other ship, remember."

"O. K. Be with you in twenty-four

hours. . .
."

"Right." Gaunt switched off, slowly

rubbed his hands together in anticipa-

tion. Blicit platinum mining on Io was

distinctly profitable, and well worth the

risk.

With a daredevil like Gates to do the

work and this lonely outpost as a dis-

tributing station to the shady buyers of

various planets. . . . Easy! Wonder-

fully easy! Probably Curt Vernol was

better dead, after all. Had he only gone

into space to finish his time he might

have learned too much. . .

.

"Far better dead," Gaunt murmured

.reflectively—then he frowned in sur-

prise as the normal Earth radio

wave started the signaling apparatus off

again. Puzzled, he tuned in.

"Observatory Ten answering
Earth. What is it, Earth?"

"Chief Earth Observatory calling

Observatory Ten. Is this Observer Ver-

nol?"

"Observer Vernol has not yet arrived

—is not due for seven more earth days,"

Gaunt replied calmly. "This is Ob-

server Gaunt. . .
."

"Observer Gaunt, you will take full

details of star known as Acron 3784, 1

between the paths of Canopus and

Delta Argus, almost at the entrance of

the Great Cleft in Argus. This star,

which is probably of the temporary

order, came into being on March 17,

2000, and became a fourth magnitude

star. Has now dropped to the fifth

magnitude. Report in detail and give

reasons. Earth observations none too

clear. That is all."

"Message received. Acron 3784 will

be investigated," Gaunt intoned, and

switched off.

CHAPTER II

Acron 3784

'T'HE matter was purely routine work.

Stars that come and go are common
enough. Gaunt got to his feet and strode

to the vast high powered telescope in

the center of the great room, swung
round the pilot telescope until at last

Acron was on the line-divided finder.

Moving to the controlling panel he soon

had the star centered exactly on the

great viewing mirror of mercuroid alloy.

The reflector, utilizing new magnetic

means of trapping light waves, produced

an image that was flawless and still.

Gaunt dimmed the lights, studied the

image carefully. Acron had always been

a bit of a mystery, anyway—one of that

strange family of mystically born stars

which make their appearance suddenly
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in various parts of the sky, and then

probably vanish just as strangely.

Fourth magnitude to fifth? Gaunt

turned away from the screen and got

to work with his spectroheliograph,

made the usual routine study. The star

was a main-sequence star of the G-type,

and of typical solar characteristics. The

spectrum of its photosphere was crossed

by innumerable fine dark lines produced

by the metallic absorptions in its higher

atmosphere, together with definite evi-

dences of calcium. Mass was almost

identical with Earth's sun. Acron 3784
was indeed pretty similar to thousands

of other main sequence stars in the uni-

verse, save in the matter of its sudden

drop in magnitude.

Gaunt yawned a little. So what? He
had checked up, and that was all there

was to it. Thoughtfully, he went on

checking the absolute magnitude a star

of that type could stand. It had dropped

from magnitude 4.7 to exactly 5.53, and

was still dropping. . . .

Gaunt stroked his chin. That lay

pretty close to instability. Anything be-

low 6.78 magnitude would pass the star

over the borderline from main sequence

type to white dwarf. . .

,

He turned back to the screen. Other

things were visible on Acron. Its bril-

liant photosphere, shielded by the teles-

cope's dark glass screens, was punc-

tured with rapidly growing spots—scars

that spread visibly from the equatorial

regions as the moments passed by.

Definitely, the marks were sunspots, oc-

curring at tremendous speed. Gaunt re-

membered the phenomenon was by no

means uncommon. He had seen stars

eat themselves out in this fashion in a

matter of hours.

Pensive, he continued to watch. The
change in magnitude was now explained.

The star was suffering from a severe

attack of sunspots, spreading where no

normal sunspots should, from equator

to poles. As the minutes went by the

magnitude dropped still more.

Gaunt's last reading was 5.82. He
relayed that observation to Earth,

promised further details as they came

through, then turned to the more im-

portant matter of watching space for

some sign of Ranvil Gates. But the

telescope only gave a view of the eternal

stars. As yet, Gates' ship was not in

sight.

Gaunt thought of Curt Vernol's shat-

tered body far out in the wastes. A cold

smile touched his lips He turned the

reflector back to Acron. . .

.

A CRON had changed again. Its face

was a mass of spots, many of them

obviously thousands of miles wide. Its

light too had dimmed considerably.

Again Gaunt calculated. . . .

Magnitude 6.80. The star was over

the stability region. In that case

—

Gaunt shrugged. Just another stellar

death, taking place at such a speed it

could be viewed at leisure. Not that

Gaunt wanted to view it, anyway: he

had other things to worry him.

Once more he turned to the radio and

gave his final report that Acron 3784
had crossed the stability line and would

descend rapidly to a white dwarf state

and finally expire altogether. Then he

turned from the apparatus and glanced

at his watch. He had time to get a sleep,

and by then Gates should be somewhere

close at hand.

He left the reflector mechanism in

operation, slowly turning to follow

Acron. No sense in setting the thing

twice : he'd have to make one more gen-

eral analysis report, anyhow.

^AUNT awoke suddenly, aware that

for some time his incoherent

dreaming had been disturbed by a curi-

ous sound—a far distant hissing sound

that was totally alien to the usually
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sepulchral quiet of this lone world.

Normally, there was not a single sound

save for the solemn snicking of the elec-

tric clocks.

Gaunt thought of Gates, of the dead

Curt Vernol, of Acron 3784. Then he

got off the bed and looked through the

thick glass of the window. There was

nothing save the far distant, pinpoint

sun and rugged, barren rock. No sign

of Gates: no sign of anything.

Rubbing his tousled head he switched

on the lights and shuffled into the ob-

servatory, yawning as he went. Then

his yawn stopped half way as he crossed

the threshold of the doorway. He stared

blankly, utterly unable to comprehend

what he saw.

In the center of the huge place, where

he had left the great reflector to follow

Acron, was a hole. No reflector was

present: the glass roof yawned like an

empty eye. And on the metal floor was

that hole, perfectly circular, buzzing

and hissing like a hive of bees, filled

within its expanse with deep, deadly

black—the coal black of space that

spoke of total absence of light reflection.

Gaunt gave a huge gulp and became

suddenly aware that his knees were

shaking with shock at the incredible

thing that had come to pass. With baf-

fled eyes he went closer to the hole and

stared at it. It was perhaps two feet

deep in the immensely tough metal

floor, faultlessly shorn round the edges

and growing wider and wider as he

stared at it.

At last his gaze rose to the massive

pillars that had supported the reflector.

They were chopped off clean, as though

with a vast blade. In an exact line from

the glass in the roof to the hole in the

floor, covering a width of two feet,

everything solid had totally disap-

peared! The reflector bearings, the

screen, the cables. ... All the lot.

Eighty tons of solid metal gone in five

hours or so? Metal flooring too, that

was made to withstand the ravages of

space cold? Even virgin basic rock on

which the Observatory was built?

Gaunt licked his suddenly dry lips,

stared over the hole toward the radio

apparatus. ... So far that was un-

touched.

Then as the buzzing went on without

interruption he looked round him again.

The bearings of the vanished reflector

were still disappearing into thin air,

working slowly downward toward him.

And that hole in the floor was increas-

ing. . . .

ILTE turned suddenly, reached behind

him and took up a metal rod from

the work bench. Tentatively, he waved

it above the hole. Nothing happened.

Then he dropped it right into the hole.

The buzzing seemed to become transi-

ently louder, then the rod vanished ut-

terly.

Gaunt frowned deeply. His fear had

gone for the moment: instead, the

scientist in him was uppermost. This

thing had to have an explanation, and

the root of that explanation seemed to

be Acron 3784. He turned swiftly to

the main window and stared out onto

the deeps at the spot where Acron

should have been. But it was no longer

visible—not to the naked eye, at least.

Like thousands of other temporary stars

Acron had disappeared entirely.

"It had to vanish, anyway," Gaunt

muttered. "Once it crossed the stability

line it was bound to become a white

dwarf. First it had sunspots which ab-

normally reduced its radiation. It

crossed the line of safety and started to

contract at terrific speed. The more it

contracted the more the interna! tem-

perature rose and the more the surface

cooled. The internal temperature

would destroy the atoms in Acron's in-

terior: there'd just be free electrons and
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stripped nuclei. Rapidly, the effect

spread to the photosphere and that too

collapsed. Acron became a white dwarf

of densely packed material in an in-

credibly short space of time. . . . And
what happened when that contractive

process began?"

He mused for a moment, went on

talking to the air.

"Obviously, the destruction of the

atoms and the vast electronic changes

would release radiation through space.

Thousands of years of normal supply

would be squandered in an instant, as

Eddington once showed so clearly. No
more atoms to dam back the flood, no

anything except a sudden outflow of all

sorts of radiation. Then the white dwarf

stage. . .
."

"Radiation," he repeated softly,

turning to look back at the hole. "Radi-

ation was concentrated right there. That

telescope being of magnetic light wave
trapping qualities, would draw both

light waves and all other radiations to

a focus, conduct them down the tubes

onto the mercuroid mirror. Whatever

radiations were given off by Acron at

the moment of its final collapse were

concentrated here. And then . .

."

/"'AUNT stopped suddenly, moved to

his instrument rack and took down

a delicately balanced electrical appara-

tus. It was a Briggs Electronic Detec-

tor, so called by reason of its delicately

balanced ability to check up on the

vibrations of individual electrons in any

given matter or gas. Carefully he fixed

the highly complex controls and studied

the testing screen keenly.

Thirty minutes passed. ... An hour.

And the hole had grown larger. When
Gaunt finally studied his readings he

could hardly credit his eyes.

"Is it possible?" he muttered. "Noth-

ing but electrons in that hole. Negative

electrons. No protons whatever: no op-

posite electric charge. One charge with-

out the other, therefore nothing. For

some reason protons have canceled out

and all that remains is . . . Is the primal

constituent of the universe. Negative

electrons."

He became silent, turning the thing

over in his mind. The buzzing worried

him, so did the gradually expanding buia

and vanishing metal pillars. . . . But^the

scientific riddle had stirred him. Slovrtyx^

he went across to his desk and drew
paper and pencil to him, began to figure

slowly and thoughtfully, regardless of

everything save the mystery that con-

fronted him.

When at last he became conscious of

his surroundings again he had the thing

clear. It was remarkable enough, but

the only possible solution.

"So I've stumbled on it," he breathed,

staring in front of him. "The secret of

space and matter! Soddy believed that

there might be two classes of electricity

in the universe with definite opposite ef-

fects, but he found only one which he

called 'neutral,' though its effects were

either positive or negative according to

the balance achieved.*

Gaunt looked back at his computa-

tions, surveyed them absently.

"That makes it clear," he murmured.
"It makes clear why there are such

enormous ranges of empty space com-

pared to the amount of solid matter

* Eddington showed us that the blasting away
of atoms at the moment of a star slipping into the

white dwarf stage leaves only uncontrolled nega-

tive electrons which radiate an energy that can

only be classed as negative energy. Negative en-

ergy then, is space itself. That negative energy is

backed by the whole preponderance of space. It

was conducted down the mirror tubes and set up
a negative energy field of terrific power which
overbalanced and canceled the power of the posi-

tive protons, destroying the atoms themselves and
leaving only electrons. And, since that original field

was backed by all the vast preponderance of space,

as against only the small positive units constituting

the planet and all it contained, positive and nega-

tive do not balance any more. There is only nega-

tive—expanding Space—in the hole.—Author.
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therein. Only on rare occasions does the

positive field balance the negative, and

then matter conies into being. Space

—

negative energy—is the dominant (ac-

tor. It explains why the stars are sur-

rounded by millions of miles of empti-

ness. . .

.

"Unintentionally, I have solved the

whole secret of the universe. In the be-

ginning there was only negative. From

'somewhere there came drifting positive

' fields, maybe from an extrauniversal

source, and so matter was born where-

ever the fields crossed and balanced.

And now . .

."

CHAPTER III

The Growing Circle of Death

AUNT rose to his feet. The obvious

thing to do was to communicate his

discovery to Earth. He had dis-

covered something that scientists had

tried to find for generations—the an-

swer to the mystery of which came first

—space or matter?

He swung toward the radio appara-

tus—then stopped dead. It had become

encompassed in the area of that vastly

swollen hole. The vital wires to the gen-

erators had gone into nothing. The

whole floor around it yawned in a

deepening, utterly black pit. Communi-

cation with Earth, with anywhere for

that matter, was definitely finished.

For the first time, Gaunt felt a vague

qualm of fear. Up to now he had been

absorbed in the interest of his discovery

—but it was suddenly forced upon him

that whatever he knew was entirely his

own knowledge. He could not pass it

on. Further, he was on a shrinking

world, fast transforming itself into

primal space-stuff.

He tried to think coherently, glanced

quickly at the clock. The lapse of time

during his deductions amazed him. Ran-

vil Gates ought to be somewhere in sight

now. Upon him relied the only chance

of getting off this collapsing world.

Gaunt leapt to the window and stared

out at the stars. There was no sign of a

distant glittering speck, no hint what-

ever of Gates being anywhere near. . . .

He drummed his fingers agitatedly on

the window frame, looked back at the

widening hole. Before very long it would

have encompassed the entire laboratory

floor, and since it went downward at

unknown, but great, speed it would only

be a matter of hours before it pierced

clean through this small world and al-

lowed the deadly cold of space to sweep

through. The entire little globe would

be like an apple with a hole bored

through it.

"No!" Gaunt whispered. "Nol I

won't be trapped here! Gates will cornel

He's got to come !

"

He turned nervously and snatched his

space suit from its cupboard. Hastily he

clambered into it. He took one last look

at the relentless hole, then tore open the

three airlocks and went blundering out-

side onto the ragged plain. . .

.

rT",HE stars winked down at him

steadily. He fancied he must have

been a victim of hysteria for a moment
or two. He lost awareness of his imme-

diate surroundings, came back to him-

self with the realization that he had

traveled some distance from the obser-

vatory and had now brought up sharp

with his back against frowning black

rock. His legs were shaking oddly. Per-

spiration poured down his face inside

his stifling suit. He gazed wildly up at

the stars.

And suddenly he saw something. A
faint, not very far distant glimmer. He
was practised enough in space lore to

recognize the object as a lone space

flyer. His heart gave a mighty leap. The
object was coming nearer, beyond
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doubt, backed by distant, sullen Jupiter

and the giant worlds.

"Gates !

" Gaunt screamed, inside his

helmet. "Gates! I knew you'd come

!

Thank God! Thank God!"
He turned and scrambled up the low

hill of rock behind him, gradually

blundered to the top—stood a lone fig-

ure silhouetted against the stars. He
waved his arms frantically, watched

with an insane desperation as the glit-

tering speck came nearer. . . .

At last it was no longer a speck but

a visibly cigar shaped object. It was

perhaps a hundred miles away now, per-

fectly distinct in the airless vacuum.

Again Gaunt waved his bloated arms,

but the flyer showed no signs of coming

toward him. . .

.

He stared at it hungrily, then with a

feeling of sickly horror as he saw it was

only three quarters of a ship The back

half had been blown away by some force

or other, blown away so completely that

there was not even the derelict section

trailing behind, chained by mass.

The stern rocket tubes! Suddenly

Gaunt remembered Gates' message.

They had been giving trouble, and if

seized up— They had seized up! Gaunt

knew enough of space flying to recog-

nize the trouble. The explosive gases

had not passed off freely: instead

smashed the jet tubes and blown out

the back part of the ship. And in that

old pirate tub there were no safety com-

partments, even granting there had been

time to use them. So far as Gaunt could

judge, the ship's occupants must have

died instantly from the sudden inrush of

vacuum.

The ship was now just drifting along

with its original momentum, too far

away from the planet to actually reach

it. The counteractive fields of the giant

planets were too great. In the end it

would probably halt, then drift slowly

back toward Pluto and Neptune. . . .

(~iAUNT realized all these things with
^* a deep inner numbness. A hundred

miles or so between him and a life of

constant luxury. Had he only been able

to reach the ship, space suited as he was,

he would have found some way to patch

it up until he reached friends on other

planets. All he could do now was watch

the ship drift slowly away, until at last

it vanished in the blaze of the stars

A deep sigh escaped him. He cursed

the regulation that did not permit a man
to have a spare space ship; that forced

him to wait until he was freed by the

ship of the relief man.

Little by little he realized his last

chance had gone. He was alone on this

world. Gates was dead; the radio was

useless; no regular ships came out this

far. The whole vast vault of infinity

was empty of craft. Only the stars

—

the everlasting stars.

He had solved the secret of the uni-

verse, had seen a fortune and escape

drift by under his nose, and now

—

He swung round suddenly. Out of

the tail of his eye he saw something hap-

pen to the observatory. Staring at it, he

saw it quickly cave inward with all four

walls—collapse into a vast black circle

that matched the dark of space. . .

.

He sat down shakily, felt curiously

light headed. He knew the reason Im-

mediately. One cause was his intense

emotion, and the other was the slow les-

sening of gravitation. As the mass of

the planet was slowly converted into

space the gravity correspondingly low-

ered. He was losing weight.

Turmoiled thoughts whirled through

his brain. Stranded on a world all by

himself—the victim of malign circum-

stances. There had to be a way to es-

cape this crumbling prison! He had

done nothing to deserve death, anyway.

Besides

—

Nothing to deserve it? Suddenly he

(Concluded on page 128

)





SEA BOTTOM
Five miles down went Lan Gary and

Ecum McNab to rescue Thornton

Kessler, trapped in an ocean cave.

CHAPTER I

A Message From the Deep

IT
was over eight months since the

snapping of a slender thread of steel

had severed Thornton Kessler's last

contact with the world above the sea.

In the little laboratory in Nova Scotia,

buried from the eyes of a prying world,

his work had stood right where he left

it undisturbed and gathering dust.

Thornton Kessler had dreamed of

constructing a submarine capable of go-

ing deeper than man had ever de-

scended. He visioned a great

museum of undersea life,

brought up piecemeal

By

ED EARL REPP

from the very bottom, from depths of

three or four miles. And he dreamed of

salvaging sunken ships, for money to

carry on his work as he liked. In the

plans for the Rotifer he had thought his

dream accomplished. With the help of

his two assistants he had built those

plans into reality.

But although Lan Gary and Brinken-

dorf knew every rivet and plate in the

huge, drum-like craft, neither of them

knew what was to keep it from being

crushed like an egg in the incredible

pressures of the sea-bottom. That se-

cret had remained Kessler's. It had

gone with him, they thought, on that

Illustrated by Julian S. Krupa

Incredible monsters of the deep menaced their submarine
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last trip.

Knowing that another month's work

would see it finished, he had gone out

for a last-minute's test of radio equip-

ment to be used in the ship. He had in-

stalled special radio apparatus, of ex-

tremely short wave-length, in the lab-

oratory and in McNab's boat, to test

whether his signals could be heard from

a mile down and a hundred miles away.

In a bathysphere built along the lines

of that in which William Beebe * de-

scended to the depth of a half-mile, he

went down to a mile, in constant radio

touch with his ship. And then tragedy

struck. The slender cable, stretched

beyond endurance, parted!

Thornton Kessler plunged deeper

than man had ever gone, with utterly no

control over his descent or direction.

But Gary had never forsaken his con-

viction that Kessler might still be liv-

ing down there, in some cavern, per-

haps, or—well, he didn't know just how
he expected the miracle to be accom-

plished. But he had fought on while

months failed to give him a ray of hope.

(~)UT in the shed the glittering,

streamlined sides of the Rotifer

had gathered dust, and the tracks that

were to carry the bathysub down the in-

cline Into the waters of Cumberland

Basin were red with rust. But every

day Lan Gary would putter around in

the lab or poke about inside the Rotifer,

searching for the secret his chief had

hidden too well, and every night would

find him tired and dissatisfied and de-

feated.

Brinkendorf, assistant under Gary,

had grown disgusted. Only the weekly

salary that Kessler's bank account con-

tinued for them kept him there. Even

Gary's vigilant hope was waning. Why
he kept dreaming that Kessler, great

* Beebe, William, Half Mile Down, Harcourt,

Brace, and Company, N. Y.—Author.

oceanographer though he was, could

ever return from the bottom of the At-

lantic he was beginning to wonder him-

self.

Then came the night when a rap on

the door brought both of the scientists

up in their chairs with a Start. Lan

went to the door and opened it, com-

pletely unaware that that simple act was

like opening the portal into the

past

There was a small, wiry little man in

the homely attire of a Nova Scotia fish-

erman outside, the light from the in-

terior polishing his bald, brown pate.

Aye, Mister Gary," he greeted. "It's

me—McNab. I'm thinking I've got

news for ye."

"Come on in, Ecum," Gary smiled.

"What kind of news?"

McNab did not answer at once. He
stood just within the door, looking about

him slyly, his squinting eyes sparkling

like bits of sapphire in the seamed

brown of his face. His narrow shoul-

ders supported a dirty old pea-jacket,

and voluminous trousers hid his legs,

piling up in folds on his heavy brogans.

He twisted an old-fashioned, striped

seaman's stocking cap in his hands.

"That feller have to hear it?" he

asked at last, scowling at the heavy-set

blond scientist under the reading lamp.

"This here is mighty important. About

Kessler."

"Kessler!" The word was torn from

the mouth of each man. "What about

him?" Lan demanded. "For God's sake,

Ecum, if you know anything about him

don't keep us Waiting! You can trust

Brinkendorf as much as you could me."

And off at the other side of the room

Brinkendorf snorted faintly.

The old cod fisherman raised his

shoulders and let them drop at that.

"Here it be, then," he gave in. "Like I

told you, I been hearin' weak calls on

my radio out beyond the beds—not reg-
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'lar calls, but noises on that 'Gamma-
radio' contraption he fixed us up with

'fore he left. Today I heard Kessler

talkin'l"

CILENCE rushed into the room.

Gary's whisper broke it "You heard

him!"

McNab smoothed a paper out and

read, his words dropping into the almost

tangible hush. "Here's what 'e said:

'To Gary, McNab, or Brinkendorf.

Don't know where I am, but probably

canyon off New York. Cavern. Plans

under shed. Help!' Just that over and

over. And weak."

Dumbly, Gary lowered himself into

the chair. In the few moments in which

he sat there his mind flashed back over

the many months.

Ecum McNab recalled him to reality.

"What in tarnation you suppose 'e

meant by the canyon off of New York?"
he growled.

"Could he mean the submarine can-

yon they discovered by radio-sounding

a while back?" Lan put hurriedly.

"They say it has about the same di-

mensions and general shape as the

Grand Canyon of the Colorado. * Lord

knows how deep it is."

Brinkendorf rose, and his pale blue

eyes flashed. "For why we stay here

talking? Them plans is right where we
can get them, ain't it?"

"That's right!" Lan agreed. "Under
the shed, he says. That'll be the test.

If we find the papers there, we'll know
this is no trick."

TN the dark, damp space among the

pilings of the shed they found a cop-

per box containing the missing blue-

prints. Eagerly the sheets were spread

out on the dining room table and

scanned. Time flew swiftly as the two

* Scientific American, March, 1938, p. 137.

—

Author.

scientists read and studied, and old Mc-
Nab finally drifted off unnoticed.

It was after midnight when the un-

believable system of pressure-combat-

ing was deciphered. Over the table the

men's eyes met, full of wonder. "I'm

not hardly believing it," Brinkendorf

muttered. "A centrifugal-force plan

that ain't possible. And yet—I don't

know."

"But it's here, in black and whiter

—

worked out to the nth degree. Brink,

it means we've got the means of saving

Kessler at last!"

The Dutchman's eyes avoided Gary's.

His mouth tightened in thought. And
then, pointedly, he said, "You ain't se-

rious about going down—deeper than

anything has ever gone and come back

alive?"

Gary stared at him. "Of course ! We
have the plans—all we need to do is to

put them through." His eyes narrowed.

"What are you driving it?"

"They're worth a lot, them plans. A
million dollars, maybe."

Lan came to his feet slowly, a puz-

zled, half-angry look on his features.

"I don't think I like that, Brinkendorf.

Make yourself plain."

The burly, blond scientist leaned

back in his chair and cocked his head on

the side. "Lissen, my young friend," he

said slowly, clipping his words guttur-

ally. "This ain't a world where you live

forever. You got to go sometime, and

if you can enjoy life first

—

warum nein?

You know as well as I that if we go

down after Kessler we got a damn long

chance of coming back alive. All right.

He got himself in the mess, let him get

out of it alone. We got the plans. We'll

sell them and split. How do you think?"

Lan Gary said not a word as he

crossed and dragged Brinkendorf up out

of the chair. His arm swung back and

then a fist lashed out, to crack solidly

against the side of the other's jaw.
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Brinkendorf hit the floor with a crash.

"I think you'd better get out quick,"

Gary breathed. "Don't ever come

around here again. I haven't much use

for murderers, potential or otherwise."

Brinkendorf said not a word, just

glared malevolently and left to pack.

For a long while after the door closed

on the man Gary stood there staring

after him. It had not been the first time

he had suspected Brinkendorf of treach-

ery. He had thought before that he

might know something about the disap-

pearance of certain valuable parts of the

Rotifer, and had found him alone in the

shed several times, studying the con-

struction of it with intense interest. His

honest nature was utterly revolted at

his suggestion ... to abandon a man
on the floor of the ocean, frantically

calling for help.

Worried and excited, Lan finally went

to get a few hours' sleep.

CHAPTER II

Into the Deeps

TJE found Ecum McNab pathetically

eager to take the other's place in

the crew of the Rotifer. He had been

a staunch friend of the missing oceanog-

rapher, and would have given his be-

loved schooner for a chance to help res-

cue him.

But he was puzzled by the strange

ship, and Lan found time in the next

few days to explain it all to him. The
first time Ecum eyed the big submarine

he was awe-struck. "Sink me for a bar-

nacle if it ain't a God-awful lookin'

thing!"

Gary grinned and looked up at the

bathysub. He had to admit it was a

fantastic-appearing craft, but now that

he understood its workings he could see

the reason of every line of it.

In appearance it was like a very thick

wheel, one hub being the front of it

and the other the rear. The front of

the craft sloped back rather acutely to

the stern, which came up more perpen-

dicularly from the hub. Around the cir-

cumference of the prow was a wide

glass window completely encircling it

like a rim. Set into the semi-spherical

nose were four large, powerful lights,

and at the very back of the craft was a

splayed hub containing the screws

which propelled the Rotifer.

"It doesn't have quite the lines of

your gaff-rigged schooners, does it?" he

agreed. "But Kessler knew what he was
doing. The pressure he was fighting is

the kind that can squeeze a ship's

hawser down to a rope thinner than

your wrist. Four miles down he wanted

to go—when the pressure at three miles

is nearly ten times the pressure needed

to condense air to a liquid!

"

"But how does she sail!" McNab
frowned.

"Like a wheel going sideways, hub
first. To resist the terrific force of the

water he needed something more than

internal pressure, and if he tried to

make walls thick enough to fight the

ocean's power, the thing would be so

heavy it'd drop like a rock. Only one

thing could do the work—centrifugal
force!"

"Ain't that like when a wheel spins so

fast it throws mud behind it?"

"Behind it and in every other direc-

tion," Lan laughed. "The way we will

use it is to have the ship's quarters sep-

arate from the outside hull, so that the

hull can spin freely. As the pressure

grows greater, mano-stats will turn on

more power, spinning it faster and
faster. The force created by the spin-

ning shell, plus the strongest metal sides

ever put on a submarine, will—we hope

—keep us from being crushed."

"And once we get down, if we ain't

squeezed flatter'n a halibut, all We got
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to do is to find Kessler in the biggest

canyon in the world I

"

"That's all," Gary nodded somberly.

"It's a day's work, but the prize is worth

it."

To their already heavy worries was

added the staggering blow that Brink-

endorf had taken the plans with him

when he left! Although Gary knew

them fairly well, he could not help wor-

rying about what the man intended to

use them for. Kessler, he knew, had

taken out preliminary patents on the

craft, so that the ship could not be

stolen, but what other scheme could

lurk in the Dutchman's mind? Lan

could not guess, but as he plunged into

the hectic job before him, the chilling

fear of what Brinkendorf's greed might

lead to was always there.

It was five weeks to a day when they

hauled open the door of the big shed

and prepared to launch the ship.

AT the controls of the strange craft,

his fingers within reach of buttons

and levers that gave him power over

every part of it, Lan sat and peered

through the transparent band of glass

that went like a stripe around the nose.

Beyond the tracks were the wooded

slopes of the bay, and still farther,

somewhere out in the deeps, lay the

great canyon in which Thornton Kess-

ler might be waiting.

Now he turned and glanced about the

interior. Every port was locked, every

engine hatch was closed. His right

hand pulled the accelerator back a little.

There was a smooth whirring as the

drive shaft to the retractable landing

wheels turned—and then they were

sliding into the water. They saw the

windows washed with a foaming green-

ish-white, and then a deeper green came

up to obscure daylight completely.

Lan's heart was in his mouth. Was the

thing going to sink before the tanks

were filled?

Then, slowly, the bathysub ascended,

until it was riding along smoothly with

exactly half its bulk under water. Both

men breathed easier. Lan gave it a

little more power. The battery of me-

ters before him behaved beautifully.

Every needle quivered about its proper

point.

He started as he realized the speed-

ometer registered almost forty miles per

hour. The Rotifer cut through the

water like a fish! A warm exhilaration

flowed through him as he settled him-

self more comfortably on the seat and

prepared for the long trip ahead. His

eyes rested on the rough blue sea

stretching out ahead for interminable

miles, and then, dropping his gaze a

couple of feet, he could gaze through

the lower arc of the window down into

the cool green depths below.

The weeks that had passed had been

a time of constant labor for him. From
charts and mariners' accounts he had

acquainted himself with that part of the

ocean's floor round about the canyon

until he knew every crag, ridge, and

valley within an area of miles.

Too, he had spent many hours wor-

rying about Brinkendorf. He did not

deceive himself that the man would re-

main idle now that he had the plans.

He knew enough about the bathysub to

construct one himself, but once con-

structed, what would he do with it?

Lan's jaw hardened as he told himself

it would not be anything to profit hu-

manity.

About one hundred miles off New
York they slowed down and Lan set the

controls while they scanned their

charts. From his observations he reck-

oned they were about directly over the

"Grand Canyon of the Atlantic," as

oceanographers had called it. He
looked up to meet McNab's shrewd

glance. "Looks like this is it!" he an-
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nounced. "From somewhere about here

those calls emanated. Take a deep

breath, Ecum. We're going about five

times as deep as anyone has ever gone

before!"

He strode back to the controls and

thrust down the lever, resembling the

joy-stick of an airplane, that sent the

Rotifer down. The directional propel-

lers immediately tilted the craft to a

twenty-five degree angle. The gurgle

of water entering the submersing tanks

was audible. Before Gary's eyes the

manometer needle started its long trip

across the dial, registering fifty feet

within the first few minutes.

There was not a sound from either

man for a long time.

tpCUM McNAB stood in the middle

of the submarine and gazed up and

around at the strange sights to be seen

through the window encircling the

"rim" of the ship. Flaming parrot fish

swarmed about, and great, sluggish-

seeming sharks stared in at them. The

water changed color rapidly from a

light green to a deep blue-green. Gary

flipped on the lights and sent a brilliant

white beam cutting through the murky
water, spearing countless fish with it.

Now, with a sudden change of sound,

the outside hull of the Rotifer com-

menced slowly to turn. From minute

specks in the window ahead of him,

Lan knew it was revolving, though there

was no other indication than the hum
of electric motors switched on by auto-

matic mano-stats.

Gradually a low hiss built up in the

interior. The air between the inner and

outer casings of the craft had been

stirred into motion by the spinning ex-

terior, creating a sibilant whisper that

reached every corner of the bathysub.

The room grew dark as they plunged

on and on. Outside it was perfectly

black, only the headlights breaking the

solidness of the dark water. And
within the cabin only a feeble glow ex-

isted that emanated from the dash-

board.

Gradually a strange blue light seeped

into the depths. "Saints !

" McNab ejac-

ulated, peering out. "What's that?"

Lan studied the peculiar, all-pervad-

ing blue light. It was light, and yet it

was not illumination. It seemed less

opaque than the former darkness, but

he realized he could see no more inside

the cabin than he had been able to be-

fore. Suddenly he blurted, "It must be

what Beebe mentions that he found at

a half mile down I The light that came

from nowhere and wasn't exactly light

either." And, glancing at the manome-
ter, he jerked, "That's it. We're just

five hundred fathoms down!"
"Five hundred fathoms!" McNab

whispered, and was silent.

TT/HEN they had touched twenty-

five hundred fathoms the spinning

hull had advanced to such a terrific rate

that it was difficult to steer the craft.

Gyroscopic action made the Rotifer re-

sist his every attempt to make swift

turns. The humming was a low, shrill

whistle in their ears.

Fathom by fathom, as they de-

scended, it grew lighter! The sun's

light, he knew, had been lost at about

one hundred and fifty fathoms, and yet

it was growing more like daylight all

the time. The curious blue light, so like

the light of a mercury vapor lamp, filled

the ship and lightened the outside.

After a while Gary said quietly,

"Three thousand fathoms. Just seven

times as far down as man has ever gone

before." There was a queer tightness

in his voice, for he was wondering how
Kessler, in an ordinary bathysphere,

could ever have gone so deep.

"Three and a half miles!" McNab
muttered. "I wish I had good old yel-
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low pine or white oak between me and
that water! They ain't never failed

me yet."

Lan could not repress a laugh. "You
should be thankful you don't," he as-

sured the sailor. "They've sent wood
down that far before, and when it was
brought up it was compressed so it

would no longer float! Every foot we
go down means an increasing pressure

of one-half pound to the square inch.

There's about three tons to the square

inch right now."

Ecum blew his breath out slowly, and
went back to the window.

An hour crept by, while the bathysub
crept on down to four and one half

miles, deeper and deeper into the

strange blue light. Without warning
Lan shouted, "Look ahead! Moun-
tains, valleys

—

and the Grand Can-
yon!"

CHAPTER III

On the Bottom

JyjcNAB rushed to the port to scan

the landscape a few hundred feet

below. His mouth dropped open as he

peered at the weird, lunar setting. High
mountains heaved themselves a thou-

sand feet into the waters above, and
valleys made black depressions. The
whole landscape was like one on a bar-

ren planet.

The eerie blue light threw bold shad-

ows down the ragged slopes, causing

the gaunt spires and crags to stand out

in sharp relief. On beyond the moun-
tain range was a deep chasm that trav-

ersed the ocean's floor exactly like a
canyon. Toward it the Rotijer headed
in obedience to Lan's guiding fingers.

While they strained their eyes look-

ing ahead the canyon drew closer, until

finally they were dropping down into it.

A gasp of amazement parted Gary's

lips. "A—a river!" he gulped. "A river

on the bottom of the ocean. Am I

crazy, Ecum?"
"Not unless I am too. I can see it as

plain as day, flowin' along between its

banks like a frosty stream o' white

water. What in the name o' Neptune is

it?"

Lan was silent. Then he muttered,

"I don't know, unless . . . unless it

could be liquid oxygen. They say the

water way down here is rich in oxygen.

Why couldn't that gas be compressed at

this depth into a liquid, for it only takes

about five hundred and eighty-five

pounds to do it? Maybe if only a few
molecules in each cubic foot of water
in the Atlantic were liquefied, they'd all

eventually flow down to the deepest

spot."

Then that wonder was swallowed up
in the new thought that arose to him.

"We can't grope around here for months
looking for him without a clue," he
frowned. "Switch on the transmitter

and receiver. Even though we haven't

heard Kessler calling again, maybe he'll

hear us and start sending. Although
how he could ever have reached this

depth—"
He broke off the morbid train of

thought. While McNab set the dials

and rheostats he gave his attention to

studying the phenomena surrounding
them. The light that had at first so

puzzled him now commenced to be un-

derstood. He knew that countless

varieties of coral, and numerous species

of fish, contain highly luminous sub-

stances in their own bodies. What be-

came of those elements when the fish

died and the coral disintegrated?

It was not destroyed on the death of

the animal or plant, for he had seen

dead fish still lighted by the lumi-

nescence in their bodies. Then might
those minute grains of glowing sub-

stance not sink down and down, as the
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fish was torn to bits, and eventually

come to rest in the gray ooze at the

sea's bottom? Why not? It would

certainly account for the light.

They cruised along a few hundred

feet above that mysterious river, buf-

feted now and then by cross-currents

sweeping from the mouths of caverns

or smaller canyons. The frigid stream

went past swiftly in the complete si-

lence. What appeared to be ice blocks,

tossed on its surface, causing the liquid

to take on a frosty white color.

Above them, on each side, majestic

peaks and crags loomed high, seeming

to frown down on these intruders from

the upper world. As far up as Gary

looked, he could barely see the brink

of the chasm. The cliffs went up in

barren grandeur, not a shrub or sea-

plant marring the gaunt surface.

Into the soundlessness of the cabin

broke the hum of vacuum tubes, and

then McNab's voice speaking into the

microphone: "Calling Thornton Kess-

lerl Kessler, can you hear us? It's

McNab and Gary. We're down here at

last, and lookin' for ye. Can you hear

us, Kessler?"

The transmitter's low murmur gave

them its empty answer. McNab
switched over again and resumed his

calling. He kept talking and listening,

while miles fled by on their dangerous

journey down the canyon. Only the si-

lence of ages answered them.

The Rotifer drifted along like a tiny

boat at the bottom of the Grand Can-

yon, unspeakably small amid the gran-

deur of the mountain ranges. Sud-

denly it struck Gary how utterly hope-

less this search was. In all this vast

ocean they were searching for one man
—one man, no larger than the smallest

rock up there on the canyon walls

!

Vt/TTH shocking suddenness he was

yanked out of his gloomy reflec-

tions. From the amplifier came a tiny

whisper: "Calling Rotifer I Kessler

calling Rotifer! Gary—McNab—I'm

in. . .
."

Both men leaped to their feet. As if

that had been the signal the loudspeak-

er went dead. The sailor turned the

volume on full, but the call was not re-

peated. Frantically they jiggled knobs

and tried everything to catch the voice

again. The moments raced by as they

sweated over the set.

Then Gary stiffened. "Wait a min-

ute ! That call came just as we passed

a huge hole in the cliff on this side.

Maybe his batteries are so dead he can

only get a call to us when we're that

close. Maybe he's in that cavern, Mc-
Nab!"
He dived to the controls and swung

the ship around hurriedly. In a few

moments they were speeding up the

chasm once more. Ahead of them the

great, black hole Lan had noticed be-

fore yawned. He steered dangerously

close to it, in constant danger of rend-

ing boulders. Then they were holding

their breath as the radio whispered:

"Kessler. In the cavern with square

mouth. Don't get too close. Current

is, too strong. . .
."

The warning reached them too late.

In the next moment they were being

sucked into the black maw with the

speed of a bullet. Up, down, around

they whirled and jerked, while the head-

lights flashed briefly over jagged walls.

Both men were on the floor holding on-

to each other to keep from smashing

into the walls.

As quickly as the sub was sucked

into the cavern, it stopped its mad flight.

The Rotifer halted and rose a few feet,

then popped up and settled back—on
the surface!

tpAGERLY they scrambled up and

rushed to the ports. Through the
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glass they caught glimpses of a vast

cavern stretching back for miles, with

a low, rough dome. Not over a hun-

dred feet away a curving shore was

lapped by tiny waves, and on the shore

stood a man in ragged clothing, waving

to them. . . .

It took the pair in the bathysub but

a moment to beach the craft and spring

out. Their eager glances raced over the

white features of Thornton Kessler, as

they ran toward him. He looked hale

and hearty, despite his pallor. His

long face was bearded, and his big

frame bulked generously inside the

ragged clothing.

He was almost knocked over by their

hand-shaking and back-clapping. They
shouted questions at him without paus-

ing. He tried to raise his voice above

theirs, but failed.

It came as a complete surprise to

both when a new voice, behind them,

gutturaled, "This is indeed a warm wel-

come, Meinheer Kessler. You see, all

your fears about calling them were

groundless. Ain't I told you how glad

they would be?"

Gary whirled—and almost yelled

with surprise. Brinkendorf, large and

menacing, leered at them as he sat on a

rock, a German Luger in his hand.

"These three days I have waited," he

smirked. "You have been slow, my
friends."

"Brinkendorf!" Lan managed to

gasp. "Then you meant business when
you stole the plans— You copied the

Rotifer somehow!"
The thick shoulders shrugged. "Of

course I meant business. I still do.

Otherwise I would not be risking my
life down here a few miles from hell."

Kessler's quiet, grave voice, heavy

with regret, broke in. "He forced me
to call you," he apologized. "My own
set went dead weeks ago. Batteries

don't last forever. I'd rather have died

than subject you to his brutal plans.

. . ." U n c o n s c i o u s 1 y his fingers

touched an ugly bruise across his fore-

head.

Hatred choked Lan. Through the

angry buzzing of pumping blood that

pounded through his head he heard

McNab snort, "So now what, you bar-

nacled son of a barracuda?"

"So now—" Brinkendorf turned

and glanced across a rough field of red-

dish colored moss. Gary's gaze was
pulled after his. At the base of a low

hummock he saw an exact duplicate of

his own ship, resting on its landing

wheels. "So now we will all walk over

there, remembering all the time that

this gun holds enough cartridges to kill

each one of you. Then I shall board

my own ship, the Equalizer—appro-

priate, don't you think?—and within

ten minutes I shall be gone. I will

neither kill you nor disable your ship.

However, I shall take the precaution

of dynamiting the entrance to this cav-

ern as I leave!"

Lan started. In his mind there flick-

ered a faint gleam of wonder at all this,

a disbelief that such inhuman greed

could exist. Into his stunned conscious-

ness filtered the harsh voice again

:

"Strange, the atmosphere in these

caverns. They have ample oxygen for

several men for months, but once a

breath of air is used—it is completely

spoiled for future use. As there are no

chlorophyll-type plants to convert the

carbon dioxide into oxygen once more,

I am afraid you will all suffocate within

a few weeks!" And his heavy, rolling

laugh boomed out.

Now he gestured with the automatic

pistol. "Let us hurry, my friends. I

have a peculiar aversion to caves

—

claustrophobia, perhaps. I do not en-

vy you."

With the constantly menacing gun
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on their backs they started across the

field toward the water's edge.

CHAPTER IV

A Cavern of Deafh

A S they walked, Thornton Kessler

spoke about his life here the last

six months.

"Fate meant me for a different end

than death by drowning, it seems," he

smiled wanly. "After the cable broke

I dropped as swiftly as a falling rock.

When I had come down to three and a

half miles water began pouring into the

bathysphere. It rose rapidly, until I

was just waiting for the end. The ball

began groaning and wrenching as

though it could not hold out another

second—but somehow it held.

"Then the swift deep-sea currents

struck me and buffeted me about like

a ping-pong ball in a gale. Finally I

saw this canyon and guessed where I

was. Before long the same current that

drew you in seized me. I ended up in

a shallow bay a mile or two down the

shore. There I have lived ever since."

McNab glanced up at him in con-

cern. "But how have you lived?" he

wanted to know. "Have ye eaten noth-

ing but hardtack in six months?"

Kessler's grave, blue eyes dropped to

the soft moss. "There is my food," he

smiled. "I don't know how to classify

it. It isn't a plant, as there is no sun-

light on which it can rely for metabol-

ism. Perhaps it is half animal and half

vegetable. There are a few curious fish

in the water, so animal life is possible

down here."

"I'll have to admit I've never seen

you look healthier, aside from your

pallor," Lan said soberly. "How do you

account for that, under such priva-

tions?"

"Lack of bacteria, probably. They

can't live in the deep sea as you know,

so they couldn't have got this far down.

No—it takes something more vicious

than a bacillus streptococcus to cause

death down here."

His remark plunged them back into

the problem at hand. Deliberately they

had avoided it It was not pleasant to

think of suffocating down here. Som-
berly they thought of the horrible pos-

sibilities in the unnatural climate.

Without bacteria dead bodies would

stay forever the same, lacking only that

vital spark to distinguish them from

the living. The idea of being the last

man occurred to them all. Alive, forced

to live with the bodies of his dead

friends—afraid to bury them because

they seemed so alive, afraid of madness

if he did not.

HPHEN they were halting outside the

Equalizer. "Here we must part,"

Brinkendorf said curtly. "I go back to

the world of sunlight, to realize the

profits of my—er, industry. I leave you

to whatever the bottom of the sea may
hold for you!"

He backed to the open door of the

bathysub, climbed in . . . and started

off with the closing of the port. The
wheels bounced heavily over the soft

terrain.

Kessler's hopes died with the wilt of

his body. McNab cursed silently. Then
Gary seized their arms and dragged

them with him toward the shore. "Now's

our chance!" he cried. "He'll hit the

water in a minute and can't see us so

clearly. But we'll beat him to the draw

by getting out as he sets off the charge 1

"

"If we can," Kessler rejoined. "He
told me he improved over my own ideas

on the sub. Perhaps we'll be too late
—

"

"We can try," Lan gave back grimly,

and quickened his pace.

The Equalizer was a fast-moving sil-

ver speck in the water as they climbed

into their own craft and headed back
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into the water. Once more foaming wa-

ter boiled about the windows of the ship.

Now they were on equal terms with

Brinkendorf. Now only speed could

save them!

TJUT when the headlights of the Roti-

jer sprayed the roof of the tunnel

with light they saw their predicament.

Against the rocky ceiling an ordinary,

large rubber balloon was held by helium

or hydrogen gas. Something sparkled

below it. It was a small silver ball from

which a stream of sparks were spilling.

Gary sprang onto the submersion

lever, a shout on his lips. "We're div-

ing!" he cried. "Hell's going to break

loose any second!"

Scarcely had the bubbles of their

sinking broken when the explosive

brought the ceiling down in a caving

roar. Mud and rocks joined in a black

cascade raining into the still water. Be
fore the window of the Rotifer a black

curtain descended, blotting out every-

thing from the frightened men's eyes.

Jarring thumps buffeted them about.

The blood drained swiftly from Gary's

lips as he clung to the controls with the

courage born of desperation. Through
a night as black as the Coal Sack * they

tore to safety—or death. Their jaws

were clamped hard on their fear.

And then, all at once, they had shot

through the landslide to clear water.

Kessler sagged onto a chair and

mopped his brow. McNab stood at the

port, looking out, thinking, perhaps, of

the death that he had missed.

But their relief was a doomed one.

Into the cabin lashed the voice of Brink-

endorf. The radio had been left on. It

rolled his sonorous tones ominously

through the silence.

"My friends, you were clever. Are

you clever enough to escape the flame

* An utterly starless portion of space where
nothing seems to exist.—Ed.

I am about to send around you?"
With a single accord they crowded

the windows. In the same secon3 they

saw him. They gasped, watching the

little bubble of white flame on the nose

of the Equalizer, waiting just outside

the tunnel, grow into a serpentine

tongue of death.

Kessler was shouting now. "Don't

let it touch us, Lan ! It's an acetylene

torch, powerful enough to burn through

the hull of the ship
!

"

Lan shoved the submersion lever

against the dashboard. "I know it. But
he's got to catch us, first."

With his quiet words the bathysub

shot down, almost scraping the Equa-
lizer. Power throbbed through the

ship's beams. Ecum and Kessler

crouched beside the tight-lipped pilot.

The eyes of the sailor were on the

gleaming hull visible above them, the

gaze of the scientist on the quivering

needles. And in their different ways, all

three men were praying.

Something like a half minute passed

before an alien light filtered into the

cabin, growing in brilliance as the pur-

suing craft cut down the distance be-

tween them. Gary's eyes were on the

meters. "How close?" he muttered.

He could read the answer in Kessler's

returning gaze. He did not wait for

him to speak, but swung the Rotijer into

a swift turn. Like a falling leaf they

dropped through a long spiral toward
the river of death down below.

There was a glimmer of hope in their

eyes when Brinkendorf's low chuckle

chilled them again. "There is always

this way, of course," he told them.

"Death in a river of liquid air might be

preferable to death by pressure. The
choice is yours."

'T'HEY dropped on. The hull of the

ship screamed at unbelievable speed

as the manometer needle crawled past
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five miles, drew nearer to six. There

was a glistening film of sweat on Lan's

brow, and once he had to reach up and

wipe it out of his eyes. Swinging the

ship suddenly away from the river and

toward a still deeper canyon cutting off

from the main one, he answered their

unspoken question.

"We're heading for disaster that way.

If the river is liquid air, the water for

a quarter of a mile above will be frozen.

I'll try to lose him in the canyon we're

heading into."

Fear increased in their hearts with

the light that seeped through the ports

again. Glancing back, Gary saw a long,

waving tentacle of flame lashing out at

them only fifty or sixty feet in the rear.

Brinkendorf started to laugh.

"Getting tired of it, Kessler? You
have only to

—

"

"Shut that damned thing off!" Lan
shouted. "It makes me want to put her

about and take him with us, in one

grand crash!"

McNab's finger dropped the mocking

laugh into silence.

Towering, irregular walls now re-

placed the vast expanse of the Grand

Canyon. Great rocks bristled in the

cliff walls, a constant menace to the

ship; but in their threat Gary found

hope. Perhaps Brinkendorf would not

care to risk his life in such speed as they

were putting on as they plunged into the

tortuous chasm.

He found he was wrong. Ecum Mc-
Nab laid a hand on his shoulder. His

voice came strongly, untainted by fear.

"It's the end, boy," he said without

trace of regret. "If it's all the same with

you two, I'm casting my vote for the

idee you just mentioned—puttin' her

about and close-haulin' into his path!"

"No—there must be a way!" Lan

cried, and instantly felt childish for his

useless protest. He looked around to

meet Thornton Kessler's gaze.

"How about—" He broke off, tore

his gaze back to the window. The rocks

were going by at unbelievable speed. A
glance at the speedometer showed they

had increased in speed from twenty-five

miles to thirty-five!

"Some freak current," he muttered.

"It must be, because Brinkendorf's

speeded up to match our rate." Then
he jerked rigid on the pilot's seat. "We
haven't lost," he breathed. "No, we've

got a chance still. I don't know how
much—but grab the wall girders and

hold on!"

Clawing fingers carried the depth

lever back until it was probing his stom-

ach. The hull screamed its protest at

this crass defiance of gyroscopics. They
shot up and felt themselves hurled back

into the current as the loop reversed

their direction. Like a powerful net, the

all-encumbering current tore at the

Rotifer with fingers of steel, slowing it

down to ten miles an hour!

The motors howled with the un-

wonted strain of the fifteen-mile cur-

rent. Lan set the controls and stood

up. "It's our bid for life," he told them

gravely, swaying about as the ship

jerked this way and that. "There's one

chance in a hundred that we'll come
through safe."

Silently he went to the window and
glanced back. The others joined him.

Sweat stood out on their faces as they

waited.

Behind them the Equalizer was just

climbing up into a vertical turn, its sil-

ver hull shining under the rays of the

deadly flame. Even from here it could

be seen to slow down. It rocked and

bounced in the speedy current. Lan
whispered, "Now!"
The word was a signal of violence.

As the bathysub came into position

behind them, the long tongue of acety-

lene flame was seen to waver and flutter

in the swift current, bending back like a
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candle flame in a breeze. The Equalizer

plowed on, faster, deadly, closing up the

gap—and suddenly the flame was

forced back until it brushed the silver

hull!

Audible above the whine of motors

and spinning hull were the men's star-

tled gasps. Only Lan did not seem sur-

prised. He stood there quietly, leaning

against the curving window, watching a

great, mushroom-shaped bubble burst

from the craft behind them. . . .

For the deadly heat of the oxy-hydro-

gen flame had melted a tiny fissure in

the side of the ship. Tiny—yet big

enough for the first drop of water that

would let in the bottom of the ocean.

The Equalizer seemed to disappear

from their gaze. They could see only

a million little sparkling lights dancing

about like diamond chips in the sun-

light, as the window glass sifted through

AVIATION'S .
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the water. Then a round, flat shape

turned towards them and the bathy sub,

crushed as flat as a dollar, went spiral-

ing down into the darkness of the can-

yon floor.

Brinkendorf had gambled and lost.

There was no time for joy, no oppor-

tunity for congratulations. Time only

for Lan to dive on the controls and snap

the Rotifer up in a forty-five degree

climb toward the sun.

But his boyish grin flashed over his

shoulder at them. He was hearing

Kessler's grave words come through the

awed hush.

"There have been strange things hap-

pen in the deeps of the ocean," he told

them. "But the strangest of all is how
three unarmed men in an inferior ship

could defeat a man armed with fire and

greed. It almost makes me proud of my
helpers—it does at that!"

THE MIRACLE OF
TELEVISION

Behind the scenes of today's television

laboratories, earnest men are working

quietly to prove that television is just

around the corner, as a full-fledged and
practical means of popular communica-
tion and entertainment.

Find out for yourself the real facts about
television's progress.

Read

&
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TELEVISION

And other authoritative articles in the

Big January Number
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THE PHANTOM ENEMY
(Continued from page 103)

many of you along with us as possible

before we went out . .
."

"Whew!" The space policeman

chuckled. "I'm glad I had this uniform

on. But you needn't worry about Mose
any longer. One of the guard ships got

him, coming out of the dust cloud—he

and his whole crew were nearly nuts,

and they offered no resistance. They'll

not raid any more ships. And now, if

you don't mind, I'll take you along.

Your cargo is being transferred to the

E243."

As they followed the uniformed fig-

ure to the forced port which led now to

the airtight contact tube and the police

ship. Powers sought Vera's hand.

"I know it isn't polite," he said lowly,

"but do you mind if I whisper some-

thing in your ear?"

"No," she returned, blushing slowly.

He brought his mouth close to her

ear and his lips moved sibilantly, but

distinguishably.

She flushed happily, then: "Yes," she

whispered back.

THE WORLD THAT DISSOLVED
(Continued from page 113)

recalled Curt Vernol, and with the rec-

ollection came a vast wave of bitter

self-reproach. He did not regret slay-

ing Vernol; he'd been too inquisitive

anyway—but he did curse himself for a

fool for having fired him away into the

void in his ship. He had thrown away

his one means of escape. . .

.

Thrown away everything!

Dazedly, he stared at the hole. It was

expanding with terrific speed. The small

hills ringed it round. It was advancing

inexorably toward him. Before long the

planetoid itself would crack in half.

Death was inevitable. Gaunt realized

it now—but death, when he had ex-

pected so much! He fancied he could

hear Curt Vernol laughing at him. Per-

haps his spirit still pervaded this crum-

bling world

—

Gaunt shook himself. This was pure

fancy. Things had gone against him,

yes, but in a perfectly logical fashion.

But that did not make matters any bet-

ter.

Suddenly he was calm again, faced

the situation. He had done wrong: he

realized it now. But he was still a scien-

tist, and he still had the courage that

had led him to take this lonely job and

at the same time defy interplanetary

laws. Even if his private aims had col-

lapsed, even if he had committed cold

blooded murder, he still loved the pro-

fession that was closest to his heart.

Mastering himself, he tugged a safety

cylinder from his belt, removed the

curved plate from within it and started

to work with the stylus. There was no

reason why science should not know of

the thing he had discovered. Someday,

perhaps, the cylinder would be picked

up—granting it missed being annihil-

ated when the planetoid collapsed.

At last he had finished his message,

packed it carefully into the cylinder,

then fired the small rocket attached to

it. In grim immovability he watched it

soar away into the darkness above him.

He looked back at the hole, smiled

twistedly. At any moment now the

whole planetoid would break in pieces.

Slowly he got to his feet, slid down
the black rocks, walked steadily to-

ward that abysmal circle.

The eternal stars Watched him go.



Valley of invisible men
BY

EDMOND HAMILTON

Tracks magically appeared in th» raeoalH sand, od-
Tancing toward hhn! Gi»a! paw-pifaia, one after lis
other, approaching him slowly, mad* as though by a
phantom beast. He was la fight an INVISIBLE jaguar!
"Goodbye, Mark Bradford!" came Joseph Hogrim's

mocking tall, from above and behind bint In the
amphitheatre.
The paw-ptlnts halted, ten leel away. Mart could

almost SEE the great beast bunching to spring. Then
fine sand Dew up from the tracks as the invisible ani-

mal launched through the air at him. . . !

Don't rail to read the amazing story of Mark Bradford, who ventures info the Valley of Invisible
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VENGEANCE FROM THE
VOID

By Frederic Arnold Hummer,
Jr.

For twenty years the dead body floated in
space!, then came Marcus Thain and his
daughter, Anna, to accomplish an ai
resurrection. Then came a weird rev

+ *

THE CITY THAT WALKED
By Ed Earl Repp

Scully was a rascal, and he had no com-
punctions against hording over Cort Har-
din's head the threat of exposure. But when
he tried to use Hardin's coral invention. . . .

THE STRANGE FLIGHT OF
RICHARD CLAYTON

By Robert Bloch
The space ship shuddered as it took off for
Mars, and long years were consumed in a
terrible voyage where madness threatened.
Then the ship ceased shuddering and Clay-
ton came forth, his flight culminated.

MAROONED OFF VESTA
By Isaac Asimov

The ship was a torn and mangled wreck,
pursuing an orbit about Vesta, near, hut im-
possible to reach. They had only three days
air supply. But Warren Moore had an idea,

and he dared the void to carry it out.

THE RAID FROM MARS
By Miles J. Brewer

A radium-starved world sends raiders to
earth to steal the precious element. But the
armies of earth attack are repulsed with
great losses, and then, the inexplicable. . . .

REVOLUTION ON VENUS
By Bradner Buckner

s^VSas^ffaBSflS
over Hila.-Fe.nda. It was high-handed rob-
bery, and Venus rose in revolt.
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QUESTIONS
ANSWERS
Q. Will you please tell me the position of Mars,

Jupiter, Saturn and Venus? Please tell me where
I can get a not too expensive star map.—Stanley

Varlas, Weirton, W. Va.

A. Counting outward from the sun, the planets

occur in the following order: Mercury, Venus,

Earth, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune,

Pluto. We have referred your inquiry concerning

the star map to our science book department.

Any desired book or scientific work can be ob-

tained in this manner by writing us.

* * *

Q. Will you please tell me why a propulsion

machine would work better in space than in our

atmosphere; how you could stop a rocket at the

moon or any other destination; and the method
by which a rocket it operated.—Sylvester Brown,

Jr., Cambridge, Mass.

A. Beyond the atmosphere there would be no
friction to hold the ship back. If you have ever

driven a car on a windy day, you will realize

that the air does possess a potent dragging power

on a moving vehicle. Also, in space, gravity at-

traction would be greatly reduced, and rockets

would be vastly more effective. Rocket ships will

be halted either by turning the ship and firing the

rockets at the destination thereby halting the ship

just as it was started, or by firing forward

rockets. The same force that is used to drive

the rocket is used to halt it. Rockets are operated

by feeding a mixture of fuel into a firing cham-

ber, just as in an automobile, and exploding it

with a spark gap. This is the only practicable

way, since a continuously firing rocket, as a fire-

works rocket, would be impossible to control.

Also, danger of exploding the whole fuel supply

is eliminated, since only that injected into the fir-

ing chamber would detonate.
* * *

Q. WUl a metal (steel) bail sink into the ocean

just so far, or will it go to the bottom, no mat-

ter what the depth?—Alfred K. Parks, McAUen,
Texas.

A. Since steel is denser than water, and assum-

ing the ball is solid metal, it will sink to the bot-

tom, no matter what the depth. Many people

believe ships do not sink to the bottom, but this

is not so. Even in the case of wooden vessels,

they become water-soaked and reach the bottom.
* * *

Q. What is ether?—Margaret Coyle, Milwau-

kee, Wisconsin.

A. It is the medium through which, according

to the wave theory, radiations like light are trans-

1 through the void. Since ocean waves are

This dcuartment will be conducted each month as a
source of Information for readers. Address your let-

ter to Question & Answer Department. AMAZING
STORIES. 608 S. Dearborn St.. Chicago. III.

water waves, and sound waves are waves in the

air, it seems logically to follow that light

waves, radio waves, cosmic waves, etc., must be

composed of something, so in lieu of exact knowl-

edge science imagined a medium they called the

ether. There has been much doubt cast upon this

imagined ether by experimenters who have failed

to detect its presence with delicate instruments,

but its existence has not been disproved, and the

facts of light radiation demand some medium,
and we call that medium ether.

* + *

Q. Is it true that the upper part of a wheel

moves faster than the lower? How can this be?

The wheel is all in one piece, and it couldn't move
at different speeds. Please explain.—Charles

Hernandez, Corpus Chtisti, Texas.

A, You will note in the accompanying sketch

A

that we have plotted out the relative movements
of three points on a wheel (a wheel rolling along a

track). Point A, at the top, moves along the

curve indicated to point Al with a quarter turn

of the wheel. Point B moves straight forward to

point Bl, the actual distance the vehicle to which

the wheel Is attached has moved forward. Point

C moves to point Cl, also along a constant curve.

You will notice that the curve above the hub line

is longer than that below, thus indicating even to

the eye, the truth of the fact that the top point on

a wheel's rim moves faster and further than the

bottom point. This phenomenon is recognized by
photographers, who have stopped action on swiftly

travelling wheels and proved that the top spokes

blur, while the bottom spokes clearly stopped.
* * *

Q. How far does the earth travel in making

its orbit around the sunt—J. K., Tacoma, Wash.

A. On its annual trip around the sun, the earth

travels a total of 584,600,000 miles, and makes

1,601,604 miles each day.



We present the following science question! end
problems for your entertainment, and at the same
time as a pleasant means of testing your knowledge.
How many can you answer offhand, without referring

to an authority? Par it 70% correct.

SCIENCE TEST

1. The largest type of bear is: Cinnamon,
Polar, Grizzly, Kodiak, Brown.

2. The curvature of the earth, per mile, is: 12

feet, 200 feet, % inch, fiQ feet, 8 inches.

•V The mass of earth's atmosphere is: one-

tenth that of the earth, 1/620th that of the earth,

no mass at all, one one-millionih that of the

earth, two times that of the earth-

4. The solid earth is called: the hydrosphere,

the stratosphere, the lithosphcrc, the photosphere,

the atmosphere.

5. One of the following is an erroneous state-

ment: The planet Mars has two moons, Mercury
has none. Venus has one, Jupiter has nine. Saturn

has nine.

6. Sal! is used with ice to freeze ice cream be-

cause: salt hastens the freezing process, salt and

ice are combative elements, salt increases the den-

sity of the ice, salt lowers the temperature of the

ice by its mixture to 21 degrees Fahrenheit, salt

melts the ice releasing the cold.

7. Two hundred pounds can be lifted into the

Sir by a gas bag containing the following amount
of helium: 120 cubic feet, 400 pounds, one square

yard. 3,200 cubic feet, one standard U. S. helium

cylinder- full,

8- Nitrous oxide is: an explosive, laughing gas,

a corrosive chemical, the film that prevents oxidi-

zation of aluminum, a metallic»paint.

°. Fuller's earth is: a pottery clay, a heat-re-

sisting material, a medicinal earth, a hypothetical

dimension, an extremely fertile soil

10. Radium loses half its value in: six months,

100 years, 1,800 years, one billion years, 2S years.

11. Glycogen is: a kind of syrup, concentrated

glycerine, an explosive fluid, animal sugar, a bitter

herb.

12. Common bricks are made red by the pres-

ence in the clay of: impurities, red ochre, iron

pyrites, iron, copper.

13. The hardest stone known is: granite, dia-

mond, ruby, carbonado, marble.

14. Pure amber can be delected as such by:

rubbing it vigorously, stroking a cat's back with

it, tasting it, holding it close to your ear, hitting

it with a hammer.

15. One of these statements is untrue: A fly

makes 330 wing strokes a second, a bee 240. a

wasp 110, a termite 150, a dragonfly 2S, a but-

terfly 8.

TRUE OR FALSE

1, The flea is a small wingless insect. True

False. ...

2. A fox marked with a dark line along the

spine and another over the shoulders is called a

cross fox. True False

,3. The dormouse, badger, bat, and hamster

hibernate during the winter. True.... False....

4. Forgeries of famous paintings may be de-

tected by photography. True . . . False

5. The star, Alpha Orionis. is a coid star. True

.... False....

6. Light from the moon takes 1.3 seconds to

reach the earth. True. . . . False . . .

.

I. When the upper linih of the true sun, as

corrected for refraction, is in contact with the

sensible horizon of a place, it is sunrise, True

False. ...

8. Jupiter is 3 and 4/lltlis the mass of Saturn.

True.'... False

0. When cotton is placed in caustic acid, il

turns a light yellow color, whereas linen will

turn brown. True

.

. . . Fahr, . . .

10. The diffusion of a weaker solution into a

more concentrated one is called amalgamation.

True. .. False....

II. Gasoline has no lubricating qualities, al-

though it is a byproduct of oil. True....

False. ....

12 Rain water is chemically- pure. True...
False. . .

.

13. There is not more than ten ounces of ra-

dium in the world. True.... False....

14. A dead glacier is one that has melted.

True... False....

1.v The source of the Mississippi river is four

miles lower than its mouth. True... False....

STRIKE OUT THE WORD THAT DOES
NOT CONFORM

1. Ruby, emerald, agate, sapphire, diamond.
2. Piccolo, flute, clarinet, cornet, bassoon.

3. Green, blue, violet, light blue, red.

4. Scarlet geranium, heliotrope, holly, mistle-

toe, sunflower.

5. Persimmon, quince, nectarine, oolachan,

lemon.

SCRAMBLED SCIENCE TERMS

1 A metallic element. PEPROC
2. Contained in food. MANIT1V
S. An animal ECOOTY
i. A bird. WROPARS
S. A super intelligent man. SINUGE

(Answers en page 144)

13X
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J. HARVEY HAGGARD Author of

THE LIGHT THAT KILLS
OIX feet three. Twenty-five years. Weight, 111
^ Brown eyes. Blond hair. Of ordinary appear-

ance.

First became aware of the Martian planet by
reading Burroughs' Martian series when in early

teens, and became so enthusiastic fiver John Car-

ter's method of transpor-

tation to the ruddy
world I tried it myself.

(Didn't work.)

The nearest I ever get

lo it is in losing myself

in the realms of science

fiction.

Have little faith in re-

incarnation, yet Ii o p e

that if it is true will

some day be reincar-

nated in a guzumhogo or

a hippomiloto on the

crimson world. (Then
what tales I'd have to

tclf to my Utile gran*-

chillcrn guzumbogos and
hippomflotos!)

Was horn on Mark
Twain's birthday. No-
v e m b c r 30th, in the

Shepherd - of - the - hills

country, later mierated

to California, to discover

that they don't use gold

pieces to pave the streets,

and took a course in

typewriting at school
when I discovered it was

worth a whole credit and

was a snap. What a

combination \ I was iielp-

iess in the bands of fate.

Disjointed stories began

rolling in unending procession from my helpless

ringers, while I looked on, aghast at the monstrosi-

ties leaping from Die keys of my ancient Under-

wood.

At length I would retire to my Physics class,

in which I was totally absorbed. My instructor

was very appreciative. He avowed that if my
brains were made of physics, they wouldn't physic

•a flea.

Fans frequently inquire if I'm related to the

renowned H. Rider Haggard. It is possible that

I am, in a remote way. if family records are to

be believed.

Nevertheless, thrusting aside all attempts at

humor, f had that one redeeming characteristic

which is so very necessary to a science fiction

writer. I had a sincere faith in interplanetary

travel, in the future development, of atomic mo-

tors, gravity repulsnrs, and many other oi those

things we term scientific dreams of today. With-

out that faith and confidence in the future. I

doubt if any person could write sincerely and

convincingly. These nar-

ratives are based on
solid, scientific fact.-.

They arc as real as the

r r 0 v

come, a* substantial a>

the yesterday that is jusi

past, and so near thai we
can almost reach out and

grasp them in the pres-

ent.

In my research tM
'The Light ThiH Kills"

I was immediately fasci-

nated by the knowledge

that every incident as

described might actually

have happened just as

written in the light of

our present scientific

knowledge.

Hcmatoporphyrin is

fatal to white animals in

sunlight. Injected into a

white mouse, be is all

right so Ion:: as he lives

in the dark. Taken into

unshi;

and bu

J. HARVEY HAGGARD

he shuts his eyt

Why couldn't

human system ?

Truly was li-

ne wrote, "Ther

ease the irritation, Soon
and sinks into a comatose state,

this same thing be done in Ihe

propbel ivhc'n

aven
;irth than dr

rvey Hazard tUrnardhi . C,:iif

Author of

:SS F.KGlNLF.kS!
«» a&», in a little

mountain village, in the Adirondack.-. (Ton

small to mention the name.* My firn interest in

life was a reaper and binder, as to how it tied up

WARNER VAX LOR.VF.

WANTE ft: 7 PEARL

J
WAS born thirsy-sk
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bundles of grain. Before I was ten I knew and

understood the operation of all farm machinery.

I tried to absorb all of the mechanical science

possible, and learn what made a model T Ford run

by the time I was fifteen (and started driving one

about that time).

I completed school, but was unable to go to

college and study engineering as I desired. In-

stead I had to absorb my engineering knowledge

at home, by reading everything that I could find.

I experimented with everything in sight, until I

had learned a lot by trial and error-

Following this I did quite a bit of mechanical

designing, for different small companies, always

following my interest in science. I read Edgar

Rice Burroughs' Martian stories with relish, and
every other book of the type that I could find.

Science-Fiction magazines were included in this

and I absorbed everything in sight. I read some

of his stories in the old "Amazing."

When I was going to school, I won a chil-

dren's contest by writing a short story similar to

"Oz" stories, and received a war saving stamp

as a prize-

It was not until the past five years that I seri-

ously took to writing, and have sweated over

a typewriter ever since. It is hard work, but I

like it, and intend to keep it up (if the editors

will let me). When I write I smoke, although

about four-firths of each cigarette burns up on

an ash tray, while 1 smoke the other fifth. Some-

day I might smoke a pipe, but I haven't got

there yet.—Warner Van Lome, New York, N. Y.

ED KARL REPP Author of

LOST ON THE SEA BOTTOM
T HEARTILY agree with that brilliant science-

* fiction writer, Frederic Arnold Kummer. Jr.

when he wrote in the October issue that "when-

ever a writer is asked for a biography of himself

he is, in most cases, on the spot." There never was

a truer word spoken if I can judge the hundreds

of writers I personally know, by my own reac-

tions. With few exceptions, they generally hate

like the devil to talk about themselves for in

most cases they live deep within their imagina-

tions and their lives arc usually imromantic, being

apparently dedicated to one purpose ... to get

that gnawing feeling to write something worth-

while out of their systems.

Jt is that strange, overpowering urge that makes

a writer battle through reams of bond striving

to create something from nothing and laymen

rarely if ever realize the amount of work and

sweat that goes into every story written. I have

written steadily without a stop for sixteen hours,

yet my best friends, non-writers, will insist that

we scribblers live on beds of roses! It's duck

soup, they say. All you have to do is set down,

knock out a few words and collect editorial dough !

I'd like to put it up to every writer contributing

to Amazing Stories or any other publication and

get their views on this bed of roses business.

It b admitted that most writer., take a great

deal of pride in their work, for after all, they are

like inventors building great things from a bare

inspiration. They have something to brag about
in most cases, but they rarely do. They pour out

their souls on paper, break their backs over the

type mill and most of them will admit that even

eight hours a day steady work is downright
labor at best. And have you ever heard a pick

and shovel man finding anything romantic about

digging a ditch ? The two kinds of labor, although

one is mental and the other physical, are brothers

under the skin, particularly when a writer gets

in what they call "the doldrums" when nothing

he writes pleases him and a mountain of balled

bond rears up around his desk. It is hard work,

my friends, as hard as any you'll find in this

world or any other. You look at that mountain
of crumpled paper and you wonder ... is there

anything romantic about it? There might be. but

I've never met a writer yet who could find it!

—

Ed Earl Repp, Van Nuys, Califorma.

EANDO BINDER Author of

VALLEY OF LOST SOULS
TpHE idea for "Valley of Lost Souk" came to

me one day when I saw a plane's-eye view of

a high mountain range. Some of the valleys

nestled in I he mountains were cloaked with mist,

just as this valley might look from the air. The
caption said that some of the mountain-pockets

are seldom free oi this mist, so presto!—why not

a valley containing a hoary secret? Also, legend

has it that ' white Indians" once dealt with the

ancient Mayans, so thai tied right in with the idea

of the AHantides coming to America from their

soon-to-be-destroyed continent. The gold angle

is probable also, since there are unnumbered tales

of "buried" treasure that have never been un-

earthed. Thus, it was really a delving into the

legends and myths of the past and weaving tbem
into a story pattern. The idea of having Atlantis

destroyed by men instead of nature always strikes

me as logical. Look at the way present-day

measures of warfare are increasing in power and

destructiveness. The day may yet come, unless

reason sways mankind, when battling nations may
come up with atomic-power and forthwith try

to wipe their enemies off the face of the earth.

Lastly, to get away from the telepathy cliche, I

spent some thought when writing the story on
how the modem people would converse with the

Aflantides, and decided on root-speech. This is

not as illogical as it. may seem. A good linguist

can almost intuitively grasp the meaning of any
modern language, because there are so many roots

of common origin. These may atl have originated

from one source—and for purposes of the story,

it is Atlantis.

—

Eando Binder, New York, A". Y.

MORRIS J. STEELE Author of-

THE PHANTOM ENEMY
^PHERE are things in space we don't even dream
* about. Outer space is a mystery. It has inter-

planetary debris in the form of meteorites; strange
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rays may wreak havoc on human beings; and

there may be conditions far beyond what we
imagine.

Whether we will encounter anything unknown

out there is not a supposition, but a certainty.

What these unknown things will be, we won't

know until we find out by actually sending a

space ship out there.

Thinking along these lines, I began to picture

to myself one peculiar condition which might

exist, and how it might be used in a story-. The
result was "The Phantom Enemy'" and I think

I've got a real phantom there. What would

happen to a shipload of men, 3 asked myself, if

they heard a strange whisper beyond the hull.

Something living out there—it couldn't be, or at

least our present day knowledge leads us to make
that assertion. Whether there can be life in the

void or not, I don't profess to say. However, I

was greatly intrigued in the writing of. "The

Phantom Enemy" and I must admit that even my
own hair stood on end as the weird thing whis-

pered from beyond the hull, from the cold void

where no living thing was supposed to be able

to exist.

I hope the readers like the story, and perhaps

I'll get another idea someday that will offer me
the opportunity to weave a story of the future

as I think it might be.—Morris J. Steele, Neva

York, N. ¥. *****
WILLIAM F. TEMPLE Author of

MR. CRADDOCK'S AMAZING EXPERIENCE
T WAS born in 1914, in Woolwich, London, al-

* most alongside the great Woolwich Arsenal.

Night after night the German 2cppelins came over

trying to get this Arsenal, and once a bomb landed

in the next street and killed an entire household.

So my earliest memory is of getting under a table

in a darkened room during a raid, thinking it some

sort of game and quite enjoyable. But since then,

my attitude toward war has changed a little.

Soon after I could read, I discovered the works

of Wells, and his flights of fancy developed my
imagination where "education" had failed. I had

an ambition to bring some of his scientific marvels

into reality, and went to study engineering at

Woolwich Polytechnic. One day, 3 years later,

I caught myself trying to screw a cold chisel into

the jaws of a drilling machine, with my mind

marked absent and wandering somewhere in a

remote Weilsian world of fantasy. Obviously I

was not practical-minded enough to become an

engineer. I took to office work, became a depart-

mental clerk in the London Stock Exchange,

where I still am.

Presently I began scribbling short fantastic

yarns in my spare time, of which one blood-

curdler called "The Kosso" found its way into a

hook of such stories. It's so unconsciously funny

that I can never re-read it quietly. Another was
accepted by the old WONDER STORIES, but

W. S. changed hands before it was published.

After some more failures, I took to writing crime

stories, in which the murdered victim was gen-

erally an Editor.

Then Walter H. Gillings brought out the British

9-f. mag., TALES OF WONDER. I had two
stories published in that: "Lunar Lilliput," and

more recently, an unusual one called "The
Smile of the Sphinx." But by this time I had got

myself completely enmeshed in the toils of the

Science-Fiction Association and the British Inter-

planetary Society, becoming Editor of the B. I. S.

"Journal,'
1

co-Editor of the "Bulletin'' and "Novae
Tcrrae," and complaining possessor of so many
other posts that Rossini's Figaro would have torn

up his little ditty and bowed his head in shame.

Am now sharing a flat in London with two
prominent and highly strung British s-f fans,

Maurice K. Hanson and Arthur Clarke, and run-

ning favorite in our own domestic "Who'll-Go-

Nuts-First?" sweepstake.

—

William F. Temple,

London, England.*****
POLTQN CROSS Author of

THE WORLD THAT DISSOLVED
rPHAT old question, which came first, the

chicken or the egg, has its counterpart in

science with the enigma of which came first, mat-

ter or space. I've wondered long about this ques-

tion, and have developed some interesting theories.

Recently I got to thinking about the subject,

mid hit on an idea that grew in my mind until

I suddenly realized I had an interesting basis for

a science fiction story. We all have heard of

novae, and how they have puzzled astronomers.

They are generally conceded to be exploding stars,

which flare up into unimaginable brilliance for a

short time, then fade out again, sometimes com-
pletely vanishing.

What happens when a star does that? Certainly

;i lot oi commotion goes on ;
things happen which

mean the emission of an awful lot of strange

radiations, energy, and what have you. Generally

we accept as fact that radiations travel at the

speed of light, and I have taken this assumption

in my story, lo explain the arrival of the un-

canny radiation from the nova coincidently with

its visible explosion.

In order to get around the fact that the rays

would affect all they struck, if they affected any-

thing at all, 1 had to devise this unique observa-

tory in space with its super-powerful telescope U>

concentrate the radiations. Once started, the re-

sulting phenomenon continued its ravages.

As for the rest of the story, I've tried to make
a dry =cientific subject a? interesting as possible,

and I hope: I've achieved the purpose of all fiction

entertainment.

—

Poltan Cross, London, England.

DON'T MISS THIS AMAZING TREAT!
Gaja Thirteen*}) Anniversary issue of Science Fiction's Oldest and Most Popular Magazine.

Watch for II!
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THE EDITOR'S

OBSERVATORY
(Continued from page I

HpHE argument about how long man can live has

a lot of angles, and many supporters from all

these angles. The Bible contains a very compre-

hensive record of the ages of Adam and all his

descendants, to the time of Noah. Methuselah

was the record-holder with his 969. But all of

them without exception lived for a much longer

time than any record-holder of today.

We have the school of thought which says the

years in those days were shorter. This is obvi-

ously not to be considered by seriously thinking

scientists. It would take colossal forces to slow

down the revolution of the earth about the sun in

those few short years (about six thousand years

from the time of Adam). Certainly catastrophe

would result, and there would be no life on Earth.

Nor is there anything in the solar system which

could have caused the change.

Another school of thought suggests that the year

as it was reckoned then was much shorter than

now, perhaps was reckoned by the moon. This

would be most credible except for one thin;:. The
Bible mentions harvest seasons explicitly, and lies

them up with the years. So obviously they were

the same sort of years we have now.

Then, what has happened to man to cause him

to lose the ability to live over half a thousand

yearis, and even as long as ten centuries? Why
don't men live today to such an age?

Certainly this is a question that de-

mands a bit more serious thought than

is being given to it. Apparently we have

a right to live longer than we do, and

also the latent ability to do so. And
who of us wouldn't want to live 969

years? Your editor, for one, would wel-

come the chance.

Scientists tell us old age is caused by

the deposit in our body of materials

that clog the veins, and the vital organs;

a substance that is not removed by some

glandular action as are other types of

impurities and poisons. Is this a sign-

post pointing to the truth; that some-

where in our body is a gland which has

become atrophied, or weakened, to that

it does not function to its full extent,

thereby robbing us of our just right to

long life?

If that is true, then it is equally true

that we can do something about it. We
needn't die before our time, strangled

by a poorly or non- functioning gland.

Long life is a matter for the scientist,

and jt is entirely within his sphere to

make it once more a reality.

Certainly we have enough factual evi-

dence to prove to us it can be done. It

will, and must be done. Perhaps even now, 3ome

obscure human being gropes blindly along a path

that will suddenly reveal the whole secret.

* * *

VTO doubt many of us get up in the morning,
1 ~ fling wide the window, draw in a deep breath,

and go through our daily setting up exercises. We
believe in exercise for the development and health

of the body. And we do something about it. But

few of us know yet about a new type of exercis-

ing which doesn't take place before the open win-

dow.

More recent developments in exercising the hu-

man body have gone beneath the surface. By
means of radio frequency waves, it has now be-

come possible to exercise the human heart. Weak
heart muscles are stimulated and toned by regular

periods of exercise according to the pulsation of a
definite and beneficial radio frequency.

Not only does this exercise do for the heart

muscles what your morning exercise does for the

muscles of your legs, arms and torso, but it aids

in the function of the heart, relieving the strain

of normal action in a damaged heart, and allow-

ing the damage to repair itself.

This is not the only use radio waves are being

put to in our modern hospitals. Treatments of

diseases which require fever heat in internal or-

gans, to eliminate dangerous germ and irritated

conditions, also involve radio frequency. Internal

fevers, beneficial to the diseased part, and lacking

the "burning out" effect of a fever which fills the

whole body, are caused by these same waves.

Truly radio i widening field.
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A TRULY GREAT STORY
Sirs:

I have just finished reading the January issue

of Amazing Stories and there is no doubt in my
mind as to the greatest story. It was ''I, Robot"

by Eando Binder. This was a truly great story,

written by a truly great author. Tt held me spell-

bound to the last page.

Blabu R. Dunmire,

414 Washington Ave.,

Charier oi, Pinna.

AN OCCASIONAL "CLASSIC"
Sirs:

...ay I endorse Eshbach's plea for a Taine serial?

Surely you can give us at least one if that master-

ful writer has accumulated six, all unpublished.

No one who has read it carefully can ever forget

"The Time Stream.'' I met science fiction through

Eshbach, a former acquaintance of my father's,

but nothing so personal makes me want to see

Taine in Amazing again.

An occasional "classic" is all many of us read

you for. So count this as a vote for Taine, and,

if fervent sincerity can make me triplets, three

for Weinbaum.
W. I. Gorm ley,

Torpedo Squadron Five,

Naval Air Station,

Norfolk, Virginia.

Sirs:

The January issue of Amazing is fine. Best

story for interest is Battle In The Dawn. Every

story held my interest, a feat unequalled in any

other mag for three years at least.

The magnetic rocket train on your back cover

is very pretty, but I understand that magnetic

induction tends to oppose motion—the very speed

of the ship would tend to slow it and thereby

lower its efficiency in the long run. Propeller is

better than a rocket in dense atmosphere anyway.

Please print scientifiction only!

James Michael Rogers II,

2006 Court St.,

Muskogee, Oklahoma.

• Amazing Stories seems to be in solid with you

both. I guess, Mary, the author made Oaxa Azii

ugly and cowardly so as not to arouse sympathy

for the villain. Anyway, you make no mention of

the fact that the Martian thought the girl very

beautiful, which would seem to indicate the stand-

ard of beauty doesn't change so long as the author

assumes both races are "human." And James, what

about an electric motor? Does magnetic induction

oppose motion there?—Ed.

JAMES AND MARY ROGERS AGAIN
Sirs

:

This letter is mainry one of congratulations on

the current Amazing. I liked the background of

your cover but I can't say so much about the

foreground, which should be the most important.

Why on Earth does Fuqua put that inane wire

like a halo around the head of the robot? It looks

most unnecessary. The back cover was excellent.

Why don't you let MacCauiey do a front cover?

"I, Robot" was excellent. Battle In the Dawn

was superb. The Scientific Ghost and Black Em-
press were interesting. I didn't like Interplanetary

Graveyard, although the plot was new, because

of the character of the Martian. He was said to

be: a coward, and he was supposed to envy the

more handsome earthman, when the Martians

should have their own standards of beauty. And

anyway, why make him a coward?

Mary Evelyn Rogers.

Sirs :

"Battle in the Dawn" is obviously inspired by

Wells' "The Grisly Folk," but is nevertheless

quite enjoyable, and goes much further than the

latter did. Very realistic, too. One rather strange

point was that the supposedly mentally inferior

Neanderthalers had perhaps a thousand people

living together in something resembling peace and

harmony, whereas the Cro-Magnons dwelt in

small tribes little, if any, larger than families.-

"I, Robot," was also good, though here we

have a case of the story being even more like an-

other. '"The Lost Machine," I believe was the

name of its earlier counterpart; it was in Amazing

at about the time of "The Jameson Satellite," and

was very much like this "I, Robot." Some resem-

blance might also be noted to "Of Jovian Build."

John A. Bristol,

5134 Conduit Road,

Washington, D. C.

• If your editors recollect correctly, the Neander-

thals were grouped together in a temporary camp

preparatory to marching against their enemies.

Normally they lived in small groups in caves. It

was from these caves that the family first en-
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countered by the Oo-Magnons was driven.—

Ed.

WE BREAK DOWN AND CONFESS
Sirs:

I am humbled. I tremble with mortification

to think you believe me in need of the explana-

tion you gave re deleting derogatory criticism and

ranking stories (the latter seeming quite irrelevant

to me). If I don't know about that yet, then

I've wasted a lot of time, but what I meant was

not deleting mere listings of stories. No, I meant

eliminating logical, constructive (I fondly hoped)

criticism . . . 'n every bit of it, too ! Gee, and I

thought (in my own, peculiar, weak-minded way,

of course) there were even a few elements of

humor lingering somewhere about. Ob well.

Your comment about Merritt is encouraging,

but I hope if. means you're actually contacting him

rather than merely hoping he'll contribute. He'd

be a real catch if yon could land him. . . . 0,

happy day

!

Well, break down and confess. How are our

chances of seeing "New Adam" in print? If it

can compare with "Dawn of Flame'' and "The

Black Flame" (and I hear it's the best of the

three!), then it's one of the greatest ever . . .

and I don't mean maybe!
I liked best this month Coblentz' delightful

piece, "Death in the Tubeway," and after that

came Wellman and Winterbotham, in that order.

The former's piece was welt-written and held my
interest to a greater extent than I had anticipated.

Winterbothanrs was neatly worked-out and was

effective because be didn't attempt to stretch it

beyond its natural length, as so many authors do.

Back cover is the mosi striking yet. and is bet-

ter than the front. Only, a train of such small

size wouldn't hold enough passengers to be prac-

tical. Fuqua made a most important error on

the cover, you know. The robot's hand as shown

would be absolutely useless, and Binder specifically

stated univcrsals were added to the ringers making

them very supple ... but Fuqua shows a piece of

solid metal. One more thing about illustrations.

I'd like to know by whose permission this fellow

Grossbcrg says "WE don't want Paul?" Is he

a dual personality or does he have a tapeworm?

I enjoyed the article on the "Time Capsule 7
' very

much, but It'll never stay there for 5000 years.

You'll hear from me again. . . .

Jack Chapman Miske,

5000 Train Avenue,

Cleveland, Ohio.

• So far, we've been unable to get Mr. Merritt

to find time from his innumerable duties to con-

sent to do something for us. But we'll try again,

and again.

You pose several questions in your letter which

cannot be ignored. We'll try to answer them to

your entire satisfaction. First, the Weinbaum
novel "New Adam." Your editors have read this

story very carefully, and have come to several

definite conclusions. When Stanley G. Weinbaum
wrote this story, he wasn't writing science fiction.
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Neither was he writing an action story. Perhaps

he wasn't even trying tu be entertaining. He was
writing a psychological study of a man who was

a superman, a mutation of the future, trying to fit

himself into our modern-day civilization, our en-

joyments, our occupations. In short, Weinbaum
wrote a serious novel, which constitutes quite

adult reading, and requires an adult insight and

understanding of psychology and human behav-

iorism.

Quite definitely, this is not anywhere near "pulp

newsstand" fiction. It's adult fare. To be quite

frank, your editors were fascinated by it, and
absorbed in its psychological revelations. Aha,

you will say (some very few of you), that's what

we want. We are not ordinary "pulp 71
readers.

We don't read for slam-bang action with ray-

guns, manly heroes rescuing fair damsels from the

ferocious people of Venus. And psychology is a

science.

Here I must partially disagree. Tn the majority,

you want action arid thrills. Some few of you

are avid science fiction fans who from childhood

have absorbed every bit of science fiction, and

remotely science fiction material, and hungered

for still more. Certainly you would like this

psychological work. But Amazing Stories is not

read only by the two or three hundred in this

category. The magazine is successful because of

those other thousands of readers who greatly out-

weigh the few. We have absolutely no assurance

that these thousands will not condemn us for run-

ning something they have no desire to read.

Thus, it would seem that Amazing Stories

cannot present "New Adam" to its readers. The

answer is simple; the readers haven't proved to us

that a majority want it. In quite the reverse, the

vast majority has signified a definite "no.''

We even considered publishing it as a separate

and single publication, but again, it's not news-

stand. And as a book, to be sold to our readers,

we also lack support. Certainly we can't present

a book to jus! a few hundred readers. No. pub-

lishing company likes to lose money.

Amazing Stouies has earned the reputation of

giving its readers what they want. And by read-

ers we mean the majority of the readers. Does

this answer your definite question about the ''New

Adam," Mr. Miske?

About Pau!. You will soon be seeing him in

Amazing Stobiks. We have contacted him, and

are arranging for his early appearance in the maga-

zine, and also on its cover. Once again we answer

the pleas of a number of readers with sufficient

volume to convince us of majority rule. But this

doesn't mean that Krupa and Fuqua will not con-

tinue as before. The readers have definitely set-

tled that.—Ed.

FINE SELECTION
Sirs:

Thank you for the fine selection you picked for

the January content. John Russell Fearn's novel-

ette "The Black Empress" is a story that don't

take long to read, because of the high key of
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interest. Binder comes thru again with another
"new slant" story. It's interesting to note how a
totally "different" story can come out of a dif-

ferent slant on a regulation idea. Glad to see the
return of Stanton A. Coblentz. Hope you can
succeed in persuading him to return to hi; annual
book-length. Krupa's illustration for "Death In

the Tubeway'' is reminiscent of Paul.

Your answer to the letter of H. V. Ross in Dis-

cussions on the use of stories other than science

fiction is quite alarming. I am all for a wide
variety of science fiction ranging from the more
adventurous types to the more scientific

types with the greater bulk being in between,
fcven Mcrritt's fantasies without their scientific

explanations are welcome so long as they are
within reason, but as to using weird, bizarre, su-

pernatural stories—nix. I like them fine, but
they belong in a different magazine—away from
science fiction.

Wily if Amazinc dated two months in advance
instead of the usual one month? h this due to

an error that crept in when we went monthly?
If so, about the only way to correct it is to have
two issues with the same month date such a?

February A, and February B.

Amazing will 30on start its 14th year, I sug-

gest that you reproduce on the back cover of the

first issue of the 14th vear, the front cover at

Vol. 1, No. I.

I prefer a set type style to the variety now
used for the interior story titling. A very neat

set up is that used for ' Prince Deru Returns" in

the Dec. issue. The title in bold black lettering

completely on the first page of the story with
the illustration on the opposite page. Double
spreads could be inserted in the middle of the

longer stories, altho if it is desirable at times to

use them at the start of stories, a standard letter-

ing (used throughout the issue) off of the illustra-

tion would appear neater than the present ar-

rangement.

Jack Darrow
3847 N. Francisco Ave.,

Chicago, 111.

• We don't intend to use weird, bkarre, or

supernatural stories, and we are sorry our reply-

to Mr. Ross gave thai impression. We were

definitely thinking of ' The Moon Pool" and
others of that category.

Amazinc Stokiks is dated in the same month
as other science fiction magazines, but is issued at

the beginning of the month to conform with the

other publications of Ziff-Davis, Popular Photog-

raphy, Popular Aviation, and Radio News. Nor
did the error as you call it, creep in when we
bought the magazine. We continued the policy

instituted by the former publishers. Going monthly
resulted in the apparent change, but actually,

none was made. We stili come out on the same
day of the month as previously.

Yes, we are completing our 13th year, as the

oldest science fiction magazine. Naturally we are

quite proud of this record, and we do propose

to present a gala is^ue in celebration. Watch for

this issue. It will be very interesting to all our
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TV*s your prudent Jot) pay you a sooa

.Biio.u,^ artvrrUMd rcio,Ih. HjukiIv ov

.,"..1 • \
" «« t'

P.i*f ijcjofc tflvilii- Fit..-!

WORlft'S PRODUCTS COMPACT
o*Pl- I5S tpincpr, imtlai

SONG POEMS
WANTED
AT ONCE

| lUCHAHI) BKOS-, n Hoods BUlg., Chicago, I

' subject.
deration.

BO, HI. 1

EXPOSE OF GAMBLERS SECRETS
New ways they rem) curds. Ktop losing. Know dice ex-
nosfs, missi.'1'B nnd passers, also slut machine wid punch
board. New book "BEAT THE CHEAT," 11.00 copy. Add
25c for new IW.Z c»t aloe. Send J 1,25 to
SPKtlflXTY KXrOBKS, Box 2*8*. Kansas City. Ho.

SEND FOR
FREE COPY

of Rhyming Dictionary and Instruction Book on
liow (o Write Popular Songs. Sniimlt best poems,
niploiiies today for our bonafiile, superior offer.

JIAHt STL'mOS, Dept. 28-F, Portland, Ore.

PATENT
roup IDEA

B"ully tiplain many interesting points to inventora and
Ulustraie important mechanical principle*. With hooks we also Bend
free "Evidence of Invention" form. B«fa.sonabIfl fees, deferred pay-
ment*, (orty-one years experience. Write to: Viator J. Evan* & Ce.,
rtenlsternl Patent AtWrnaya. 106-A, Vktor Bid*-., Washington, D. C

OTHER MEN have t«ad

ami profited by our ties

books "Parent Protection"

and "Selllns an Inven
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BTABT 1

$1260 to $2100 Year
Clerioal—Portal— .

Cuttemi, etc. , FRANKLIN INSTITUTE
Many 1938 appoint- ' Dept E242. Rochester, N. Y.
meats expected .* Sirs: Kusli to mo without charge. (1)
Got ready ^ 32-pago book with list of .many U. a. Gor-
im mediately. Cf amount Big Pay Jobs. (81 Tell me how to
CoTninan enuca- ^ uuaiify (or one et tUese- jobs,
tioii sufficient. . vnm„
Mall Cou- / ****
pon today. , Address

FALSE TEETH
, MY METUO

WHAT YOU WANT. MY MO.NKY IS.

OUABANTKK Si*o V Hi .1 i • •:!! .
<:

they fit aj)il look. 1 HaiB tliousamla of S
Status ami foreign couiiivks MV
FOUNDED ON 30 YEA US' i:\ t'iWuV.

SEND NO MONEY
WrltB TODAY for *'HKE HookM au.l Mawi&I.
0R. CLEVELAND DENTAL LABORATORY
Owit. 60-A. 503-05 Mlsiourl Avenue, East St. Louis, (II.

Tan SKINS, Make Up FURS
Be a Taxidermist. Double tout hunting /un. Weteacb
you artHome. Mount Birds, AnlmaU, Pets, Heads

Ui Dept. 3031 . Omutla, NCtlU

SONG POEMS WANTED
TO BE SET TO MUSIC

Free Examination, Send Your Poems to

J. CHAS. McNKIL
BACHELOR OF MUSIC

4153-NF, South Van Hois Lot Anyeles. Calil

ANY PHOTO ENLARGED
Slie I x 10 incha* or imaller If da-
Irvd. Same- price for full WW'
bust form, groups, latiuaoaiios
animals, etu.. or enliireemeiita o
part of group picture Safe ret«._
original pnoto euarameed. 3 for $1.00

SEND NO MONEY

;

Will wimin a week you will recei

readers.

Our method of setting titles to stories is being

imitated by many other pulp magazines, and once
more Amazing Stories has set a new style of fic-

tion presentation. We have received many com-
mendations on our unique method of presenting

the titles as integral parts of the illustrations-

Ed.

DISCUSSIONS "MISSING"?
Sirs:

Just another letter to compliment you on Janu-
ary's rear cover, for surely you must have many
such letters by now. Each and every rear cover

you have given us has been notedly better than
before. The space ship, I thought, was the peak.

But the future rocket train, by far, eclipses any
you have yet presented to us.

If other readers will admit it as I am doing,

you also probably know by this time that your
front covers occupy second place. Yes, it a fact.

!

The rear covers are better than the front ones!

Not because of the artist that does the work, but

because of the subject matter and the manner
in which both covers are done. No front cover

you have printed since Amazino's ''reincarnation''

(and possibly before) can match this last one of

the Future Rocket Train for sheer beauty of a

futuristic scene! I only wish yon had eliminated

the box and text you placed beneath the magnetic

rails, and filled that in with ' local color." The
reading matter really detracts from the picture'.

As to the Front cover, it is just a little too

"Fuqua-isb." (But then, look who's talking. Two
months ago T practically declared there was none

better than Fuqua.)

Thanks a million also for that short article.

"A Message To The Future." I have been lon»

searching for some real and detailed information

on the time capsule, as the local newspapers, and
the newsreels treated it all to unimportantly. As
if it were just another publicity stunt to sell I9.iS

pills to a sick man live thousand years from now.
Finally, to the Discussions column, always read

first by me. Don't you think there is a little some-

thing missing there? A little something that hasn't

enlivened Readers columns for some years now?
t't put it into words, but it is clear in my

I can give you the direct opposite of it.

always read this type of letter: "This is the

time I have written to any magazine, but

reading your mag for a year now, 1 feel

qualified. . . .", or this: "The latest issue of your

mag has just arrived and it is swell. Following

is my rating for the stories, ranging from y2 star

to four stars. . . .", or this: "I think that 'Inter-

planetary Treasure' was great, but the hero should

have. . .
." Need I go farther? The really inter-

esting letters in the January issue were those of:

Richard Rush Murray, Leslie A. Croutch, Dr.

John D, Clark, Sam Moskowitz, etc. Notice the

subject matter of their letters, and the interesting

manner in which they are written. It is the ab-

sence of this type of letter regularly and often

which leaves that impression that "there is some-
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thing missing.'' Let's do something about it.

Bob Tucker,
- Box 260,

Bloominglon, III.

• Glad you like the back covers so much. This

feature has proven to be the most popular of our

"reincarnation." Mr. MacCauiey will continue to

present his work from time to time, due to the

enthusiasm with which his work has been re-

ceived.

The article on the Time Capsule was very well

received, and we'll endeavor to present other

articles of this nature from time to time.

We hear a lot of talk among the fans as to the

Discussions department being the most interest-

ing part of the magazine. Now you come along

and point out something missing. Apparently you
like a column devoted to Setters by readers who
have something definite and significant to say.

We print almost every letter of that type we get.

so, if something still is missing, then it must be the

reader's fault. Perhaps you yourself can place a

letter in the category of Murray, Crotitch, Clark,

Moskowit/, etc.?

This department is irU ended to be controversial,

and we certainly appreciale the attempts of our

readers to help make it. more so. What do you
other readers say? Anything significant stirring

around in your heads? Put it down on paper

and let the rest of the Discussions gang have a try

at tearing it to pieces.—Ed.

HE'S DOWN ON LOVE!
Sim

:

I had almost given up hope that Amazing
Stories would again reach the standard set by the

third issue. However, when 1 opened the January
AS, I was startled out of a rather lackadaisical

mood by reading in the Discussions that you were

going to cut sex out. Whoopee!! At last you're

going right.

The top story is ''Battle in the Dawn" by
Manly Wade Weliman. If that story isn't a classic,

I don't known what is. Certainly, I'll remember

it when the other yarns are but dim, hazy dreams.

What a yarn

!

There seems to be a tie for second place be-

tween "The Scientific Ghost" by Ed Earl Repp,

and "The Black Empress" by Pearn. In ''The

Scientific Ghost," there was no love, and the

slory didn't drag because of this.

The plot was well built up, and it was a story

well worth reading. The other story, in spite of

the science, was fantastic in a way which only

Fearn reaches. Of course, I knew right along

that he was going to have the hero get the girl,

but just the same, the story was entirely read-

able.

For third place, I nominate "Death in the Tube-

way" by Stanton A. Coblentz who happens to

be a favorite of mine. In fact, I still remember
"In Caverns Below" and ''The Man of Tomor-
row," And, I'm going to applaud even louder due

to the omission of a love interest.

IN THESE
FAMOUS
CHICAGO
TRAINING
SHOPS
YOU CAN

Prepare yourself In ray wonderful Daylight training shops, tot a,

better job . . . a job that brings good pay—in the one industry that 19

constantly going ahead, even through the hardest times. Alter my
practical shop training in this world-famous Chicago echoolypu
are ready for your start in the electrical field wneie real opportunities
exist for the trained man.

All Practical Training on Real Equipment
Yoa Don't Need Advanced Edu*
cation or Previous Experience

You get triple training ab Coyne—through your eyes, yonr ear*, and
your hands. And it is all practical down-to-earth training on peal,

modem electrical macliinery and equipment. Real line generators,
motora.dynamoa.etc.—all right here in bis daylight shops for you to
work on aind gain pract ical knowledge from actual operation. No dull
boots—no Coirespondence. _You don'" "

cation on previous ele"*
-

training methods.

Amazing Student Scholarship Loan Flan

PAY FOR TRAINING
AFTER YOU GRADUATE

In Small Monthly Payments
Lack of ready cash need not stop you from getting Coyne training. II
you are ambitious and determined to improve yourself—if you are
anxious to get ahead in the great field of electricity— I will let you
take your training now...and you can pay for it afteryou gradu-
ate, in easy monthly payments. And even then you take over a.

year to complete your payments. Send coupon today toe all details
of thia remarkable offer.

time work to help pay your living expense*
after graduation you are given the service of my—it any time you need It.

Spare lime Work While Training
Employment Help After Graduation

employment department

DIESEL • AIR CONDITIONING
ELECTRIC REFRIGERATION

So that your training will be complete and to increase your earning
capacity 1 will include for a short time at no extra cost training in
DIKSE&, Electric Refrigeration and Air Conditioning.

Send Coupon Today
Mail the coupon at once for my big, illustrated FREE BOOK that
tells all about Coyne training, the amazing opportunities in the
electrical field, and complete details of my spare time employment
service and my "Pay After Graduation" Flan.

H. C. IEWIS, President
COYNE ELECTRICAL SCHOOL
500 8* Paulina St* Dept. 19-06

SEND NOW FOR FULL DETAILS!
H. C. Lewis, Coyne Electrical School,

Z SOO South Paulina St., Cant. 18-66 Chicago, III.
~ Dear Mr. Lewis;—Send me your big Free Book about Coyne

training, and give me all details regarding your spare tune
I employment service and "Pay After Graduation'' Plan.

\ NAME
ADDRESS

u

• - -- - - • hi mimmmmmm m£a?«TS • ti*mmMW•
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NEED RELIEF From AGONY of

STOMACH ULCERS
Caused by Gastric Hyperacidity

~ If you are one of these men or women who

yet simple inexpensive way at liome. Pain
and distress relieved from the start. Num-
bers report they were saved from expensive
operations. If after meals and at night
you have pain and distress from Gas, Acid,

Stomach, or Ulcers due to gastric hyperacidityICC write for valuable booklet with informa-
LK»lb tioii as to guaranteed trial oOVr.

TWIN CITYVON COMPANY, Dept. 203, St. Paul, Missus.

no WRITinG PAYS
i money quickly.

R8MIR jIHUCATOft -SYSTEM
S09-U Thirteenth Bt,, N. W. Washington, V. C-

INVENTORS
flon' elosj 1 ii patcntl neryour

for the inveiMw;* and
.
''Record of Vvehtlbii"

form. No charge for preliminary information.

CLARENCE A. CBRIEN ft HYMAN 8ERMAH
Rnoltttred P&ttnt Attorneys

1873 Admit Bldjj., Washington. 0. C.

BE A PASSENGER
TRAFFIC INSPECTOR

Winner. . . Most World's

School Contests —
EASY TERMS — FREE TRIAL
WRITE fOR LITERATURE DEPT. M
WOODSTOCK TYPEWRITER CO., WOODSTOCK, 111.

A Catholic Priest Tells

WHY ARE JEWS
PERSECUTED?

By
FATHER JOSEPH N. MOODY

10e postpaid

Drawer 10th Floor
461 Fourth Av«.

New York

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
Rate 10c Per Word Minimum 10 Words

Books

Correspondence Clubs

LONELY HEAHT6—LET ME HELP YOU (.'boose rcmr Life com-

Sealed information free. FRIENDLY 8KKVJ.CE CLU1S, i'ost Of-
fice Box 83!, Chicago, Illinois.

RACING
SYSTEM

Those who iilay tlw races faimot afford ti

in ., ikji W,
To Win." It is ftBiournIitia the r;

Send for it. No obligation.
*

PATY PUBLISHING CO.
618 S. Western Ave. . Pi. 131, Los Angeles

.NO Til

Hoping I have been of some assistance in build-

ing up a consensus of reader's opinion, I am
Louis Kuslan,

170 Washington Ave.,

West Haven, Conn.

CORRESPONDENCE CORNER

D. Evans. 101 Church St., Edgeware Road,
London, N. W. 8, England, is interested in start-

ing a science fiction library and would like cor-

respondence on the subject from British readers.

- . . F. C. Lennox, 31 Salkeld Gardens, Gateshead

9, Co. Durham, England, would like to correspond

with readers of science fiction, either sex, about 18

years old. . . . N. E. Kenealy, Fort MacArthur
(send your full address, so I can insert your re-

quest) . . . David Mcllwain, 14 Cotswold St.,

Kensington, Liverpool, 7, England, would like cor-

respondents interested in science fiction, photog-
raphy, and amateur journalism. Age 18 years.

. . . B. Cartellari, 10 A, Sudly Street, Randwick,
Sydney, New South Wales, Australia, would like

penpals about his own age 14, in America. . . .

Vernon Eames, 302 S. 5th St., Millvifle, N. J.,

would like to obtain copies of the old Skylark
stories. . . .

Readers of Amazing Stories:

I am quite certain that many of Amazing's
readers will be interested to learn of the existence

of the FANTASCIENCE DIGEST. FD is a bi-

monthly magazine, comprised entirely of material

in which science fiction and fantasy fans are un-

doubtedly interested. Included in its pages are

biographies of various authors, gossip and news
columns (we publish a special column devoted to

Amazing exclusively each issue also), short

articles, humorous burlesques and satires, an ex-

cellent reader's column etc. FANTASCIENCE
DIGEST is profusely illustrated by the best ama-
teur fantasy artists. Anyone interested in the

magazine is advised to send 10c for a sample copy

to the following address.

333 E. Belgrade St., Philadelphia, Pa.
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ZIFF-DAVIS PUBLISHING COMPANY
PUBLISHERS OF AMAZING STORIES

OFFER THESE PRACTICAL

ON SCIENCE
Here's your chance to get scientific books, written for the layman

J_ and the technician, especially suited for practical everyday use. _A_
k\ Build up your library of scientific knowledge, and make available a T"V

storehouse of scientific facts and research for instant use.

A FEW OF OUR MOST POPULAR BOOKS
1 The Sea and Its Wonders 4 Earth Lore

by Cyril Hall

Here is a book which by its
complete freedom from ped-
antry recommends itself to
anyone interested in the sea.

omplote work ^2 5Q

by S. J. Shand

Geology without Ja
Strictly scientific, ea
read, a clear and fas

aphy.

.

2 The Romance of Human
Progress

by Arthur Stanley Riggs

Archaeology presented In a
new and revealing manner,
by its subjects instead of
by countries or diggings.
A Vivid outline of modern
archaeological <tc Art
science.—372 pp ?O.UU

3 A Guide to the Constella-
tions

by Barton and Barton

A guide for "naked eye"
observational astronomy.
Star charts and detailed in-
formation of constellationB,

thing that is important to
an understanding * I oc
of geology * 1

5 Everyday with Chemistry
by H. H. Bunzell, Ph.D., &

Samuel Nisenson

Minute stories of chemistry
and its place in our daily
life. The science of chem-
istry telescoped Into amaz-
ingly simplified form, but
absorbingly con
plete

6 Treasures in the Earth
by Edward F. Fitih ugh, Jr.

An authoritative explana-
tion, for the layman, of the
science of mining geology,
with a minimum of techni-
cal Jargon and a maximum
of excellent photo- *0 f\n
graphs.—132 pp -Di.UU

$1.25

7 Foundations of the Universe
by M. LucViesh

A popular presentation of
physical science, from
atoms to the stars, without
recourse to mathematics.
Gravitation, electrons, en-
ergy, matter, all sirnplv

$3.oo

8 Stories in Stone
by Willis T. Lee

The narrative of Nature's
written history in the
rocks. The wonderlands of
western America, and the
curious incidents in the

-Isfi^..^
1

.

0
.^-. $3,00

9 The Mystery of Mind
by Leonard T. Troland

A complete and authentic
explanation of how the
mind works. Scores of sub-
jects, such as the Applica-
tion of Psychology, Nature
of Consciousness, Subcon-
scious mind, etc. *J qq—264 pp..

Also books on Aviation, Radio and Photography

This coupon will bring you any of the books listed above, or

information and prices on books not listed. Fill out and mail.

80OK DEPARTMENT
Ziff-Davis Publishing Company.

608 South Dearborn Street,

Chicago, Illinois.

Please send me tha book* I hav« ehackad, at price; listed.

Inclosed find check or money order. D Send them C. O. D., plus postage.

12 3 4 5 6 7 8 3

CHECK THE

BOOKS

YOU WANT

AND MAIL
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ANSWERS TO SCIENCE QUIZ
(Quiz on Page 13J)

SCIENCE TEST

1. Kodiak.

2. Bight inches.

3. One one-millionth.

4. The lithosphere.

5. Venus has one (this is incorrect since Venus

has no moons)

.

6. Salt lowers the temperature of the ice by

its mixture to 21 degrees fahrenhcit.

7. Three thousand two hundred cubic feet.

8. Laughing gas.

9. A heat resistant material.

10. One thousand ei?ht hundred years.

U. Animal sugar.

12. Iron.

13. Carbonado (sometimes called black dia-

mond).

14. Holding it close to your car (it gives

off a cracking sound).

15. A termite 15 (termites have no wing*).

TRUE OR FALSE

1. True.

2. True.

3. True.

4. True.

5. False. Alpha Ononis is the hottest mar.

o. True
7. True.

8. True.

9. True.

10. False (it is called osmotic pressure).

11. True.

12. False. Rain water contains oxygen, nitro-

gen, ammonia, carbonic acid gas, and sometimes

nhric acid, sulphuric acid, and other impurities.

13. True.

14. False. A dead glacier is a stationary or

fossil glacier.

15. True. The polar radius of the earth is

13 miles shorter than the equatorial radius, and

since the Mississippi extends over 13 degrees of

latitude, its proportion of this distance is more

than 4 miles, the river's source being that much
nearer the earth's center than its mouth.

STRIKE OUT THE WORD THAT DOES
NOT CONFORM

1 . Agate.

2. Cornet.

3. Red (tins is a warm color— the others are

cold).

4 Sunflower (the others have Christmas sig-

niheance).

5. Oolachan (this is a li-li, the others are

fruits).

SCRAMBLED SCIENCE TERMS
1 COPPER.
2. VITAMIN.
3. COYOTE.
4. SPARROW.
5. GENIUS.
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FUTURE OCEAN LINER
CONCEIVED AND DESIGNED BY JULIAN 5. KRUPA

(See. Back Cover)

SINCE the day when first the savage pro-

genitor of man climbed atop a floating log to

save himself from drowning and rode it to

safety, travel on the surface of the water has been

one of the most important factors in man's cul-

tural development. The discovery of the raft was

perhaps as great a discovery as the wheel. The.

wheel meant transportation on land, but the boat

meant transportation on water, and since three-

fourths of the globe is water, it becomes evident

that l hi* boat is of great importance to man.

However, iw great progress was made through

l he ages, and even up fti the day of Columbus,

ships were tiny, crude things of wood, often at

the merry of the elements. It was only unlit

comparatively modern times that water travel

really became an amazing form of transportation.

Today, great liners ply the oceans, monster

metal battleships as large as fortresses protect

coastlines from invasion, and giant freighters carrv

a staggering amount of tonnage.

A great liner like the Queen Mary ran cross the

Atlantic in a trifle over three and a half days,

carrying several thousand soul?.

But we have pictured the future mistress of the

seas, the ultimate development of travel by water.

On our back cover, we present the super liner, the

streamlined, weather-proof, speedy ship of the

day to come.

Streamlining has become the byword of civiliza-

tion's progress. No longer is the ungainly, the

awkward, the unbeautiful allowed to render im-

perfect any of man's creations. And so too, will

the ocean liner take to streamlining.

Let us picture this future queen of the seas.

Certainly she will present a stirring picture of

beauty as her sleek streamlined, brilliantly painted

hull flashes across the water at speeds that seem

almost impossible on water. Shaped, on top like

an elongated teardrop, she will ride in the water

like a sen!. The waves will slip smoothly around

her thick metal sides, having no effect whatever in

the magnificent steadiness n[ lier progress. The
most violent wind will not buffet her, but sweep

smoothly over nmi resisting rounded line-

Aboard her, no one will be seasick, but will

remain absolutely unconscious of the fact that

underneath I heir feet is a rolling, tossing ocean

of water. Even those few who do succumb to ihe

type of M>;isickness derived merely from observa-

tion will be easily cured, or rendered immune by
medical science.

Nor will then! be anv possible comfort, con-

venience, or luxury absent, which emild be ol»-

lained ashore, barge, homelike bUieruOWS will be

air-conditioned, kept at constant anil healthy tem-

perature, brightly lighted by healthful sunlight

retaining its beneficial ultra-violet rays. Magnifi-

cent salons and dining rooms will provide the

most excellent of foods. A giant ballroom, thea-

tres, gymnasiums, swimming pool, and spacious

gaming and observation decks will provide the

ultimate, in entertainment.

A portion of the ship will be roofed over with

vita-glass, and beneath its clearness, a warm sum-

mer day will reign, no matter what the inclemency

of the weather beyond the hull. This giant ship

will make its own weather, cooling the blasts of

tropic heal, and nullifying the cold of arctic seas.

In fact, the passenger will constantly enjoy the

comforts and pleasures of a veritable isle of

heaven, a miniature world, complete in every

detail. Hunting on water.

Mechanically, ihe ship wilt be perfection itself.

Powerful engine*, each geared to its own giant

screw, will push the ship through the water with

ease. A dual rudder system will provide complete

control. Knifing keel will cut the water at great

speed, with a minimum of wash. A triple-thick

metal hull wilt provide complete safety from dis-

aster. Sinking will be virtually impossible, with-

out blowing the whole ship apart.

Even in the event of attack, rocket -launch life-

boats will provide a means of escape, even after

sinking. These boats can be launched away from

all danger of suction, and will be powerful enough

to reach land on their own initiative.

Streamlined funnels will provide both vapor

escape and ventilation facilities. Divided, they

will not occupy valuable space in the center of

the ship, but will allow for a spacious ballroom

far beyond the size of any today.

Air-conditioning equipment will cool the ship

in the tropics, producing copious quantities of

fresh, cool air, cleansed of impurities, germs, and

gases. The same equipment will become a beating

unit in colder climes, with the same cleansing

performance still holding good.

Stabilizers will hold the keel perfectly even, even

in a gale, and a hurricane would cause but little

inconvenience.

In size, this queen of the seas would not be

much larger than the liners of today, perhaps, nor

would her speed be increased greatly. However,

it would advance to the point where its giant

capacity would still provide stiff competition for

the swift air-liners which may flash by above it.

Certain it is that she would need 10 dip no colors

to any superior means of crossing the ocean. She

would indeed be mistress of all she surveyed, an

inspiring sight to the eyes of man, her creator.

A man-made world on water, as complete, as

comfortable, and as efficient as any globe that

whirls through the void of space, and as inde-

pendent.

Someday soon we will ride such a ship as this!
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THE POLICY OF THE CENTURY

WILL PAY YOUR BILLS!
The Federal Life and Casualty Company,
a leeul reserve insurance company which haa
paid millions of dollars to polloy holders,
offers you ttie new "CKNTUtlY" Policy.
This cumiiany is nut. an awochiUon or assess-
ment company. Old. reliable. It I* Approved
by stale Insuranie departments. Be aafel
Ci)«s only (1 per month Just mall coupon.

INSURES MEN AND WOMEN
The new 'Century' KicKness and Accident
Policy Insures both men and women with
the beneflw shewn, phiN many other liberal
features outlined In tho iioUYy.

NO MEDICAL EXAMINATION
Anyone between Its and 7(1 can apply. No
nifidleul cxamlnullon. No agent will call.

SEND NO MONEY SZ?S"<,£l£l

FEDERAL LITE 4 CASUALTY COMPAWV
CENTURY POLICY DEPT., INC., SUITE 63 i#
ELGIN TOWER, ELGIN, ILL. 1
Mease send in nn- at unco complete trtformation how lo itfti th« I
"Century Policy lor 7 Days' Free i nsix-cvlou withou.! obligation. |

FOOD DISTRIBUTORS!

wanted;
Routes pay up to

$602°inaweek
If yon are out of work or o» part t1mr> anil nppd fash
at once to pay your bills ami 1U.' on, you arc just the
person I am looking: for. Rend your name at oni'W for

complete fr«> factn nhout tny phin. I have bii unusual
offer for you riRlit now—a wotitlerftil eh ain't' tf start

right in making; up to SlO.OO in » day.

Earnings Start at Once
Wtnutetfu! Fond THstribiilor Pish oiakinft a tremendous "hit"

throughout tba nation. I must appoint mnre men and women
«t onoc. Don't delay. Send for my plan now—no cost or obliga-

tion. Start at once to make money swordinn to simple, preyed

Plan. Distribute circulars, pled up orders, pocket a his P"t ei

dollar you take in Producers are given a orind-new.

latest model Ford Tudor Sedan as a bonus f» aililltton lo caah

•amino-

I Send Everything
Previous wpertencB not necessary. I «nd jftu positively *>pry-
thtnc you need to make good money your very first day. But y<m
mu« act (ait. Simply send your, name anii address mi th* coupon

ALBERT MILLS
0220 Monmouth Ave. Cincinnati, Ohio

PLAN SENT =}A&e £
ALBERT MILLS. FTaiWWrt

, 9220 Monmouth Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio

| Rush m<! ymii toai-reloH- r<-nd Distributor Plan—true anil Wlth-
. cat i!ii^»t,p„ 'felt in-- Ik.w !d nnb suo-i r.imv.y at unce and
I t;vi a. pen Yoid car as bonus.



GEE what a build /
Didn't it take a long

time to get those muscles?

No SJR! - ATLAS
Makes Muscles Grow

Like Magi

Will You Give Me *

7 Days to PROVE I Con
Moke YOU a NewMan?
LET ME START SHOWING YOU RESULTS LIKE THESE

7-DAY TRIAL OFFER[

CHARLES
ATLAS

recent photo of

harles Atlas,
twice winner and
holder of the title

"The World's
Most Perfectly
Developed Man."
This is NOT a
studio picture but
a simple enlarge-
ment made from
an ordinary small
snapshot. No
muscles "painted
on" or retouched
in any way. Thla

Charles Atlas
as lie looks today 1

I could fill this whole magazine with enthu-
siastic reports from OTHERS. But what you
want to know is

—"What can Atlas do for

ME?"
Find out—at my risk! Right in first 7 days

I'll start to PROVE I can turn YOU into a
man of might and muscle. And it will be the
kind of PROOF you (and anyone else) can
SEE. FEEL. MEASURE with a tape!

My FREE BOOK tells about my amazing 7-DAY TRIAL OFFER—an
oirer no other instructor has ever DARED make! If YOU want smashing

Strength, bit; muscles, glowing health—I'll show you results QUICK!

Sterling Silver Cup
Being Given Away

This valuable cup of solid
sterling silver, stands
about 14" high on a
black mahogany base.

award it, engraved, to my pupil who
makes the most improvement in his develop-
ment within the next three months.

FREE BOOK
CHARLES ATLAS, Pept. 9A

, 115 East 23rd Street, New York, N.

I myself was once a "-7-pound weakling—sickly, half alive. Then I dis-

covered "Dynamic Tension." And I twice won—agaimt all comers—the
title, "The World's Most Perfectly Developed Man"!

I have no use for apparatus. "Dynamic Tension" ALONE (right in your
own home) will start new inches of massive power pushing out your chest

—

build up your shoulders to champion huskiness—put regular mountains of

muscle on your bleeps—free you of constipation, pimples—make those

stomach muscles of yours hard ridges!

Make me PROVE It! Gamble a postage stamp. Send coupon for my
FREE BOOK AT ONCE! Address me personally: Charles Atlas. Dept.

9A. 115 East 23rd Street. New York, N. Y.

I want proof that DYNAMIC TENSION will make a
new man of me—give me a healthy, husky body and btg
muscle development. Send me your free book, "Everlasting
Health and Strength'*—and full details of your 7-Day
Trial Offer.

(Please print or write plainly)

City , State.

w4






